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Akmw 
This project presents an exploration of feminist theory and 
design-related issues regarding women and human-computer 
interaction. 

The document records research regarding the culture of 
computing and its effects upon gids and women in 
contemporary sociery. In general. the computer culture has been 
constructed, for a number of reasons, as a male-dominated 
culture - one in which girls and women feel marginalized. This 
marginalization leads to inequities in terms of computer use: 
Girls and women are largely disadvantaged in areas such as 
computer education and training, computer-related careen, and 
personal use such as leisure-time activities. Girls and women 
are largely absent in the development, design, use and 
evaluation of computer technology. The notion of sustainable 
development suggests that development with equity encourages 
the equitable development of gender-related techology. The 
theory in this document explores these issues in this context and 
argues that (1) gender inequities in terms of computers do exist, 
and (2) designers can play a part in shifting the balance towards 
equitable computer technology. 

As a key example of existing inequities in the computer culture, 
the document touches on computer games and deconstructs 
them. A look at how children leam about computer use 
reinforces the notion that computer games are a fundamental 
part of the unbalanced gender factor in computing. Therefore, a 
concept of a "new kindn of computer game is suggested as an 
alternative, which displays how a designer may address the 
issue in a gender-sensitive manner. The exploration of the game 
concept results in a list of recommendations and guidelines for 
designers when approaching gender-sensitive human-computer 
interaction. 

Keywords: design, feminism, technology, women, computer, 
human-computer interaction 
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Part 1 : Context - Background, 
Research and Theory 

I. Introduction 
Sustainable development regarding environmental design 
issues has become an important notion in the last decade. It 
has been discussed in terms of architectural structures, 
environmental science policy, planning methods and product 
lifecycle assessment It pertains to developmental concepts 
as well, pointing clearly towards development for equity. 

James Gustave S peth, the Administrator of the United 
Nations Development Rograrnme, spoke of the connection 
between equity and sustainable development at the April 
1994 Global Conference on Sustainable Development: 

Surtai~bie h m m  &vebpmnt  is a powerfir1 concept of a new type of 
Ctpvelopment. It is development that not only generates economic growth 
but distributes its kneflts equitably; that regentrates the emironment 
raihrr than destroys it; that empowers people. c ~ c s  their choices and 
opportunities, and provides for their ptia.panpanon in decisiono which 
afect them, rather than mrvgindising them ... 
It is &velopment that is pro-poor, pro-nature, p-women a d  pro-jobs. 
It stresses growth, but growth with equity.(p 3. Gnder Mrking Group) 



The coastruction of this document, these very words, iis made 
poesiMe by a new kind of development - integrated computer 
technology. Communication with others is made possible by 
use of modems, microphones, and video cameras, as  is a 
world of Sonnation through the internet Research, writing, 
communicating and entmtahhg is made possible by use of 
the current development in computers and information 
technology. The 1990s. in particular, have supported rapid 
technological progress in terms of advancements in 
information technology as well as the growth of the Intemet. 
In terms of equitable development, there exists a problem 
regarding women's visibility in the development process, 
use, evaluation and regulation of this new technology. 

Consequently, there exists a kind of inequity regarding the 
design of these computer technologies; the existing n o m  
serve as reinforcement of the communication of the values 
inherent in the new technologies -- values such as scientific 
reason, rationalism, logic, and objectivity. These values are 
also values which an a d a t e d  with masculinity in our 
society. The design of devices and systems which act as 
foundation and support for the "new" technologies is also 
integral to the communication of public perceptions of 
technological progress. In the past, most computer hardware 
such as monitors, keyboards and CWs has been designed in 
a manner which expresses the importance of the technology: 
materials, colors, controls, and icons are normally designed 
in a "no-nonsense" fashion, with less interest given to the 
human element or usability issues. (There is now, however, a 
trend towards exploring usability issues.) Our electronics do 
not have to k designed in a "black box" fashion (or "gray 
box" as might be more appropriate to computer hardware 
design). Electronic components could be housed in a variety 
of different ways; the cumnt "norm" is only one option. 
Similarly, software programs are often designed in ways to 
communicate the importance of the program and the "bells 
and whistles" as options - a way to champion the 
technology itself, rather than the person using the technology. 
Recent advancements in ergonomics have kgun to change 
the way consumers think about product design, including the 
design of technology. Ergonomically designed keybods, 
monitors and softwan are now attracting well-deserved 
attention as well as pinpointing a unique focus in marketing 
techniques. 

2 R. Floury - Jlnurry 2000 
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The new information technologies are changing the lifestyles, 
work habits and education of countless numben of people. 
Included in this group, of course, is women, who sometimes 
have a Merent relationship in terms of the technologies than 
do men. Since this technology is associated with 
masculinity, women in general may experience a certain lack 
of association with the machinery and programs. Women are 
largely absent in the development phase of these 
technologies, as well as in the regulation phase. Use of the 
technology may be somewhat limited in contrast to methods 
of use by men. Some exampies include secretaries who use 
computers to do word-processing, women who work at home 
doing accounting while looking after pre-school children. 
and women factory worlcers who assemble electronic 
cirndtry for CPUs. 

The design of computer technology, therefore, is of interest to 
women as a group, and those designers who wish to design 
more sensitively for all people, including women. In order to 
succeed with this task, it is important to understand the 
concerns and perceptions of women as a group and to study 
this in context of the larger society, focusing on relationship 
between gender and technology. In essence, gender is 
fundamentally a relationship, not an independend y 
specifiable thing or property; in this respect it is like class. 
This explains why, to study gender, one must study both 
genders in a society. Studying only poor people reveals little 
about how class and race relations are organized, and 
organized so differently in different cultures. Patterns in 
women's or men's lives cannot accurately be described or 
explained apart from the relation between them. 

For example, women who work outside the home usually do 
a double day of work, since they usually am also the main 
providers of child care and domestic w o k  This is uUPlly 
justified by the notion that child care and domestic wok are 
women's natural talent and inclination and are not men's. 
This double workday affects women's health and earning 
capacity and leaves them littie time for anything else. 
Women's lives are not understandable unless viewed within 
the gender relations they have with their fathen, brothen, 
sons, husbands, employers and national and international 
administrators, polic ymakers, etc. 

Thc existing g e d r  s t e ~ e o ~ s  mt 
based in hbmricai philosophies: 
"pJhe mak t by ~ h v c  tvpcrior, 
and flic f e d  irfirior: and rltc O W  

ruks a d  the other is M d ;  this 
primple, of necessiry, ex&& to 
all mankind. Where thtrt is such u 
diffcrexe as tha8 krwnn mul d 
bodyD orbchvccnmenundonimrrlt 
..., the lomr, sort an by rrcmnr 
s h s D  and it b ktterjiw t k m  ru 
for all^^ thattheysIbuIdbr 
MdCrthetvlcofam~nct." 

-his@&, as in Mstotk, 
Bmnu* 1962 p63 
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The social shaping accounts of science and technology can 
be joined to the new understanding of gender as a social 
dimension to offer valuable new resources for a more 
effective movement toward sustainable human development. 
The effects of technological change depend upon the 
outcome of political struggles over who will bear their costs 
and nap their benefits. Science and technology arc open to 
shaping by social structures and cultural meanings. Which 
social values and intmsts the new sciences, technologies, 
and social relations will favor depends upon the outcome of 
struggles between groups with investments in the direction 
social chaage will take. Women's position in this process 
will be integral to the direction fuhm technological 
development will take. It is important, therefore, for an 
exploration of the design issues concerning the feminine 
perspective on computer technologies to reveal existing 
problems and to offer reasonable solutions. 

The Nature of the Document 

"Th indices ta the s t m & ~ d  
historicJ of technobgy ... do not 
contain a single refem~e. Jbr 
tamp&, to such a signi- 
~ a L a ? t i ~ t  as the baby bonk. 
Here b a simp& tnp&mtr~ ... 
which has ~(uurnncd a 
/irnrlbmniial hnmm apdencefir 
v a t  numbers of in- and 
mothtts, and ken  ow of the more 
c o ~ s i a l ~ o f ~ r n  
technology & ~ C o p c d  
connairs - it@& no phce in 
ow hbtorirs of tcchnobgy." 

- W h  Swont Cow~m, 1979. 
~ 5 2  

In today's society, the culture of science and technology is 
largely assumed to be a masculine tradition. In addition, 
modem science and technology are indivisible. The 
particular character of modem science ushered in with the 
Galilean d u t i o a  is precisely that it is directed towards 
experiment, use, technology itself; it is this which sets 
modern science apart from that of classicai Greece, Babylon 
or India. The contemporacy production of scientific 
knowledge is predominantly through the method of 
experiment, inherently committed to acting on the natural 
world, in order to understand and control it. At the level of 
consciousness of individual scientists, a quite contrary view 
was commonly expressed from the 19th through to the mid- 
20th century. This emphasized the disinterested and non- 
utilitarian nature of the work of the "man of science" ... Their 
belief that they wen pursuing knowledge for knowledge's 
sake savors wne of the social functions of pre-modern 
science, where science is on a par with other intellectual and 
aesthetic activities such as music or poetry, than those of 
contemporary science.( Rore and Row, 1976, as in p303 Gender 
Working Group) 



P a l  I: Context - BacJtgroond, Remarch and Thsory 
Science began to be questioned in the late 1960s and early 
1970s. regarding the use and a b w  of science, in particular a 
militarized and polluting science that seemed to be directed 
towatds profit and warfare. The initial view of science was 
as neutral or value-free and useful as long as it was in the 
hands of those working for a just society. Gradually, 
however, the radical science movement developed a Marxist 
analysis of the class character of science and its links with 
capitalist methods of production. The growth and nature of 
science was (and is) linked with the needs of a capitalist 
society, tied to state and industry and directed towards 
domination. Thomas Kuhn's 7Re Snuctrae of t k  Sciennific 
Revolution (1970) marked the beginning of  what w a ~  to 
become a major new field of study known as the sociology of 
scientific knowledge, whose central premise is that scientific 
knowledge. Wre all fomu of knowledge, is affected at the 
most profound level by the society in which it is conducted. 
(p3,4 Wajcmaa) Only during the last decade has Western 
science been labeled as inherently patriarchal.(pr) Wajman) 

Technology also has politics, including gender polities. 
Technologies are always embedded in cultural pactices that 
give them and their hardware culturally different meanings 
and uses. (Winner 11986; Wajcmaa 1991) Technology is more than 
just hardware. It is also skills, expertise, organization, 
techniques and knowledge, all of which are connected to 
production processes. In terms of computer usage, it is 
almost always men, and often not women, who are included 
in all areas of technological development For example, 
women's knowledge of production processes is scientific in 
nature, but is not recognized as such, and is often invisible 
altogether. 

c 
Currently, design elements of computer technology a g m  
with the cultural codes that exist in society; cultural codes 
that are masculine in nature. These codes arc reinforced by 
centuries of historically constructed gender roles which 
define our notions of what it is to be male or female. 
Although controversial and commonly debated in today's 
CUINR, masculinity is thought to k associated with m o n ,  
science, culture and production in the public sphere, while 
femininity is thought to be associated with emotion, nature 
and production in the private, or domestic. sphere. Despite 
the progress made by the women's movement, it is still 
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commonly accepted that women an largely in charge of the 
domestic sphere, whether they work outside the home or not, 
while men are expected to fulfill caner challenges, and 
attempt to "change the world", through technological and 
scientific advancement. For more equitable design 
concerning computer technology, the design elements must 
be consistent with more equitable cultural codes. 

Additionally, the time seems appropriate for movement 
towards rePl equity. Professionals in all areas of design and 
engineering cite a respect for diversity in critical thinking and 
poti~~-rnal&~ that invoives new technological systems. 
Moreover, professionals an recognizing changes in skills. 
techniques, processes, equipment and the type of 
organization of production that enables people to cope better 
or take advantage of a particular circumstance. Designers 
and engineers ace beginning an attempt to create technical 
systems that make sense in the context of women's lives. 
Such systems have the potential to free women from 
drudgery, and allow their creative and innovative potential to 
be demonstrated. These types of systems, by fitting into the 
fabric of their lives, may perhaps create opportunities to 
enable them to change their material and non-material 
conditions, such as poverty or isolation. 

Attitudes towards computers revisit the gender gap cited in 
previous research by many prominent academics. I suggest 
that there is a gender gap revealed in the field of computer 
use, and in the interface associated with computer use. I 
intend on studying this gap in the context of scienUc and 
technological development, where many people, especially 
women, tend to &me marginalized. The first step in any 
process which suggests that change is necessary is awareness 
of the issues surrounding the subject. This document 
addresses the awareness issues from women's perspective. 
In addition, as practical application towards design issues 
regarding thew issues, this document will culminate in a list 
of recommendations and guidelines that designers may 
choose to follow in order to instigate a "new design 
approach". This document represents the ffus step in 
approaching the problem of a equitable approach towards 
humn-computer interaction design. 

Gender i s  created through a 
socicty'l assignment of mu mis document pmsents my own pmtialm point-of-view 
octiviikslo which is shured by many women atui is suppotted by 
mcn, (irnage@m b i t y  F&, FeM 

rumemus studies and research mat& thar have been 
R. f l q  - J w r y  2000 
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currently developed. It is not specificdly rm anthropological 
or even an ergonomic perspective, although it &ms on and 
is supported by several aspects of these perspectives. 
Research approaches we not specificaily ethnographic, 
d h u g h  they urilke some of the idkology. h c e s s  
methodologies on not strictly pmtr'cipatury, although they 
have similarities to this philosophy. M y  perspective may be 
called holistic in the sense that it haws aspectsfmrn several 
rehunt theories and culminates in the development of o new 
theory for design. 

This document begins with an o v e ~ e w  of the identified 
"problem". In the fmt section, I present the context of the 
problem, including a description of the problem in terms of 
women's perspective, specifically examining the culture of 
science and technology and its biased nature. The fiRc 
section is completed with the suggestioa of how change 
could occur in order to address this problem. 

Section 2 examines how the transition from theory to practice 
might occur. It addresses the issues of process and theory 
development, particularly the differing philosophies of the 
design process and how the development of theory draws 
upon these in order to reault in a statement of relevant gods. 
This section also assesses the issues necessary to approach 
the design changes from the perspective of women's lives. 
This includes such issues as the social and political 
implications of new technologies relevant to women, 9 
including the existing value-system, policy, the "computer 1 I 
culture", feminist aesthetics, and design issues. This section 
looks at the extent to which design might afTect the direction 
and pace of change regarding these issues. 

Section 3 moves more specifically towards a solution as the 
intervention, or computer interaction design. is addressed. 
This includes an assessment of the design of a general 
technological theory regarding women and moves towards 
computer specific issues and then computer interaction issues 
in particular. The tenuous nature of women's relationship to 
cclmputer culture is explod further in this chapter. Usability 
issues in tenns of computer usage is key to design for 
women, and this subject is addressed accordingly within 
most aspects of this section. As an illustration of the 
practical application of the theory, a concept for a "new kind" 
of computer game is explored and discussd also. 

Grndu is h W d  with &RP. 
rtue, e-0 and whdevm other 
hierarchicd social nhrrlow 
o r g d e  a mckty's irutitu#ionr 
dpracriccs. (Imagejbnr Saturday Mghr 

mag0~1-ne. 06193) 
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Gendct rehtionr  hap our W i t s  
and the matetiat world with which 
we infertxt &ai@ 0s well as their 
social meanings, /iom the clothing 
we weor, tk p#)d opplianccs 
we we, f k d w t i s i n g  weseeand 
the jobs we &. (linage jivm 

Section 4 is exactly that - a list of recommendations and 
guidelines that a designer may use in order to approach 
human-ccimputer design in tmns of gender issues more 
sensitively and with more awareness. This section presents 
the information in terms of policy, social and design concerns 
in order to again recommend a holistic approach to a 
solution. 

The last section concludes the material and recommends an 
avenue for the next step regarding further research and 
change. I hope to have convinced the reader that a 
recognition of the problem of engendered nature of existing 
design need not lead to either an acceptance of the existing 
methodologies or a complete rejection of them. Instead, the 
argument that women's relationship to computer technology 
is a contradictory one, in combination with the suggestion 
that computer technology is socially constructed, opens up 
new possibilities for design scholarship and activity. 

II. Technology and Women 

Western feminist scholars and writers have been exploring 
the area of women and science and technology since the mid 
19809. Their work reveals the gendmd history of science 
and technology as well as the low rate of women 
participation in design, implementation and use of 
information technologies. Theu research reveals that the 
majority of Internet usen are men (pSS.MiMiUar), as well as 
raising the question regarding the idea that the Internet may 
intensify existing power relationships by creating classes of 
"infomation rich" and "information poor,  along familiar 
lines of class, ethnicity, race, gender, language (and location) 
(ps5 Mil*r). New research about women and computer 
technology, such as Cracking the Gender Ccde:Who Rules 
t k  Wired World? (L998)by Melanie Stewart Millar, cites 
two approaches concerning these issues that have become 
popular -- the "liberal feminist view" and the "cybederninist 
viewn. 

The liberal feminist approach to the new digital technologies 
focuses on the existing obstacles to women's access to the 
Lnternet and technical arining, assuming that if more women 
became involved as users, technicians, programmers and 
designen of computers, the Internet's gendend nature would 

Rflwy - Jmmryt000. 
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disappear over h e .  They also suggest that access issues arc 
important -- greater availability of equipment as well as a 
need for gender-sensitive training opportunities. resource 
materials and institutional support. These feminists cite 
women's lack of presence in the process as the main problem 
and do not suggest that the context in which this technology 
exists is problematic. For instance, Dale Spender, author of 
Nrrttenng on the Net: Women, Power and Cyberspace , 
uses women driven as an example. Although the notion of 
women drivers was ridiculed in the automobile's early days, 
they are now unremarkable. While Spender acknowledges 
that women are ''forever restricted to working with a product 
that men designed to fit men's lifestyles and hobbies:' she 
argues that, if enough women become involved in the online 
culture, they will swn become as present as men. This "add 
women and stir" strategy assumes, however, that digital 
technologies are separate from the context in which they 
w e n  designed, manufactured and disseminated. This 
strategy sees new technologies as neutral -- as simple tools 
that have no social, political or economic purpose or 
meaning. This strategy also does not acknowledge how these 
techndogies are experienced differently by diEerent women 
and how they are implicated in larger processes of class, race 
and gender exploitation. 

The cyberfeminist perspective views the Internet as a 
technological development that is different than any other. 
They see computer networking and online communication 
groups as technological manifestations of postmodernism. 
C y berfeminists argue that the Internet encourages 
communication in a world that ignorea one's gender, race, 
class. religion aad age -- therefore ~ P O M ~  hierarchy and 
encouraging democratic thinking. Cyberferninist Sadie Plant 
argues women's advantage with computer technology, as the 
significance of physical strength is reduced in its use. In its 
place is a demand for "speed, intelligence and transferable, 
interpersonal and communication skills" - skills that Plant 
argues women have in spades ( ~ S B  WIN).  A strength of 
cykrfeminism is that it presents an optimistic dtemative to 
positions that seem to relegate women to the status of victims 
in an overwhelming patriarchy. There are cyberfeminist 
online groups such as "Geekgirl", "Cybergnl", and 
"Nerdgnl" that reinforce cykrfeminist theories. 
Cyberfemkism also raises important points about how the 
new technologies are novel and unprecedented. Sherry 
Turlde. MIT professor and researcher of people's 



"[TAc ~ 1 0 8 i c a l  oppmach/ 
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influencing fk choice &tween 
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-p23, 

relationship to computers, argues in her book, Life on the 
Screen: Identity in the Age of the internet, that the Internet 
encourages identities that are multiple, decentralized and 
flexible. She writes that gender-swapping destabilizes 
gender myths and encourages more flexible identities. 
Despite this, however, march  indicates that "gender mies 
tend for the most part to nmain stereotypical" in such 
en~roaments.(p61 War) 

Although cy berfeminism is positive and empowering, it is 
diflkul t to see the connection with women's actual 
experience with computing. U women are so well suited to 
cyberspace, as Plant suggests, then why are so few online? 
And, of those online. why do those women participate less? 
Analyses of women's online experiences, which often 
include gender-based harassment, exclusion and even 
stalking, indicate that cyberspace is far from subverting 
existing power relations. (p62 Millar) In fact, it is often 
because of sexual harassment that many women choose to 
assume a male identity while online. Feminist researcher 
Larissa Silver describes it as "same message, differeat 
medium.*(pa2 Milla) There is also debate as to whether 
electronic communication is actually democratic, because, as 
in all communication. then are patterns of language that tend 
to be more dominant regarding conversation or be more 
submissive in style. 

In terms of work pattern emerging for women in the dawn of 
digital technologies, then is an argument that they may aid in 
providing alternatives for women. such as women-owned- 
and-operated businesses. This may be true on a mall scale, 
but it also ignores the obstacles of access and literacy that 
women still face. Insufficient time and money are also major 
inhibiting factors to women's use of digital technologies. 
Heather Mcnzies, the author of Whose Brae New World? 
Tho Information Highway and fhe Nrw Economy, reveals 
how automation, computerization and networking has 
benefited a privileged minority of big business interests at the 
expense of the Canadian workforce. She highlights the 
disadvantages for women: reduced access to technical 
education and training; the recent increase of the wage gap 
between men and women, the fact that since the 19Ma and 
1980s women have worked harder for less compensation, the 
fact that women am disproportionately represented in the 
ranks of low-end communications jobs and describes recent 



data that indicates women are more likely to be subject to 
electronic monitoring on the job than men.(p66 Milk)  
Although Mendes shows the effects of technological change 
on women, she does not discuss the cam. 

In order to develop a larger sociopolitical picture, it is 
necessary to explore how our society is developing - how 
knowledge is constructed, how values are communicated and 
how power is organized. It is important to recognize the 
significance design has in the meaning and processes of the 
development of computer technologies, and the culture 
surrounding them. In an attempt to further an understanding 
about what technology means to women, several areas were 
examined as indicators. The culture of science and 
technology is one such area which may display certain 
characteristics that will atrecr girl's and women's role in 
technology. The examination in this area reveals many 
elements that become a foundation for the theory regarding 
further development toward a mom holiatic approach to 
design a human-computer interaction which is sensitive for 
women (and men). In addition, the occupations that exist 
within the field of computer technology, and the aspects 
which an changing in order to accommodate women also 
reveal some interesting facets of the problem. This area, too. 
lends itself well to the development of a theory or approach 
in the development of a methodology of human-computer 
interaction design. 

A. The Culture of Science and Technology: 'Toys 
for the Boys* 

1. Introduction 
The traditional conception of technology is heavily weighted 
against women. We tend to think about technology in terms 
of industrial machinery and cars, for example, ignoring other 
technologies that affect most aspects of everyday life. The 
very definition of technology, in other words, has a male bias. 
This emphasis on techno1ogies dominated by men conspires 
in turn to diminish the significance of women's technologies, 
such as horcicdture, cooking and childcare, aad so 
reproduces the stereotype of women as technologically 
ignomt and incapable. The enduring force of the 
identification between technology and manliness, therefon. 
is not inbmnt in biological sex difference. It is rather the 
result of the historical and cultural coru~nrction of gender. 
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CM', mainly wrntn, and cost 
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Gender and Hu-puter Interadon 

"Wmn'sadianceinto whuthave 
k e n  bcrditionaiiy men 3 jobs 
( e s p c c ~  the h i g h  suuw 
professio~) is still vwy SmOU. This 
s i ~ n ~ d u c & a r n u ~ o f  
recuoru, inclvding sex stereotyping 
/iom an early age: & f S c u ~ s  in 
ednmibn, ~ d g ~ e  and 
&aining;pb segregation hued on 
g e d t ;  p r  &on support; wa& 
kgishtion; AanrMrk conpicts 
&&n: d f s i m h i m ~ r y  
ptmces within organbtbns; and 
pjudiced aifimab crtirudcs &biow 
bwcvdt w r b g  wimtn." 

-pl, Dovidson 

Inorucatton,to beincommandofthevery latest 
technology signifies being involved in directing the future 
a d  so it is a hi@y d u e d  md myd~otogized activity. There 
exists a complex relationship between knowledge, power and 
technology. The mastery of othn kinds of technology, such 
as that often found amongst working-class men who are 
adcpt with cars dues not convey the same status as compclbr 
expertise, but still nveals the connection between men, 
technical expertise and puwer. 

Then is a new type oE E O B I ~ ~ ~ F  product avdaMC W a y  - 
one which directly separates the genders from each other. It 
is the k b i e  Computer and the Hot Wheels Computer. The 
design of these computers cleariy illustrates how the 
interaction with canputem as ma4e or f e d  isan i-sue. The 
design of these examples show reinforcement of sen- 
stereo~ping for marketing purposes. 

Childm today an more likely m devakop their interest in 
information technology at home than at school. Schools 
reinforce the early socialization into gender roles that takes 
place within the family. Many children's toys encourage 
boy rr tu be assertive- and independcnf tvsolve pmblems; 
experiment with construction and to regard the technological 
a s p a  of their toys with confidence aud familiarity. The 
skills which children learn from these toys lay the 
foundations-of mat he ma^, scientarc and technotogical- 
learning. By contrast, "girl's" toys, such as dolls, foster 
dicferent skills which are associated with caring and s ~ i a l  
interaction. Just as boys often come to school with the 
advaatage of-havmg played witit mechanical toys,-or 
connected an electric bain set, they now have often played 
video games at home. Toys are an importaut part ofthe 
merentiated learning experiences be tween girls and boys. 

Computers all too easily fit into this sex-stereotyped view of 
technology. There is aterdency for' the horhe compirterto be 
purchased for the sons of the family. This is encouraged by ... ' . 
advCrtikhi:nti fi c o ~ p u ~ r  games and h&e computeh 
which am aimed at a male market and often featum pictures 
of bbys lobkingii@ily aithe screen. Games ue'the pn'marp. 
attraction of computers for children. Given that it is men 
(often-computer "hackers") who design video games and - 
softwan, it is hardly surprising that their designs typically 
appeal to male fantasies. Many of the most popular games 
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today are simply programmed versioos of traditionally male 
nowcomputer games, involving fighting, conquest or 
competition of some sort, Thus, the new technology of 
computers was slotted into a pre-existing male subculture and 
took on a masculine face. 

There may be more reasom for the computer culture to 
consist mainly of boys and men. To discuss this area further, 
certain mas may k explored: 

the biased nature of science, 
our socio-cultural value system, 

8 certain assumptions about technology and social reality, 
our environmental perceptions, needs and interests, 
the invisibility of women in the development process 
and 
other speac issues that impede the participation of 
women in science and technology. 

2. The biased nature of science 
Some feminists have re-examined the Scientific Revolution 
of the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries, arguing that the 
science which emerged was fundamentally based on tbe 
masculine projects of reason and objectivity. There also 
exists a tendency to dichotomize concepts central to scientific 
thought and to Western philosophy in general: culture vs. 
nature, mind vs. body, reason vs. emotion, objectivity vs. 
subjectivity, the public reaim vs. the private realm - in each 
dichotomy, the former must dominate the latter and the latter 
in each case seems to be systematically associated with the 
feminine. 

Feminist theorists have emphasized the biased natm of 
science, pointing out that it is a hum. activity heavily 
influenced by prevailing social, political, and economic 
factors (Rosur.ar in Gender Working Group.pl81). Some have 
argued that a feminist science would differ from "masculine" 
science because of fundamental differences in female 
perspectives and female approaches to problem solving. 
Science, as commonly practiced, espouses an essentially 
male world view, and women scientists who wish to succeed 
must of necessity work within this view or perspective. One 
object of continuing debate is the preeminence of the 
scientific method with its emphasis on "rational" thought 
processes. Def~t ions  of rationality should be expanded to 
include at least some of other cognitive styles and other 

7bm is an endining/brce ofthe 
W i o r i o n  &tween techlogy 
and manlintss. (Imagejhm myd- 
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"ways of knowing" (Brush, as in Gender Worldng Group, pl8l). 
For example, greater emphasis might be placed on evidence 
from other sources, including various types of intuition. To 
date, there has been little empirical exploration of whether 
female scientists really do work differently ftom male 
scientists or whether they bring different qualities or 
emphases to the scientific task (sorenscn 1992, as in Gender 
Working Group, p182) 

Some maintain that science and technology will take 
women's concerns into account only when more women 
become scientists and technologists. How ever, the mere act 
of increasing the d e r s  of women scientists will not 
necessarily effect fundamental change in the conception Md 
practice of science. If true reformis implemented. then it is 
necessary not only to increase numbers, but also for a critical 
assessment to be undertaken of the underlying assumptions 
that guide the creation of science and technology knowledge. 
( p 182 Gender Working Gmup) 

3. Values 

"Techlogy is powerful, remote, incomprehell~~*b&. 
inhuman, scicntip, exp1uivc and - above ali - male. 
Whar h s  it have io do with women?" 

- FauLkner and Anwld 1985:l (p34) 

One of the crucial points that has been made in feminist 
perspectives on technology is that women do not have the 
same access to technology as men do. Technology is socially 
and culturally constructed as a male practice canied out in 
male institutions. This has led to a dominant value system 
underlying technological creative processes and decision 
making, which is considered to be fundamentally masculine. 
According to this point of view, the value system on which 
technology is based consists of values such as rationality, 
objectivity, competition and progress ( m o w  1988, a in &n&r 
Wokin8 Group, p295) - values which are seen to be correlated 
with masculinity. These values arc also strongly co~ected 
with the public sphere, and are considered to be more or less 
opposed to the values and attitudes connected with the pri- 
vate sphere, such as subjectivity, intimacy, emotionality and 
personal caring - which arc values associated with femininity. 
or women. 
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Science and technology are aot value neutral or outside 
culture: they are f d y  embedded in their local social relations 
even as they an also constrained by the natural worid Sci- 
ence and technology are social as well as natural products. 
They am not exceptiolu to the general rule that ell human 
products bear the fmgerprints of the processes that generated 
them; they simply bear their wcial markings in ways perti- 
nent to how they work. (w o ~ a d a  w e g  ~ r w p )  

Mike Coolcy, a critic of the c m n t  design of techno- 
logical systems argues that technological change is 
associated wi th... 
'...the values ofthe White M& Mmior, admimdfhr his strength and 
sped  in eliminating the weak, conquming compcti&rs and mling o w  
vat anninr of men who o&y hir every htnction ,.. Technobgical 
change k $ W e d  of the so-called fe& v&s such as intrcition 
nrbjemcnvity, teltocity and comprrsion. ' (Cwky, as in W&mm, p.18) - 

The elemental concern of value existing within the 
framework of the technological, and especially computer 
technology, is clearly indicative of potential methodological 
discrepancies concerning human-computer interaction 
design. If the process or product do not successfully offer the 
same sense of value as the value system in which they exist, 
then the product will be less well-received, less efficient, and 
offer less competition in the marketplace. It is imperative 
that the value-system be considered carefully, especially as it 
may be relevant to women's concerns of technology. This 
will enable the designer to attempt a more sensitive approach 
to the technology in question. 

Scieace and technology were at one time seen as neutral or 
value-free. When politics began to argue that the growth and 
nature of modern science was related to capitalist society, 
criticisms of science as directed towards domination began to 
view science as value-laden instead. Thomas Kuhn (The 
Structure of S c i ~ p c  Revolutions 1970) saw scientific 
knowledge, Like ali other fomu of knowledge, as affated by 
the society in which it is conducted. (p4. Wajcman) Research 
began which shows that social interest shapes scientific 
howledge. The relationship of gender to science, however, 
was not studied at this time. Only during the last decade did 
researchers begin to write about the relationship of science to 
patriarchy. 

S o m c ~ ~ ~ C i e ~ m d  
tech?Wlogy will 14LC wOrncn'I 
COIICenu into accoont on& when 
more wlomn btcome sdnnjtt a d  
t c cAnobg~ .  (Inrage fiwn P o w  
M ~ I K : ~  01/97} 
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One important factor regarding the values relevant to science 
and tccbndogy is that society tends to value characteristics 
such as rationality and independence, which are associated 
with men, and devalue attributes such as emotionality and 
dependence, which are often asdated with women. 

Consequently, as subordinates, women have been allowed to 
express human qualities such as vulnerability, weakness, 
helplessness and emotionality, which are experienced by all 
people, but whose expression is often denied to men. In a 
male-dominated cultwe, these chstl.acteristics are not valued, 
but one may argue that being able to accept and deal with 
these aspects of human life are, in fact, strengths that women 
have developed and that humanity needs. Other strengths 
Jean Baker Miller (a psychiatrist) attributes to women are 
their ability to work cooperatively and to be creative in their 
continual struggle to mate a new concept of personhood. 
She claims that women's strength is reflected in the 
organization of their sense of self around being able to make 
and then to maintain affiliations and relationships with 
others. This very important aspect of women's being has 
been recognized by others and is seen to be centrally 
representative of women's experience and values. As such, it 
may well characterize a gynocentric psychology of women. 
(~286 Burt, eta0 

Although caring for others and being aware of their needs 
and feelings have been, and continue to be, generally 
devalued by society, Carol Gilligan, like Miller, argues that 
caring is a source of human strength. She did a study which 
explored concepts of self and morality and experiences of 
conflict and choice. The dominant themes she heard most 
clearly in the voices of women and men were responsibilities 
(care) (women) and rights (justice) (men). In opposition to 
her colleague, Lawrence Kohlberg, developer of a influential 
theory on human moral development, she states that caring 
exists beside justice on the hierarchy, with moral judgments 
depending upon the context of the moral problern.(pp2%62gl 

"pie f e t  vicws of scirnce J Bun, et.al) 
promotewwncn'Jwlvur~an 
essential aspca of human 
~ l t ~ ~ u n d ~ ~ k a ~ u v l j i O n o f  A Science based on Women's Values? 
sci'~nce thcrr would imorpr,rate Is it possible to consider a science that would be based on 

women's values? Then has been a recent emphasis on 
promoting women's values as an essential aspect of human 
experience. A new vision of science is required that would 
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incorporate these values. Unfortunately, there arc 
fundamental problems with this approach: 

Essentialism, or the polarization of female and male natures 
had been subjected to critiques in the past. Is it, for instance, 
truly "equitable" to separate women's values from men's? 
There are, however, lessons to be learned about the 
traditional way of viewing female and male natures. Firstly, 
values attributed to women lie at the traditional conceptions 
of womanhood that have oppressed women; those values 
associated with procreation, nurturance, warmth and 
creativity. It is important to see how these values came to be 
defined as feminine within the context of maledominated 
culture. The social construction of both 'mascutini~' and 
'femininity' exist in such a culture, and it is precisely that 
which attributes differing sets of values to gender. 

Secondly, although the idea of nature or what is natural is, 
too, socially constructed, there are inconsistencies regarding 
this construction amongst diierent cultures. Anthropologist 
Marilyn Strathem points out that 'no single meaning can in 
fact be given to nature or culture in Western thought; there is 
no consistent dichotomy, o d y  a matrix of contrasts'. 
(Strathem. 1980. as in Wajcman. p9) Strathem, and other 
anthropologists argue that there is no behaviour or meaning 
which is universally and cross-cultural1 y associated with 
either masculinity or femininity: what is considered 
masculine in one culture may be considered feminine or 
neutral in another. 

As a result of the aforementioned arguments, it seems that a 
science based on women's values is not possible. However, 
it may be possible to lay the foundation for a distinctive 
feminist science by acknowledging the universal features of 
women's a s p d a x ,  This version of science may be based 
on subjectivity, intuition, holism and harmony. Even this 
approach has a problem, however. as the social experience of 
all women is divided by race, class and culture. Then is no 
one experience that can be associated with all women. 

As well, then is a danger in assuming that the adoption of a 
'feminist' scientific method would change anything. The 
larger issues of the relations of power within science need to 
k addressed first. What might be considered a feminist 
science may simply amount to the same scientific practice by 
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Therefore, it seems clear that, to design a human-computer 
interaction which is d t i v e  to women's values is to design 
a human-computer interaction which is sensitive to both men 
and women. However, women's experience, needs, desires, 
lifestyles and habitr must k considered equally to men's. In 
the past, this has not been the case. 

4. Assumptions about technology: soda! reality 
and gender relations 

" 7 7 ~  right tom e x p t d n  of ideas andpee Q C C ~  to 
infomatiota i s  a tmric hmm right, ORd in principle ir ir 
QV&& to all, though in pracicc only to the extent that om 
luu the rpccid privitcge, power, training Md&ili&s &J 

exetcise thest rigrhrt in a mcrmingItr w q . "  
-(Chomrky, Nwm, 1981. Radical Priodrics. hdbnhed: 
B k k  Rose bob) ap in Kirby p26. 

The 'add women and stif strategy: 
One major approach to dealing with women's concerns has 
been to try to "add women" to science and technology 
educational programs and workplaces and, sometimes, as 
beneficiaries of science and technology products in such 
areas as health maintenance and domestic work. 

Principles of social justice require that women, as well as 
men, gain access to the benefiu of science and technology 
development Also women are mom sensitive to women's 
situations, and they are more likely to try to get these issues 
addressed whenever they can. 

"Adding women" to science and technology areas is not 
enough however. The science and techwlogy sites that 
women entered remained struct~red by the understandings 
and interests of men, for women had been excluded from 
their design and management (p297 Gmder Workiag Group) 
Women's interests, needs and experience had not been 
considered. 

~ h d y ,  the v a k ~  atnibvrcd to Critics point out that the mnccptual schemes favoured in 
which women as-d 1~ hence and technology institutions, like those h the 
l~adiliilnai concrpdo~~ of mediating agencies and surrounding culture, were largely 
vODwlroodthatb dissdattd from women, women's concerns and anything women; those wlvrs aaochfed 
with ~ e o r i o t t ,  nairtur(uy:e, conceptualized as f e d e .  Women an assigned 
wmmrhundmdjly. responsibility for the household, children's welfare, 
I l m 8 e m  m8&wa everyone's daily substinance, local social networks and 
W%, p a )  

18 RFkury-Jm#y2000 



"emotional work" in the household or at work. "Manly" 
science and technology policy has distanced itself from these 
'womanly" areas of human life. Thus, the concepts and 
theoretical frameworks, within which questions about science 
and technology changes are posed, have made it to 
grasp how development policy does and should affect 
women's lives.(pm ~erdcr w-g -up) 

Development policy should advocate awareness of local, 
national and global economic, social and political inequities 
and of the ways current and planned uses of information 
tecbnoiogies will repticate or ad. ust those inequities. These. 
however are not yet the goals of many of the policymakers of 
the larger society. This may be partly due to a lack of respect 
or knowledge of women's concerns, skills, perspectives and 
experiences. Again, it sams clear that an approach to 
human-computer interaction design must consider these 
aspects of women's lives in order to design a sensitive and 
holistic end-product. 

5. Environmental perceptions, needs and interests 

Women's and men's environmental perceptions, their 
interests and rights in the natural environment and their 
environmental awareness and knowledge may differ 
significantly from one another, and from cultural or 
ecological context to another, even in the same country. 
(pp27-53 Kettcl) 

"Gender and environments analysis" is an emerging area that 
is reshaping research and policy formulation on "women, 
environment and development" (Kcttel 1995. Braidotti et al., 1994 
and Hamwt, 1994. ar in &n&r Workin8 Group. pn) This new 
conceptual framework emphasizes the engendered nature of 
women's and men's environmental perceptions, their 
knowledge of envimmental management and conse~yation 
and, therefore, the potentially negative effect on women, their 
families and the natural environment of science and 
techaoIogy interventions that address men's environmental To design a --Cornpar 
needs and inrerests in an exclusive or superior manner. ( p n  inttr-n which is smuitiw to 
Gtndtr Wotking Cimup) women's values is to &sign a 

luarm-computer i n & r d n  whkh 
is se~~~rivc to both rnrn ond In general, gender and envimments analysis addresses the 

(h8Clton, promotion of sustainable livelihoods, the protection of the CD) 
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natural environment, and women's equitable participation 
and "conceptual authority" in environmental decision- 
making (Keael1995. as in Oendcr W i n g  Group. p42). The 
intention is not to exclude men, but to understand how the 
gender-based rights and responsibilities of women and men 
in relation to the natural world shape their varying goals and 
interests with regard to the n a h d  environment and, 
thercf'ore, their goals and interests with regard to the use of 
science and technology for development 

Women have sigdkant science and technology interests that 
are centered in the household and in microenterprises in the 
informal economy. For example, Little nsearch or policy 
attention has been devoted to a mnge of microenterprise 
activities with environmental relevance, such as the sale of 
medicinal plants, fuelwood and charcoal, water harvesting, 
and recycling waste.(w Oeader w&ng Group) 

With relevance to the design of human-computer interaction. 
these foundational elements must also be considered in the 
methodology, before an attempt at a holistic design scheme 
can be successful. 

~ n ~ t r a d & h n a l t y b t e n  
assigned mpo~~fibiI ityJb the 
howhld, crhildirn's wel@re. 
cvcryorrc'r daiiy substkmce, local 
scrc io ln t~*and "emotiod 
work" in tk lwwhold or at w r k .  

(Imrrgejkm Gwd tifc miaga- 
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6. The Invisibility of VUDmen in the Development 
Pmcess 

Much of the discussion about 'modern technological 
development' has been based largely upon the cultural 
aspirations and gender ideologies of the male ' breadwinner' 
and the home-based 'housewife'. As a result, science and 
technology interventions for local-level development have 
focused on meeting men's income needs as the presumed 
' breadwinners' for their families. Women's access to income, 
and their direct contributions to the sustenance of their 
households through food production , domestic management 
and child rearing, have everywhere been treated as secondary 
and himcant issues, if they have been recognized at all. 
The prevalence of gender discrimination in science and 
technology for development bas been well documented. 
(Mies 1986, Sen and Grown 1987, Moser 1993 - Jacoboen 
1992,p 12, as in aeada W ' n g  Omup. p29): Developmental 
progtiuns have k e n  built on the premise that what is good 
for men is good for the family. But in many areas, this is 
patently not the case, because women effectively provide the 
largest share of the family's basic neds.(P29 Gcnckr Worfring 
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Despite cultural, regional and Local differences, there are 
dear common needs and interests of women in the natural 
environment that provide an important baseline for gender- 
sensitive and culhually appropriate science and technology 
development Women are central in the pmduction of food 
and the provision of energy, water. health care and income in 
the developing world @oaWcam a d  Davidran ils in Ocadcr 
W&g Group, p29). They produce at least 8096 of food 
mps in subSaharan Africa, 7 m  in south Asia and 50% 
in Latin America and the Carribem (~~ 1992. ss in h d e r  
W ' n g  Gmup, p29). They also provide 50Cr0 labour necessary 
for cash- production and contribute substantially to 
animai husbandry. Women an the usual major providers of 
water for people and Livestock, and biomass fuels and fodder 
for domestic use (Munternba 1989b. as in Gender Working Gmup, 
PO). Women also gather and process medicinal planta, oils 
and resins (Jacdmn 1992. asi in Gender Working Group. pM) 
Furthermore, access to the natural environment is often 
crucial for women's income generation, especially in the 
informal economy. 

Even in developed countries, women often share a similar 
experience, as producers of food, energy, fodder. water, 
medicines and income. Rural women often rely heavily oa 
cropland, animals, tno and common property resources in 

_, 1 . . forests rangelands, rivers and lakes. Even urban women may 
continue to rely on natural resources in the city (e.g., urban 
agriculture) and from the countryside (fuelwood and 
charcoal) to meet basic household needs. - Women often grow 
flowers, vegetables and herbs, and care for the family's food 
and health needs. It is common for women to participate in 
recycling programs and other environmental protection 
strategies. Currently, too, then is a trend towards natural 
medicines and remedies, and therapies that women often 
participate in. In their involvement with the natural 
environment, women act as local environmental managers 
and decision-makers and they often have strategies for 
environmental conservation and protection (Kettel 1995). 
However, until 1981, with the publication of Our Common 
Future (WCED 1987. aa in aeader W h g  Grwp. p30), women's 
needs and interests in the use and management of the natural 
environment were largely invisible as an issue for scholarly 
research, or for development policy and planning.(p30 Oender 
Working Group) 

&or OIL IOOQ MB 
idm pun sumn oo.-n* mm ~i 
S a l m O i l a m ~ l ~  in rasauch 
dona on lh EskIm, -.hi@ consump- 
tion of animal fats is a l b t  by taking doup sea 
cold*mynsn. 

Link nseaxh or policy mention 
has k n  &voted ta a r a g e  of 
micmen&r@e activities w* 
environmental mbdllce, such ar 
the saie of medicid piants, 
~ ~ a n d c i r w c o d  water 
harwstin8, and recycling waste. 
(Imuge j b m  Momng S u  Health 
F h M ,  11/99) 



Any effective framework for sustainable development will 
have to address the one fact that currently app- most 
insignificant at the level of international policy formation, 
everywhere on this planet and in every sociai category: then 
arc now more poor women than men. The feminization of 
poverty has not appeared as a global phenomenon by 
accident Women's Merential impoverishment is a dinct 
result of the kinds of gender bias and cultural 
inappropriateness in research and policy for the use of 
science and technology for development that has been 
previously discussed 

Several factors explain poverty of women: position in the 
global and national economy, race and ethnicity, education 
and literacy, and age. Threequarters of the world's women 
live in countries when the per-capita gross domestic product 
either declined or increased only marginally during the 
19809. Women in female- headed house holds(one-quarter to 
one-third) are particularly vulnerable to differential 
hpoverhhment (Juobson 195B.m in Gender Waking Group, p41) 
Then is growing awareness of this problem but so far 
women's disproportionate impoverishment has not received 
any si-cant policy attention.(ptl Gender Working Group) 
By 1990, on a global level. 36% of people employed in the 
fonnal sector were women. However, they were usually 
concentrated in lower level and less well-paid types of 
employment (ILO 1993. as in Gender Working Group, pl80). 
Almost universally, female participation in modern science 
and technology based occupations has been remarkably 
limited despite the important roles traditionally played by 
women in the development and management of tools and 
implements in households and in families. Although always 
users and sometimes developers of technology, women have 
a n l y  recognized as central actors in science and technology. 
el81 Gender Working Group) 

Although historians of science have provided evidence of 
female s c i e n ~ c  activity - as physicians in the Middle 
Ages, mathematicians in early modem Italy, and natural 
scientists in the 19th century (Moans 1991. as in Oender Warldng 
Grwp, p181) -- female participation in science and technology 
was discouraged during most of modern European history. 
Britain's Royal Society, established in 1662, did not admit 
women until 1% even today only 2.9% of its Fellows are 
female; only 7 women (35% of new Fellows) w m  elected in 
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1989-93. Britain's Royal Academy of Engineering has 
elected 3 women out of 901 Fellows. The American National 
Academy of Sciences has 1,750 living members, only 70 of 
them female (Hdloway 1993, ils in Gender Walring Group, pl81). 
Where women have been involved in science, their 
contributions have often been minimized or overlooked. For 
example, Rosalind Franldin, the British X-ray 
crystallographer. provided critical information on the 
structure of DNA that enabled James Watson and FraaWin 
Crick to undertake research on the double helix for which 
they later won a nobel prize. By the early 1990s- only 9 
women had been awarded a Nobel Rize in science subjects. 
compared with more than 300 men. (pp181-182 Gender Woridng 

Group) 

This may be due to an outgrowth of Stmber's theory (1W) 
of sex segregation of activities. Strober hypothesizes that 
activities -jobs - that are perceived potentially as important 
will be preferred by men who, as a class, are numerous 
enough to dominate and influence the character of the jobs as 
they continue to develop. The less desirable jobs are for 
women to fill. Thus, given the perceived importance of 
computer science, men will take the best positions for 
themselves, relegating women to lower-prestige, lower- 
paying and less influential tasks. ( p n .  Davidson) 

Women's increasing presence and permanence in the labour 
market is one of the most sigdicant developments in 
Canadian society over the last thirty years, fostered by 
appropriate Pocial conditions. Unfortunately, it is the same 
social conditions that also impede women's progress towards 
managerial positions in technological fimu. In order to 
design a human-computer interaction that would be sensitive 
to this fact, women's experience in the worldom must be . 

acknowledged and dealt with in such a way as to addnss the 
issues directly. 
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7. Issues that impede the participation of women in 
science and technology 

In our r o c i r ~  &courses am engendered Md the split 
bfween mhd Md bdy - mjhhht  theory hm dnnoruttwd - 
is u biruvy that idtnti i  men with thought. intclltct and 
reawn and womn with body, awtion and inftrition. W might 
q t c t  then, k t  cornpwlcr inulligence and mborfcs worrld 
enhmce binary spiits and m r p b i ~  tk domhme of mason 
Qnd logic over the inatiod. (P439 Hd-) 

a. Sex-de stemrvping 
The computer explosion of the past decade provides an 
excellent example of sen-role stereotyping. Although facility 
with desktop armputen is based on a mastery of typing, a 
skill that has been strongly associated with women 
throughout most of the 20th century, computm have become 
another area of male dominance. In the US, although boys 
and girls show equal interest in computers in early primary 
school, girls' interest tends to decline after age 10 or 11 while 
that of boys continues to grow. Not surprisingly, the 
computer games industry is aimed primarily at boys, with 
emphasis on games of violence and destruction. 

To a significant extent, the exclusion of girls and women 
from participation at higher levels in the computer industry 
reflects general sex-role stenotyping and the assumption that 
women are "not technical". It is often assumed that women 
will not even desire such training because it is "unfeminine" 
and "too mcult". Various strategies have been employed to 
break down such stenotypes and to encourage an interest 
among giris in the computer industry - which is projected to 
be a signifcant employer into the 21st century. In Australia, 
week-long computer holidays are organized annually for 
groups of young @B. In Australian secondary schools, 
educational videos showing women successfully at work in 
the computer industry and questioning traditional stereotrpes 
about women computer professionals have been shown to 
girls with positive results. In the US, some schools have 
experimented with the establishment of individual mentor 
prognms, others have set up girls-only hours in the computer 
labs. ( ~ 1 %  Gender Waldag Gcwp) 

There are several key weaknesses that have impeded the 
participation of woken and girls in science and rchnology in 
general. and computer technology s p ~ ~ d y :  (from pp 185- 
186, Gendcr Working Group) 

~~kwy- ;knwry206 i i  
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The social interactions within the family, in schools and 
churches and in society at large through which girls and boys 
acquire a sense of their own role and place in society are 
potent factors in creating cettain assumptions about the 
respective roles and responsibilities of women and men. 
Worts must k made to ensure widespread gender 
sensitization to ensure that opportunities for girls are not 
abolished before they have even had a chance to discover 
their own potential. 

Curriculum materials must be redesigned to ensure that they 
are equally relevant for girls and boys. At the same rime, 
sciedce teachers must be sensitized to treat guls and boys the 
same way in the classmom. They must avoid assuming that 
gids will be less interested or less competent in science 
subjects, and they must provide opportunity for girls to find 
their own solutions to problems rather than giving them 
answers. 

Efforts must be made to remit representative numbers of 
female science teachers at all levels, including at the tertiary 
level and in engineering faculties. The importance of role 
models both by including the achievements of female 
scientists and technologists in educational materials and as 
teachers and science and technology professionals is critical 
in "uodizing" the concept of female opportunity and 
potential success in science and technology. Similarly, role 
models and mentors can help young people develop self- 
esteem and a sense of capability. Efforts should k made not 
only to ensure that girls have opportunities to meet and 
interact with female professionals, but also that male 
professionals exhibit positive attitudes toward the idea of 
women in science. 

Special efforts should be made to involve gids and young 
women in science-related events such as science fairs or 
school science clubs. Gids should aiso receive idonnation 
about science and technology opportunities through school 
couwling, interaction with professional societies, and so 
forth. 

Efforts should be made to eanm that women are encouraged 
to participate in nontraditional careers, such as auto 
mechanics, construction and so on. Giris who show an 
aptitude for or interest in such areas should be given 

"Research has shown that s a b t  
practkes am inwntial ainw t k  
whole of the s c h l  cmiculum in 
western counmes ....m]k n this is 
compowrdcd by otkr ntg- 
injhtncesv f i r  enamp& k k  of mlC 
m&Ir of success@ womtn in the 
technical &ciQIinesv pccr p u p  
anti p~tcntOIprtssww not to 
spccidb in t t c ~ o l / i c I d s  of 
study, und v q  smng sex-mk 
fi~m~typing in tk m& tkn g f f k  
are overwheImrd by the 
combination of d i s i n c e ~  d 
opt out of science a d  trchnology." 

-pl4-n, ~t.d 



At a rcry yowrg age, boys and girls 
are mehtized & & "jkminine* or 
d4 marcrrliru" according & uisting 

stereotypes, w k h  works agoinst 
girk in hmw of scicndf 
educ&n, Science &achers must k 
sem*riud ro mat gwlt  ond boys the 
same way in the chunrorn. (Imrrge 
lion Vdty  Fair magcrttcrttne, 05/97) 

opportunities to obtain appropriate training in technical 
colleges or as apprentices in the workplace. Similarly, 
women should be included, together with men, in industrial 
retraining exercises, when new technical skills are being 
taughr 

Educational disparities an a primary cause of female 
undtmpnseatation in the sciences. Enrollment is lower for 
girls than boys. Whenever poor parents had to choose 
between educating sou or daughters, they chose sons. Then 
is less intensive training in science and mathematics at the 
primary and secoadary levels. Girls routinely get less 
attention from teachers and teachers often give answers 
directly to girls, but provide boys with further information to 
enable them to sdve problems for themselves. Male 
attitudes (especially peen) can have a negative effect on 
@s' aspirations science.(pl89 Gender Worhng Gmup) 

In general, gids have a stronger interest in people and social 
issues, whereas boys often show interest in tinkering and 
understanding the mechanical foundations of technology. 

In higher education, knowledge of information technology 
systems is now required for much academic work. 
Computer use reveals a disparity between women and men. 
Not as many women as men are in scientific fields which 
make heavy use of technology. Girls and women do not 
receive as much training in and experience witb computers in 
primary and secondary education - this pattern continues in 
higher education. An issue that needs to be addressed is why 
universities try to help women overcome "deficiencies" in 
their education, instead of addressing how universities are 
biased against women.(p 15.16 Taylor. ad) 

6. Pmblems of Access 
Then is a problem of access in terms of sheer hardware and 
software. Then is a lack of software that supports women's 
communication. Women also do not have equal access to the 
knowledge and skills to use it. There is limited access to 
meaaingfbl ~CSOWCC~ about women; in fact, there is a need 
for women to create these resources. As the primary medium 
of information shifts from the printed page to the 
electronically produced screen, women's knowledge, 
presently in books. may be endangered. CumntIy, there are 
few women in positions of leadership making the decisions 
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about what electronic forum will be constructed and what 
they wili contain. 

c. Failurn of Training Pmgmms 
Training often consists of directions poated on computer 
room d m ,  photocopied sections of published manuals left 
in strategic places, or an hour's worth of group instruction in 
which participants an led through a manual's directives. 
Instruction is seldom customized and there is little 
opportuxtity for follow-up on questions and problems that 
arise during actual use. S berry Turkle's work on the culture 
of computing ofTers insight. Those who engage in the 
activity of computing are working within a cultme that 
valorized the intrepid adventurer. This has k e n  exaggerated 
enough that if a person asks to be systematically taught she 
may be rewarded with disdain. Then is a culture image of 
machismo associated with computing. ( p l8,Taylor. eeal) 

Women and men tend to have dierent learning styles. 
According to research on learning, many women prefer to 
leam through an orderly routine in which they understand the 
reason for each step taken, whereas boys and men have been 
encouraged to leam through experimentation and trial and 
ermr vuride 1997). Women are generally not interested in 
taking risks - there is more interest in a systematic approach 
to learning. Men prefer to tinker around in the new 
environment. One style is not necessarily better than the 
other, it is just that, in computer fields, one style is given 
preference over the other. Because training methods for 
computers tend to be unroutinizcd, unsystematic and ad hoc, 
we can see how the learning programs have followed male- 
centered learning styles. Worse, is the fact that women have 
learned to be hesitant and cautious about using new 
machinery. This, coupled with the male-sty le learning 
practices. puts women at a disadvantage. 

If this is true, then what should be done about it? One 
solution may be to put training of technology into women's 
learning styles. Judy Smith (1992. ar b Taylor* pl8) 
recommends that first, skills need to be linked to rewards and 
second, instruction needs to be systematic. Skills are better 
taught when broken down into smaller units that can be 
learned and rewarded - rewarded in such a way as to make 
the task worth accomplishing. For instance, rewards that are 
meaningfd to the user make sense - newer. quicker means of 

1n higher eriucatbn, knowledge of 
infi-on t.eciUu,logy system is 
now rtquired~ur much cu:&mic 
work. ( I m o g e ~ m  mya@-fice 
CD.) 
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communication is a good incentive for many women. Seeing 
the immediate kndit  of her efforts will help a woman to 
continue using the technology. Instruction should be 
systematic with follow-up instruction to encourage advanced 
skills. 

The understanding of the terms "science" and "technology" 
is deliberately broad. including both the Watem ideal of 
systematized and exact knowledge and technological 
application. and the culturally derived, non-Western system 
of knowledge and know-how that are held by women - often 
predominately by women - in local communities of 
developing countries. 

To evolve into a more holistic approach, it may be necessary 
to assess how the use and imposition of these knowledge 
frameworks have affected women's lives, their families, and 
the natural environment, which may enable an establishment 
of a sound basis for a new, gender-sensitive approach to the 
use of science and technology for &able development. 

For no cognitant reason. prominent positions in society, as 
well as within science and technology and hence the energy 
sector, an the exclusive province of men (Overholt 1984. 
Rotbschild 1988; Qstcrgaard 1992, a in Gender Working Group, pl8l) 
The goals of science and technology reflect the goals of 
society as well as the political structures in which science and 
technology are set (Morin 199). as in Gender Worldng Group, pl8 1). 
In this way, science and technology as enterprises comprise 
both subjective (through value judgments) and objective 

"An e@ access approach ro elemen& (Bldr 1% as in Gender W-g Grwp. p182). This 
Paining results in 'a training piicy 
firmen Mdadeadend~br influences the dinction of scientific inquiry and its 

cOI )C:wd W n k  application to practical matters, which problems are 
~ d n r ~  C-II in h ~ p o n  addressed, which experiments are performed, and which 
on t r thhg  opgwmni*ritsfbt research is supported. The implication is not that science and 
wutm~. (WC, 1984). technology &-inherent1 r~&uline, but, because it evolved 
@b1' imBc&lbr *- witbin a pa&iarchd society, women's knowledge was because it ignores the h n b s  

mi* !krn- gaining excluded and the practical outcomes of these disciplines had 
equal benefit. " a masculine bias ( M n g  1986. Schiebinger 1- and NoMc 1992. as 

-p255, ~ ~ o v i d j o n ,  e!.d in Chxkr Worldng Group, ~182). 

The culture of science and technology has ken constructed 
out of necessity, according to the prescribed roles of men and 
women in society. Given the continuiag male monopoly of 
mechanical tool; aud weapons i s  perha~s not difficult to 

Rfhry- Jnrrrry;ZOaO 
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understand because of the weight of male tradition and 
custom borne by these instruments of production and war. 
The OM story that you had to be strong to work with 
machines had at least some credibility in this context. 
However. the male dominance in computing is puzzling 
because, as a completely new kind of technology, it had the 
potential to break the mold. In tern of sexual divisions. 
computing could have been gender-neutral, with w basic 
differentiation between female and male wen. Or, it could 
have been a technology that women appropriated. After all. 
the image of new electronic computer technology fits with 
femininity in that it is clean, sedentary work involving rote 
tasks, detail. precision and nimble typing fmgcn. Ye& recent 
evidence on the gender gap in access to computers at school, 
at play and at home supporn the idea the our culture has 
already defied computers as predominantly male machines. 
Numerow American surveys show that boys vastly 
outnumber girls wherever then is discretionary use of 
computers. such as in school computer clubs. computer 
summer camps, at home and in games arcades. Generally, 
women and girls have been marginalized from this 
technology. 

8. Women's changing role in computer 
technology 

"Canudian women are on a coll&n course &tween tkir 
continuing concentration in clerical ocmpdont and industry 3 
diminishing requinmnts in that ktte of work" 
( p  xi, Mnzks, 1 982) 

1. Introduction 
The term. "new technologies," refers to recent developments 
in computer-aided systems and some types of 
biotechnologies. In the broad spectrum of technological 
developments, new technologies encompass mainly areas 
when modes of production depend on storing, retrieving and 
applying knowledge and information. Whereas some modern 
technologies are labor-intensive and some capital-intensive. 
new technologies arc primarily knowledge-intensive* Unlike 
other technologies. they assume and demand certain 
cognitive skills among workers. Women's exchsion from 
scientific. technical and business training tbw limits their 
opportunities to participate in psid productive activities in all 
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societies, including the poorer ones, when the spread of 
these technologies has been or is likely to be wide. In order 
to explore this idea further, some areas of consideration will 
be discussed, namely: 

The nature and conditions of women's 
employment, 
New avenues of employment and 
The occupational pyramid. 

2. The Nature and Conditions of women's 
employment 

Robably no technological revolution has come so quickly or 
has had a greater impact in so many places - and yet the full 
extent of the changes and their ultimate consequence are still 
to be measured and felt One is the impact on jobs and 
employment ( pvii. Mendes. 1982) Technological c haage based 
on the computer is producing a revolution in machines, 
products, processes and office organization. The computer is 
being applied in a variety of fields: industrial. commercial 
and service operations. It is also applied in the most diverse 
of employments. 

rn image of new ~ ~ 1 1 1 ~  

compurn trciuvrlogy sbuld/ir 
wirhfmhiniry in that it is cleon, 
se&n&uy work involving mte 
rash, ckm'l. pre&n d 
nidk typing fingers. (Imuge 
lrom -@-fie CD) 

The repon, "The Impacts of Computer I Communications on 
Employment in Canada: An Overview of Current OECD 
Debates" (Zavis Zcman. Nov. 1979. as in Menzics, pvii, I-). 
concluded that with the present state of knowledge and with 
SO many factors at play, no one b o w s  what the net 
employment outcome of the new wave of technological 
change will be. The report points out that there does seem to 
be an emerging consensus that "overall, it is the women who 
form the bulk of information manipulators in Canada, who 
also are expected to bear rhe brunt of the impact." (p vii, 
Menzics) The report also states, that in recent years: 

technology has eliminated many jobs while 
transf'oming others, 
the extent to which the impact is likely to be felt 
in employments to which women in Canada have 
traditionally turned, 
these jobs will almost certainly not be as plentiful 
in the future, in relation to the number of women 
seeking employment, 
adjustments in education, training and in the 
attitudes of both employers and of women 
seeking work must occur if serious problems are 
to be avoided, 

R. flw - Jm#rY 2000 
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the complexity and urgency of technological 
change is a problem, but may also be an 
opporCunity for women who will be looiang to 
employment in the years ahead. (p vii. Menzies1982) 

In the case of technological training in particular, it is 
common that on-the-job technical hainiag is traditionally 
dominated by men. Given the separation of the sexes that 
occurs as part of childhood socialization processes in most 
societies, it is not surprising that older men prefer to train 
young men rather than young women. often in the guise of 
apprenticeships and mentonhips. However. this means that 
an important potential source of technical learning is less 
accessible to women. 

The profusion of new information technologies provides a 
rich source of instnrctional media for the transfer of science 
and technology h o w  ledge and skills. These include 
computer-aided learning systems. transmission of training 
courses into factories by satellite, interactive video, and 
various other methods. If women are given equal 
opportunity to benefit from such courses, they should be able 
to acquire new kchnical skills and knowledge to enable them 
to compete effectively for better-paid positions in the 
industrial workplace. 

Skill requirements must change for women to compete: 
Technology is becoming pmasive in the lives of working 
women, even in the poorest countries. Udogini, a 
nongovernmental organization in New Dclhi. assists and 
trains small-scale vendors and self-employed manufacturers - 
mostly women - in business skills and markelng. These 
women now make w of computer-assisted financial 
accounting, through the efforts of Udogini, Inexpensive. 
older models of computer systems are bought and maintained 
with funds from donor agencies. This activity highlights the 
way in which the efforts of NGOs, donor agencies, middle- 
class organizers and women themselves make it possible for 
women who are usually excluded from the h e f i t s  of 
information technology to use them in a cost-effective way to 
improve their economic position. None of the members of 
UdogiDi had either the murces or the expertise to use the 
accounting system individually, but together they wen able 
to take advantage of it to improve the efficiency of their 
organization and its membership. (p219 Gender W d n s  Group) 

The inhoduction of the compvlcr 
has s k d  up the rate of i m a e  
in rhe demand for clerical workers 
bur has nor led ro nn absolute 
reduction. In the long run, 
how eve^ when tkwl eflecr~ of 
o ~ ~ m a t b n ~ b L c o m e  
apparent, it is remo~blc  to crpcct 
a. reducrion in r i u  &d fur 
cierical w o r ~ s .  
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Ifwanwn m given eqrrrJ 
0 p p o ~ ' r y  ro htnefitpcm such 
coursu, they should &t tab& to 
acquire mu technical MUr and 
knowkdge to enable them lo 
compete effective@ for btm-pnid 
p o s i ~ i n r l C c ~  
r m t ~ e .  ( l m g e j b m  MacMrld 
maguzine. 11 195) 

Modern science and technology has benefitted women by 
opening up new career paths for women, lowering the 
mortality rates of cbiIdren and adults, and allowing women to 
control (albeit to an imperfect extent) their own fertility. 
( p p 2 2 0 . ~ ~   cab working Group) However, science and 
technology has also made women's traditional skills 
redundant in the workplace and brought unforeseen health 
hazards into the productive and reproductive spheres of their 
lives. 

Because of contradictory effects on women's Lives, it is  not 
easy to formulate strategies that an universal or ahistoric. It 
is safe to predict, however, that women's increased autonomy 
and choice (workplace or domestic) will Likely redress male 
bias in current technological spheres. 

Employment implications of new technologies assume a 
spacial importance in the context of augmenting women's 
autonomy and choice. Women's limited access to paid 
employment and corporate networks explains the current 
gender bias in the adoption of technology. 

It would be unwise to promote a universal utopian feminine 
vision of science and technology. Women, even in a single 
given society, do not form a homogeneous category. The 
needs and experiences of dierent groups of women require 
serious study, especially in relation to policymaking. In their 
dual role as mothen and workers, however, most women do 
face certain common difficulties.(p221 Gender Working Gmup) 

Advanced technologies alter the position of women in the 
world of paid work through: replacement of direct labor, 
changing skill requirements. and innovative work 
organization. It is useful to assess the impact of 
biotechndogies and computer-aided technologies in relation 
to these h e  atta~.(p223 Gender Worldng Group) 

Computer-aided technologies have already affected the 
structwe of employ men^ Combined with 
telecommunications and satellites, these technologies have 
changed the skill requirements, and the nature and number of 
jobs available to women employees. 

In automated manufacturing, computer technology has emded 
the comparative advantages of developing countries. As 
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computer-controlled machines take over work that was 
formeriy labor-intensive, multinational companies are no 
longer locating plants in developing countries to take 
advantage of cheap labor. Currently, the flow of direct 
foreign investment is toward countries that provide cheap 
skilled labor. Countries of the Association of South East 
Asian Nations have been significant recipients of such 
investments: then, women have a relatively better chance of 
acquiring the requisite training and skills. ( p p a  oenhr Wotkhg 

Group) 

Domestic companies are also demanding new kinds of 
expertise in the wake of new technologies. Even in countries 
where there is a surplus of labor, manufacturing companies 
are adopting automated methods to achieve speed, flexibility 
and quality control. As a result, even with the diverse 
pa-s and d~nctions of manufacturing jobs in all parts of 
the world, 

the cost of capital is rising, 
the input of labor is falling, 
demand for multiskilled operators is increasing, 
new skills requiring hardware and software 
development are becoming important, 
expertise in material resources planning and total 
quality management is proving crucial. 
marketing skills are gaining in importance, and 
skills in management of organizations as well as 
technologies are becoming essential. 

Changing skill requirements often means displacement of 
women workers, even in an expanding industry. Computer 
techoologies have affected the quality of women's 
employment as well. By decreasing the number of highly 
repetitive manual operations, computer-aided technologies 
have reduced the physical strain of assembly-line w o k  Yet, 
the increasing productivity rates achieved through 
tecblogical progress have also reduced employees' 
opportunities to regulate their work rhythm (Miner 1992. iw in 
Gender Working Group. ~2%). Frequently, worken have to work 
within ever narrower Limits set by faster machines. 

Assembly workers' tasks are becoming more versatile and 
changing qualitatively, from working on a manual assembly 
line to sewicing and maintaining machinery and quality 
control Thus, in the pioneer days of Thailand's electronics 

Modcnr Science Md~ccAnology 
hru lomred tk moWUy ?arcs of 
cMifren Md a&&* Hm, a new 
&re& ewer test nlies on 
diiemncu in the ek&d charges 
of cel&* ( h g e  fiom PopJor 
Scitnce magazine 4184) 
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industry, employers needed the nimble fmgm of women 
workers to conncct tiny wires to a semiconductor. The same 
task is now being done automatically with as many as 10 
machines in the charge of just one woman. Labor content is 
decreasing, but the quality of labor demanded of electronics 
workers is rising (Financial Tuna 1990, ar in p a 7  Gender Waldng 
Group) 

The nature and conditions of women's employment have also 
been influenced by changes in the organization of work at the 
enterprise levet. Innovations in work organization have been 
prompted precisely by the need for conthuous work flow to 
make the expensive technologies cost effective. At the 
corporate level, the trend has been toward "lean", quality- 
conscious management, based on the just-in-time 
management philosophy developed in Japan. which stresses 
the benefit of reducing inventories and waste, both of 
materials and of final goods and services. Companies that 
have embraced this philosophy follow a 2-pronged policy: 
eliminate inefficiency and waste, in terms of defective work 
and waiting time, by streamlining the organization of work 
and diversifying employees' s kills (internal) and establish an 
effective network of subcontractors ensuring fail-safe 
delivery of quality goods, services, or materials at all times 
(external). (p227 Gender Working Group) 

Just in Time Tt!chnobgy 
Crucial to JIT (Just In Time) policy is total quality control, 
including "zero" defects, after-care servicing and guaranteed 
standards for products - aspects that are of key concern to the 
customers and thereby to the competitiveness of the 
companies. This presents contradictory possibilities to 
w omea employees. At the organizational level, the approach 
entails a transition from the traditional division of labor 
between different sections and categories of employment, 
toward integration of functions, skills and experiences within 
a company. The key to success if viewed in terms of 
interfunctionality between Merent sections of the company, 
so that efficient communications among employees will 
improve the quality and timing of products and service 
deliveries. This paradigm shift in management practices 
demands of employees: complex and multiple business and 
technicai skills, pmfessiodism, high levels of education and 
the ability to change. (~227.8 Geadcr Working Group) 
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Total Q t d Q  Management 
As women are generally in the lower employment areas and 
have limited access to relevant education and training, the 
introduction of Total Quality Management (TQM) is likely to 
lead to their displacement in core enterprises. However, the 
move away from "Fordist" division of labor implies new 
flexibility in existing bureaucracies. The demucratic 
approach requires employee involvement. TQM companies 
believe that the alienation of employees can be reduced by 
providing opportunities and training for selfdevelopment 
through resource centers, discussion group3 , and action 
learning. These activities may give women confidence and a 
variety of skills. ( p a  Gender Working Group) 

Today, over 40 percent of the American workforce are 
women. Nevertheless, women at work in western countries 
do not enjoy the same job conditions, pay, job status, and 
career opportunities as their male counterparts. Despite the 
increasing number of women entering paid employment, the 
majority of women arc concentrated in low-status jobs in a 
Limited number of occupations. Women's advance into what 
have been traditionally men's jobs is still very small. This 
situation is due to a number of reasons, including sex 
stereotyping from an early age, deficiencies in education, 
vocational guidance and training, job segregation based on 
gender, poor union support, weak legislation. home/work 
conflicts and stnsson, discriminatory practices within 
organizations, and prejudiced attitudes and behaviour 
towards working women. (pl .  Davidson) 

The new technology of computing has considerable impact 
on women's empioyment. Unfortunately, some of the impact 
has the potential to be negative, even destructive, to women's 
position in the workforce. If women are to share in the 
benefits of new technologies, it is important that they are 
allowed access to the means of acquiring the necessary 
howledge and skills. Unless there is a drastic change in the 
pattern of education a d  training of gids and women in this 
country, it is likely that'technical' jobs will continue to be 
dominated by men. 

3. NewAvenuesofErnployment 
Telecommunications and computer technology are opening 
up new avenues of employment for women in service 
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industries. Steteotyped views of women's abilities have 
made them the preferred employees for all b d s  of office 
wok Ming skills are valuable in many information- 
pmcesing jobs. The entry of women into banking, insurance 
and telecommunication industries has ban impressive in 
both rich and pamr parts of the world. (In some of the 
major foreign banks in India, for example, women malre up 
70% of the workforce (Gochod;ar 1995, as in Gcada Working 
oro~p.  ~228); in the 1970s. the figure was only 5s.) 

In the printing and publishing industry, the proportion of 
women increased in both the US and Denmark (Im as 
in Gender w h g  ~ m u p .  w) with the introduction of 
microelectronics, in the US, the increase was 56% in absolute 
terms. This gain by women was accompanied by a fall in 
male employment, as traditionally male jobs, such as linotype 
setting, now required the office-type skills of women, such as 
inputting text on phototypesetting visual display units. 

It is not enough to give women workers one-time access to 
computer training. In this rapidly changing field, skills must 
be upgraded continually. Women's enhy into new 
occupations has so far ken mainly as clerics and typists. 
These are precisely the jobs that are likely to be automated in 
the next phases of technological development (p29  Gender 
Working Group) 

Women in these new occupations in the information and 
services sectors are generally from a different background 
than the blue-collar workers in manufacturing. Moreover, 
they are younger, the redundant female workforce in 
manufacturing is generally over 35. In formulating 
appropriate. policies. it becomes important to note this 
polarization among women themselves on the basis of class 
background and age-pup. 

The field of software programming has opened up new 
oppoftunities, but for women from relatively privileged 
backgrounds. The proportion of women in this field is quite 
simcant in some developing countries, such as Brazil 
(25%) and India (15%) (OPM 1995, as in Gerdcr Wdcing Group, 
~229). However, the proportion mains low because women 
often do not accept a challenging career because they see it 
as lowering their o v a  quality of their Me. To entice 
educated women into these emerging fields, policymaLers 
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must encourage coprate bodies to experiment with flexible 
hours and work organization. The cognitive skills of women 
will be crucial both at the enterprise and national Levels. 
Strategies to encourage women in the new technological 
fields would increase the competitiveness of countries in the 
international economy. 

Modularization and miniaturization of products have made it 
possible for a large portion of manufacturing to be moved 
away from core enterprises to smaller companies. However, 
externalizatioa of parts or all of the production process is not 
limited to manufacturing. Lnnovatioas in computers and 
office equipment, changes in telecommunications technology 
and in regulation of telecommunications services have 
affected volume and structure of work. The increased 
flexibility offered by the new hybrid technologies has 
enabled major usen of information proassing to decentralize 
parts of their work. Large companies are able to separate the 
physical location of labor and space-intensive operations - 
such as invoicing, payroll accounting, stock control. sales 
records. market analysis and routine accounting procedures - 
away from the headquarters of the company to a location 
where the cost of appropriate labor and ofice 
accommodation is considerably lower. The decentralization 
of ofice work has taken a variety of forms, referred to as 
"teleworLing", "telecomputing" and "distant working". ( p a 0  
Gender W e n g  Group) 

Decentralization of white-collar work is likely to result in 
satellite offices and in telecentres. The trend is alnady 
discernible and the implications of such work patterns are 
paaicularly significant for women. The experience of 
women in the more affluent parts of the wodd in this respect 
is fruitful for women of the developing world, where distant 
working in information-processing jobs is rather a new 
phenomenon. 

It is m~ult not to recognize a gender dimension in 
analyzing the social implications of teleworl (Wa~cman 
Huws 1991; Haddon and Silverstone 1993, as in Gender Wmiing Group, 
-1. Technology that allows women to combine child care 
and homemaking with a reasonable career is. of course a 
welcome possibility. In addition to spatial flexibility, 
teleworking, at least potentially, also offers the prospect of 
flexibility in working hours. In practice, evidence gathered 
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so far suggests that women's gains in this direction. contrary 
to the dream of many futurologists such as Alvin Toffler, 
have not been substantial. In employer-led teleworlring 
scheme. it is usually th. employer who has control and the 
power to defme how the employee would fit into a new set of 
flexible impositions (Huws 1991. aa in Gender Working Group. 
~230). Employea often end up working at unsocial times and 
for longer hours. Telework, especially if conducted from 
home, reinforces the traditional gender division of labor 
rather than being liberating (HdQn and Silveratone 1993. ar in 
Gender Working Group, p a  1). The freedom from domestic 
duties that often comes when women go out to work is lost. 
The duties and the tools of work conflict with the demands 
and the design of the home, causing stress both within work 
and the family domain. Men work "from" home, women 
work "at" home. In evaluating the impact of teleworling, 
one would bear this in mind. (pp230-231 Genctr Working Group) 

Telovork also may imply the following possibilities: 
Small-scale satellite offices or neighborhood centres may 
mean that there would be less of a problem of isolation. 
Workers at a decentralized (branch) office may find that lack 
of contact with the head ofice meant they had no input into 
determining skills and training needed and job content, in 
spite of the flexibility required from them in carrying out 
their tasks. Their work and performance may be subjected to 
increased control, both by supervisors and by electronic 
surveillance. There may be little scope for communication 
among workers, as a result of the physical fragmentation of 
the workplace during working hours; they may be allowed 
only short rest periods and group solidarity may be 
discouraged by a payment-by-results system, which 
encouraged an individual rather than a cokt ive  work ethic. 
(232 Gender Working Group) 

Workers also may complain of intensive electronic 
surveillance, dissatisfaction with the monotonous and 
repetitive nature of the work, restrictions on their physical 
mobility, or high levels of exhaustion ( k a m n  and fitter 1993. 
as in Gender Wotldag Group, p232) 

Bargaining power determines women's capacity to enjoy the 
advantages of fle~bility that the telecommunications 
revolution has made attainable. In the absence of such 
power, telework becomes an extension of traditional part- 
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time or piece-ate work - with War insecurity and a 
marked absence of career progression. 

In a 1992 study in Britain, it was found that women made up 
nearly nine out of ten teleworkhg secretarial and 
administrative workers, thequarters of writers and 
journalists and nearly two-thirds of training and education 
statl. They make up over half the home-based managers and 
sales and marketing staff, and half the researchers, but ia 
other occupations, they am in a minority. So it seems that 
even though telecommunications and computer technology 
should be opening new avenues of employment for women, 
then an some inherent problems in its application. Again, it 
is imperative that women's experience in these matters be 
considered during the process of designing human-computer 
interaction. 

4. The Occupational Pyramid 
Even in sectors where women have gained in terns of 
number of jobs, they have remained invisible in the decisioo- 
making process. Women are virtually absent from top 
management positions in both the developing and the 
developed world. Women's under- or non-representation in 
the decision-making process is particularly striking in the 
Information Technology (IT) industries, which are relatively 
free of the historic gender-based division of labor and. 
therefore, when one expects women to fare better. In the 
large telecommunications companies of Europe, however, the 
general structure is similar to that in traditional sectors. 
Women are predominantly at the lower levels of the 
occupational pyramid, where jobs require less skill, little 
formal training, and an repetitive and tedious; they are less 
visible near the apex (ShPpm et al, 1995, ar in pm Gender Working 
Grwp). 

The reasons for this are complex: Women's invisibility in 
management positions cannot be ascribed only to their 
relative exclusion from formal technical and managerial 
education. An in-depth analysis of career proms of women 
managers in two large Information Technology - based 
companies in the United Kingdom rcveeled little difference 
in the f o r d  qualifications of men and women junior and 
middle managers (Shapiro a 4 1995, as in ckndcr Working Glocrp, 

p234). However, other factors exist as banien to women in 
management: 

- 
R- - J-2000 
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Women tend to experience mculty of reconciling family 
and working lives. By allowing flexibility of location and 
time of work, new techwlogiea might be instrumental in 
ncoaciling the family and working Lives of women. 
However, because of their underrcpresentation at planning 
levels, women fail to negotiate such flexibility on their own 
terms. 

New management philosophies in the era of new 
technologies may create patterns and practices of work that 
will entice trained women to enter and progress in senior 
technical and management jobs. Qualities that have ken 
considered feminine are now highly prized in IT-based 
companies, as they move away from assembly-line activities 
to group technology and teamwork. In some IT-based 
companies, management explicitly states the need for a 
feminine style of leadership to ensure Total Quaiity 
Management in processes and products. Even though one 
may be skeptical of such essentialism, an open 
acknowledgment of women's potential contributions to 
management style may bring about a "woman-friendly" 
orientation in the pattern of work. (p235 Gender Working 
Group) 

Introduction of information technologies also leads to the 
importance and growth of small and medium-sized 
enterprises. Small firms often take the lead in generating 
knowledge and marketing products. 

Knowledge-intensive small f m s  are most commonly found 
in affluent anas of the world. However, it may be difli~cdt to 
enter or maintain a share of markets dominated by larger 
companies, who have greater access to capital and . 
knowledge of the prefmnas of buyers. As a result, the 

"Mnh'ng women sprnd mom rim small firms often act as subcontract of^, supplying goods and 
looking &r heir iromcs and services to large companies that dominate the market. 
@nili& rlbn men fn 1992. Alternatively, they can out a niche for themselves in a 
wodng vocnn with a VIIK market where flexibility is of paramount importance. 
child under fivc spcnt 5.3 how a 
doy on ~~o~ child cam and 
shopping, compared with 3.3 hours Software development is a prime example of small and 
a drrv men smn~ on r- medium sized enterprises in the "high-techw pervice seclot. 
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activities. " Generally, software is divided into three categories: systems 
-some: Satis* asin sofh~are, applications software and tailored software. 

the Calgmy Hma4 
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"Although systems software and, to a certain extent, 
applications software tend to be proprietaryi Wers to 
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pduction of tailored softwan are relatively low, making 
this area potentially attractive to small and medium sized 
firm~.~(p236 Oclda Waldng Gmp) Women's role in these 
small and medium sized enterprises is not fully studied. 
Currently it consists of entrepreneurs from elite backgrounds, 
able to overcome some of the obstacles that poorer women 
generally face regarding acass to knowledge, cndit and 
networks. Study could likely show the kind of obstacles 
women face in occupations that are free of traditional 
expectations in terms of the gender division of labor. 

In the context of new technoiogy, the question of labor 
staadads assumes an important dimension. Health and 
safety issues (VDTs' radiation, for example) points to 
hazards that particularly affect those working at the Iowa 
end of the office hierarchy: typists, telephone operators and 
dPtaentry specialists. namely, women. 

5. Informatics: Hopes and Fears (PI MenzieslsBl) 
Definition of Informatics: Informatics consists of two 
separate but internoven electronic technologies- computers 
and telecommunicatioos. Infonnatics involves the 
automation of all phases of information manipulation, such 
as its gathering, integrating, storing and disseminating. It is a 
process that depends on the complementary traasformatioa of 
information from passive paper to dynamic electronic storage 
and retrieval, and that may eventually lead to the emergence 
of a microelectronics-based, post-industrial "information 
economy". Such changes are likely to affect employment 
wherever information forms a major compoaent of the work 
function. 

In the recent past, studies have found that information 
handling has ken a signifcant type of employment in 
primary industries, secondary industxies and service-sector 
work. Cunmtly, the effect is concentrated in the service 
sector, where women arc particularly fleeted, since they do 
jobs where information manipulation and related clerical- 
type operations constitute much of their work These jobs 
include secretaries and word processon, filing and other 
ofice clerks, bank tellers, cashiers, telephone operators, mail 
handlers, and related supervisory personnel. Women account 
for the majority of employment in most of these occupations. 
(ppl-2, Menzits 1981) 
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some andydsts (cited by Vdaskaki3,1979,85 in Menzica 1-1. p3) 
have labelled this work as "non-productive*, since it 
supposedly does not add to the information's value. 
However, it may not significantly change the content of the 
information, it does add to the usefulness of the information, 
if only by making it more readily accessible. 

In addition, it has been predicted that the productivity of 
Clerical W& has increaset(p57,S Menzits 1981) 

there is reduced labor content of clerical 
functions 
there an fewer clerical functions for each type of 
service provided 
certain clerical functions are being bypassed by 
direct links into computers 
some supervisory requirements are being reduced 
through overall reduction in clerical-labor content 
of information-related work 

In general. Canadian women have been under serious b a t  
because of their conceneation in occupations that are being 
swept aside to make way for the new information society of 
the post-industrial era. They are further threatened because 
they lack the mobility - financially and educationally - to 
adapt to the changing labour demands. This could potentially 
have serious consequences both for women and the national 
economy. If' they arc able to adapt, they could help to boost 
Canada into a buoyant post-industrial condition. The 
determination of which result occurs will depend on effective 
action by governments, employers and women 
themselves.(p80 Memjcs 198 1) 

Ill. Research Summary and 
Conclusions 

It i r ~ ' b &  so judge porn this relationship the entire *vcl of 
&vt&pent of mankind. 

-Kwl Miarx, writing in 1844, h u t  
tk nltrrions & w e n  mcn and 
women. (as in pl ,  ~~) 
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Today, it is commonly accepted that the level of scientxc 
and technological development indicates society's 
advancement There has been a growing intenst in the 
rclatioaship of science to society over the last decade, and 
then has been an even greater interest with the relationship 
between technology and social change. A major concern of 
feminists has been the impact of new technologies on 
women's lives, particularly on women's work. A key issue is 
whether then is a problem in that men tend to dominate 
technology, and whether this leads to the exclusion of 
women. 

In the past, technology has been seen as inherently neutral, 
and impinges on society only from the outside; the scientists 
and technicians who produce new technologies an seen to be 
independent of their social location and sectional interests. 
Technology was seen to exist as an entity in and of itself; a 
driving force that advances society as it develops. This 
analysis is consistent with the notion of technological 
determinism, which discounts any idea of a more 
sophisticated analysis of gender relations and technology. 

Recent wri thgs (Cockbum. 1983. 1985; Faulkncr and Arnold. 1985, 
Millar. 1998) see women's exclusion from technology as a 
consequence of the gender division of labour and the male 
domination of skilled trades that developed under capitalism. 
This has resulted in a masculine culture of technology from 
which women are generally excluded. With men securing 
control of key technologies, women are denied the practical 
experience upon which inventiveness depends. New 
technologies are developed typically from existing 
technology - by a process of gradual modification and new 
combinations of the existing technology. Therefore, women 
denied access to existing technologies will not be included in 
the development of new technologies. 

It is important then, to advocate for a more holistic buman- 
computer interaction design, where women will be 
considered in terms of all stages of development and use. 
The culture of computing, especially its value-sy stem, b i d  
nature. and sex-role stereotyping serves to exclude women 
and gids from its masculine foundation. The changes 
computer technologies bring to women's occupations and 
work is another vital area that must be acknowledged if an 
interaction design is to be sensitively accomplished 
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Part 2: From Theory to 
Practice 

I. Introduction 

There is an assumption that problem-solving always occurs 
in a series of fairly well-defined stages: 
(1)recognitioa of a problem; (2)fomulation of possible 
interventions; (3)generation of alternatives; (4)information 
search; (5)judgmen t or choice; (6)action; and (7)feedbacb 

However, most often decision-making comprises only 
information search and choice (Payne, as in Wacjman, p2). A 
broader "problem-solving" approach is adopted for the 
proposed framework to ensure a comprehensive 
understanding of the specific problem or deficit as well as a 
potential methodology that may be utilized in order to 
address the problem. The problem, of COUM, is that a barrier 
exists which impedes women's participation and computing 
experiences, Subsequently, the more specific problem 
develops: how to design a human-computer interaction that 
is sensitive to women's needs, perceptiom, and experience 
and is also, therefore, designed mon equitably for both men 
and women. 



Many studies have identified the structural baniers to 
women's participation in science and technology. (p2,Wajcman) 
Most of these studits examine such issues as sexual 
d i d n a t i o n  in the workplace and the M e n  in 
socialization and education to girls and women regarding 
science and technology. This type of research correctly 
criticizes a culture that encowages the social construct of 
feminine identity and character that is, in itself, a barrier to 
success in scientific and technological fields. 

However, there is a danger that, with this type of research, 
the authors see the perfect solution as one that gets more 
women into these fields - they see the main issue as one of 
access to education and empioyment They see science and 
technology as worthy pursuits, and if the statistics of people 
involved in them included more women, then the problem 
would be solved. The mculty with this argument is hat it 
simply bolts onto an existing f m w o r k  - it assumes the 
scientific and technological fields themselves are beyond 
question - and if we just "add women and stir", everything 
will be fine. In actuality, science itself has been shown to be 
a patriarchal phenomenon that may be questioned as such, 
and the socialization processes of women in society may be 
questioaed also. It will be only then that true change may 
occur. 

As the problem becomes identifiable, many groups are 
working towards change. From a macrocosm level to a 
microcosm level, groups have been exploring change in 
terms of governmental policy, the male-oriented computer 
culture itself, specific software design issues, and usability 
issues for women. With careful examination of the steps that 
have already been taken, one should k able to move towards 
a suitable intervention seatcgy that will aid in solving the 
problem. 
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II. The Design Process 

There an several different design processes that have been 
discussed in the past These have been approached from 
differing points of view, including systematic approaches, 
phenomenological approaches and an approach which looks 
at cornlatiom between design and science. 

A. Systematic Approaches 
Generalized design processes were hoped to k developed in 
order to apply them to al l  fields of design. These process 
models assume a certain inherent rationality, whereby 
problem solving techniques would observe rational criteria 
such as objectivity, economics and efficiency. 

The 'systems approach' falls within this category, but is not 
necessarily the same as a systematic approach to design 
process. The systems approach adds concepts auch as 
holism. plurality, interdependencies and a generic modelling 
language.'wardell and 01Gndy.p2) Many models display a 
linear and sequential flow of activities. some with implicit 
and explicit ergonomic content. In ergonomics, the 
systematic approach is shown in typical process models of 
the past: 

Many ncent ergonomic process models, engineering process 
models, structured systems analysis and computer systems 
design process models also fall within the systematic 
approach. 

DUNCAN (1991) 
1. Identify human need 
2. Create p d w t  ideas 
3. Evaluate altemaave ideas 
4. Deslga and build p a y p a  
5, Test and cvaluatt prototyps 
6. Pilot run manuf~tuing process 
7. fmpkumt manufdng 
8. Follow-up 

B. Phenomenological approaches 
Some have argued that systematic approaches ignorr wt and 
designer experience in the development of a building, 
environment or product This point of view argues that 
king systematic or scientific does not allow intuitive or 
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ALEXANDER (199 1') 
1. Identify potential problems 
2. Compare task with h u m  
capbilitics andfor verify problem 
3. Develop alternative sdutim 
4. Select best soiution 
5. Implement solution 
6. Wiw-up 

TaMr I :  'Ipplcuf design pmcas mbdds fMr&ff rVLd O'G~arIpj 
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d v e  design pmcas. Alto, rationalistic approaches do not 
support the nonquntifiable facton of social, cultural and 
affective eiemmts. Thc phenomeno~ogicai approach focuses 
attention on psychological and sociological issues, which 
lends iW well to study in ergmmics. It encourages 
qualitative methods, alw. which is more flexible in its 
approach. 

C. Wign and Scimca 
"Design has been compared to science at the level of step 
wise processes and at the p~osophicai level of induction 
versus deduction and analysis versus synthesis ."(Wardell and 
O'Grady,p3) c w g  dhgn and science processes presents 
a number of problems. There may be a true comparison, 
however, when mognition of the camnun crcativc leaps in 
thought between solving a design problem and a scientific 
problem. 

Typical models of science and design process may display an 
interesting parallel, but are oversimplistic for either 
disciptint. 'This pmcas is ... stmgiy oriented to dosm at 
every phase and is overall exclusionary." (Wardell and 

0'Grady.pQ) 

-- 

SCIENTIFIC PROCESS 
I. Observation of pbewmtna 
2. Devetopmcnt of hypothis 
3. Experimental test of hypothesis 
4. --W-td(h=Y 
5. Application of tbcory 

DESIGN PROCESS 
t . NecdS analysis 
2. Generation of alternative 

solutions 
3. Evallwtion of altunarivcs 
4. Design development 
5. Impiementation 

ck of science and design ( k d c l l  

D. The Current Understanding of Design 
The m n t  view of design process m y  consists of 
phenomenological terms, in particular a combination of 
'scientXc' methods and more abstract expressive and 
communication factors, with the understanding that dierent 
types of produce have different goals and therefore differeat 
processes. Some require more mathematical and scientific 
methods in order to satisfy the qunntifmbllc performance 
variables such as sped and accuracy. Some require mom 
aesthetic and phenomenological heatmcnt in order to 
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accomodate more personal, social or culhlral facton. 

Regardiig ergonomics in design, concerns such as the user, 
pedotmance criteria and product use evaluation are included 
in the cumnt understanding. "In correspondence with the 
broad and often subjective goals of design, the research 
methods used include both traditional testing and evaluation 
and other techniques such as focus groups." (wantell and 

O'Gredy*pd) 

Ergonomics in industrial design is subject to the 
organizational context in which it exists. Factors includhg 
interdisciplinary development, sociological differences in 
team membm, product life cycle, etc. are included in the 
involvement of ergonomics in design. Additional contextual 
factors such as roles of governments, legal issues and 
organizational cultures are also considered in this approach. 

E. Computer system design process 
Computer system design can be extremely complex and long, 
potentially involving over a hundred people in one way or 
another over several years. The actual design process for 
system design, like any creative activity, can carry from team 
to team depending on the resources and personalities 
involved and the kind of product that is being developed. For 
instance, designing a new product will result in a different 
process than updating or maintaining an existing product 
Similarly, designing for a wide range of people (such as a 
generic word processing program) diffem from designing to 
meet the spe*c needs of a small range of users in a single 
company. 

The following diagram represents a standard software 
engineering "waterfall" model of design. Notice that it is a 
linear model. implying that the design process is very 
organized, and one step logically follows the preceding step. 
Of course, this view is simplistic, and software engineers 
would Likely agree that in practice, there are many migrations 
up and down between the stages of this model. 
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F. Hurnantomputer interaction 
The nuin difference between this model and the human- 
computer interaction design approach advocated in this 
document is that the latter is based on the premises that 
design should be user-centered, that know ledge and expertise 
from different disciplines should be integrated into the design 
process and that, wherever possible, a participatory design 
strategy should be undertaken in order to ensure users' 
knowledge and experience can be drawn upon. 

G. Gender and humancomputer interaction 
In the process of designing for human-computer interaction 
from this perspective, then is a question of gender difference 
in approach to the subject matter. Practitioners working in 
human-computer interaction currently make implicit 
assumptions about gender and skill when conducting design 
work. The assumptions relate to the gender of computer 
usm, and definitions of skilL Through a focus on 
ergonomics and participatory design, one may address this 
issue. 

In the 19709, technological change began to be researched by 
a wide range of intenst groups. In 1974. Braverman's work 
(H Btavcman, habow rud &nopofy Ciapitai, 1974) sparked 
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contemporary debates about the effects of technological 
change on the labour process. Research documented that 
women were affected differently by technology than men 
were, and that women tend to occupy Merent positions in 
the technological change process than men. In the 1990s. 
research began to focus on gender while studying technology. 
which led to issues about skill. expertise and user 
involvement in the design process. For example. one 
criticism of Braverman's work on technological change is 
that it is based on notions of skill that reflect jobs 
traditionally held by men, and it fails to account for the types 
of skills that characterize women's jobs related to 
technological change. Cockburn ( h k n :  M& L k m h m e  Md 
Eciurobgicai Change. 1983) argues that skill is a political 
concept that plays an important role in maintaining the 
gender division of labour. Suchman and Jordan 
(Computerization d MdmenL Knowledge. 19BB) argue that in 
settings when women are primary participants in the design 
process or are users of technology, the legitimacy of their 
knowledge is subordinated to claims on authoritative 
knowledge put forth by men.( B a l k  p93) 

Furthemore, gender has been largely neglected in literature 
about participatory desi p, even though evidence suggests 
that failures to consider gender as a variable in design 
projects has contributed to design failures. With few 
exceptions, advocates of neither participatory design or 
ergonomics have incorporated feminist analyses of 
technology into their work, despite the fact that extensive 
earlier work has shown that theoretical insights about the 
implementation and use of technology an gained through a 
focus on gender as a subject of study. Researchen working 
in this ana have argued that much of the early work 
concerned with human-computer interaction failed to develop 
a critical assessment of the technology that would lead 
researchers to study the ways that social context, power 
relations and social bias may aflect the actual systems that 
are developed To counter these difficulties, Suchman and 
Jordan have stressed the importance of dcmystifjhg 
technology and legitimating wown's knowledge in the 
system development process. They argue that this wi l l  
require a dramatic shift in how we view the knowledge and 
skills that go into system development. Such a shift must 
incorporate a sophisticated understanding of the social wodd 
into the system development process. (m pss ) 
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H. My Perspective 

When I think of "design process", I think of both o method 
a d  M attihk. "blexhod" refar to a problem-sol~bg 
process, which includes identiificc~tz*on of the probkm, 
iMjication of the intend e l m s  tegmding the problrm 
(usually meaning the reason why the problem exists) a weil 
m the extemul e l .  (usually meaning how the problem 
can be brought to resolution). Design, then. refers to how a 
pason m y e s  towtatti the gaol of solying the pmblem. 
Specvc design procedures may be implemented at this point, 
considking he specjtiu of both the problem and designer. 
"Attilude" refms to how we consider design ar a whole, and 
how we may approach each decision, fonnal or exgressive, 
technological or economic, accordingly. So, it follows that 
"design process" k l &  dl those qualities and technkpes 
necessay in phnning a &sign irnplement~m~on, as well as 
the vm@xtion of their application. 

Since &sign. including that which incfu&s technological 
imatzanon, transfonts not only our ways of life, but alro our 
ways of thinking, the integral element of design process 
releyunt to this MDP would be "attitude'" Coruidehg 
design as a whole, and all the gender-relclted wunees t h  
accompany design, is pmamowrt in achieving the design of 
technological objects that will be more sensitive to both men 
and women rrr end-users. Design process can be seen ap the 
achieving of the d i t i o n  of promoting an integration 
between nature and culture, behueen environment and 
manufbctured goo&, between the f o m ,  technologies and 
uses of o product. between the socirJ symboLr of its 
comrmmicorion and t k  symbols, words and images thcu will 
charactenertze a semitiye design. 

The creative process is o highly subjective means of devising 
a physical embodiment of the solruion that depends greatly 
on tk specific knowledge of the people pwh*cQatr*ng in t k  
process. This may nfrr to the &signet herserf; or to rhr ta j t  
knowledge of the urcrs she is to represent when considering 
h? design. 



Ill. Development of the Theory 

The goal of this document is to provide research that may 
help to bring human-computer interaction designers together 
to discuss gender as a factor in the ddgn of human- 
computer interaction. 

A. Gender and Skill . 

If we shift our attention from the view of technology as 
product, to the processes surrounding the design, 
development and implementation of technology, several 
issues arise in relation to gender and skill. including: a) How 
docs gender come to bear on the dyuamics of computer 
design? b) An computer userr primarily men or women? if 
users are women, are then any physicai or social factors that 
come to bear on their computer use? c) What are the implicit 
defdtions of skill in use by designers? d) Are definitions of 
skill tied to gender stereotypes? If so, how might different 
conceptions of skill come to bear on computer design? 
Looking at human-computer interaction from this point-of- 
view will help in changing the current accepted ideologies 
surrounding the design of computer systems into a more 
wholistic, integrated design philosophy. 

B. User presence in the design process 
Fucthermorr, the design should no longer be the strict domain 
of those labeled as 'experts' in technical or computing 
knowledge (generally white, middle-class men with 
educations in science). Instead, user relations between 
designers and users should typically include more tacit 
knowledge and experiences of women as both users and 
designers. In addition. language issues should be examined, 
as the language of expertise (tech-talk) has been ident8ed as 
a constraint to user-parti tipation in design processes, 
especially that of computer design. Cultural stereotypes 
about the nature of work (that clerical work is unskilled 
work, for instance) often mask the complexity of tasks and 
skill requirements that are part of jobs typically allocated to 
women in our gender-s-ed labour force. Therefore, 
notions of skill which are often tied to notions of gender 
should be carefully examined. Again, participatory defign 
with the designen and the users of the system should be 
implemented w henver possible. 
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C. Ergonomics 
An ergonomic or user-centered approach to design also 
seems logical in terms of molding the design philosophy to a 
more wholistic one. However, although it is true that some 
ergonomic problems lend themselves naturally to a focus on 
women workers, gender is often not considered in the context 
of these studies. For example, issues such as collaboration 
and power sharing in client - consultant relationships will 
probably have a bearing on gender. To enable a more gender 
conscious perspective on the ergonomic tradition. 
ergonomics should address the inherent presence of values in 
the system development process. fn addition, ergonomics 
should take into account the powerful social and structural 
factors which influence strategic decision making in design. 

D. Change 
In order to instigate change in the design approach to human- 
computer interaction, one may consider the research and 
decide that the change must occur externally, from a change 
in the conceptual framework surrounding the science and 
technology fields. This notion may represent the ideal but 
realistically speaking, the institution of science exists today 
as a strong force in society. Therefore, it may be more 
effective to approach change from within the system that 
presently exists. The presence of more women in each step 
of the phiiosophical, sociological and practical aspects of 
science and technology will help to encourage changes in 
perceptions and values in the system. As a foundation for 
this change, the first step is awareness of the existing 
problem. This document addresses the first step - awareness 
of the issue and suggestions on how change might occur. 

IV. Changing to Make Technology 
More Accessible to Women 

A. Introduction 
The late twentieth century fin& lls in a period of rapid 
technological development. Fundamental innovations in 
microelectronic and telecommunications technology uc 

E t g o n o n r i c s s h o u l d ~ ~  t(tc transforming the character of work and the structure of the 
i d f ~ n t  pn-e of in a labour force. Existing barrim to women are implicated in 
system ricvebpnnt process. these changes and need to be addressed in order that women 
(1-m M'mld"WeB may k included in the benefits and advantages of 
051%) technological development. 
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Some change has alnady occmed, as concerned groups 
begin to acknowledge the issue. In an attempt to fully 
understand how a transition from theory to a practical 
application of change may be developed, several issuea may 
be ad-. Namely, women's perspective, policy, culture 
and usability issues may be explored and discussed in order 
to come to a clearer understanding about which a final 
intervention may be proposed. 

6. bignine Changes from the perspective of 
women's lives 

The social implications of the new information and 
communication technologies (MCI's) have received 
considerable attention in the last ten years, but the issue of 
the implications of the introduction of NICIS on gender 
relations has been neglected. Furthermore, a question such 
as the engendered nature of technological practices (design, 
production and consumption of NICI's) is almost never taken 
into account. However, it  is obvious that men and women 
have different access to and experiences with information 
and communication technologies. 

Feminist debates on technology often sees technology as an 
intrinsic part of a male-dominated culture, largely carried out 
in the public domain from which women are excluded. (p32 
Frissen) Feminist debates on technology (Cockbum 1985, 
Faulkncr and Arnold 1985, Karpl1987, Kramarae I-, Rothschild 1 m .  
timmcnnan 198). 1986 aad othm) have stressed the point that in 
many ways women are excluded from the design and 
production of technology. This can be seen as an exclusion 
from power as well. PKK:tsscs of exclusion also apply to the 
uses of technology. In feminist analyses, technologies are 
often seen as 'toys for the boys'. According to these 
appmaches an important reason for differences in access to 
technology between men and women is that the value system 
underlying technological practices is fundamentally 
masculine. Becaw these values an not experienced as 
nahlral and logical expressions of women's culture, women 
often show great reluctance to use these 'male' 
technologies.(p3 1-32 F W n )  

There arc several questions that may be asked regarding 
information technologies and gender, incIuding : 
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"Technology u in itulfo socio- 
~ d p r a c t i c e  d the 
discoursu amdiated with t h e  
pacticts mrut & seen as 
apwsio~u ofmm general 
Jocio--al volwc ~~* 
U& of -N nOt O* 

about technologyt bur h a i t  
socirJ nality, and ondnt g e d r  
mhrio~u pt wfL (p32 Fltjscn) 

What kind of meanings and values about gender 
are expressed in NICI's? 
Wbat role do these technologies play in the 
construction of gender relations? 
What is the effect of the socia-cultural value 
system underlying these technologies, on 
technological practices of men and women? 

1. Meanings and Values about Gender expressed in 
Technology 

One of the crucial points that bu beta made in feminist 
perspectives on technology is that women do not have the 
same access to techwlogy as men do. Technology is socially 
and culturally constructed as a male practice carried out in 
male instihltions. This has led to a dominant value system 
underlying technological creative processes and decision 
making, which is considered to be fundamentally masculine. 
According to this point of view, the value system on which 
technology is based consists of values such as rationality, 
objectivity, competition and progress - values associated with 
masculinity ( M o w  1988. as in Frissn. p34). Tbese values are 
also strongly connected with the public sphere, and are 
considered to be more or less opposed to the values and 
altudes connected with the private sphere, such as 
subjectivity, intimacy, emotionali ty a d  personal caring - 
values associated with femininity. 

Because women an excluded from technology, they are 
excluded from a very important power domain as well. Their 
social space is restricted mainly to the private domain, or to a 
relatively powerless position in the public domain that does 
not nquin 'complicated' or 'abstract' masculine skills. 
Thus, technology, with its typically masculine vocabulary, is 
only one of the many instruments that results in keeping 
women in less powerful positions.(p3435 Friaun) 

Van Zoonen believes that the relation between gender and 
technology is rooted in 'ecoferninism' m a g  19113. as in Frisua. 
@a. This position considers women as being 'closer to 
nature'. Technology is assumed to be one of the many 
patriarchal attempts to dominate nature and, consequently, 
women. An opposition is coastructed between men and 
technology on the one hand and women and nature on the 
other. The result of this opposition is a socio-cultural system 
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in which men have power, whereas women are excluded 
from power, and in this case from the design, production and 
use of techndogy* 

This kind of analysis is useful because it points out that 
technology cannot be treated as it is isolated from broader 
social relations. However, the analysis of these relations 
themselves is rather simple. According to these perspectives, 
the essence of the social order is that it is patriarchal. 
Positions of men and women in society seem to be fixed, 
c l d y  defmed and unambiguous. Consequently, these 
perspectives fail to describe the diversity and cornpiexity of 
technological practices and discourses, in which men and 
women take part in different ways. (p35 Frissen) 

Turtle (1988) has done research on subcultures of computer 
programmers and hackers. She has shown that in these 
subcultures and the discourses within these subcultures an 
ideal style of handling and using computers is crated, which 
does not particularly appeal to women. She emphasizes that 
it is not the technology itself, but the discourses about this 
specific technology in which gender is socially and 
symbolically constructed. This approach of gender and 
information technology is refreshing since it emphasizes the 
more complex meaning systems by which technology 
becomes a part of engendered cultural practices. (p36.7 
Fri ssen) 

In the public domain, most technology usen are men. When 
they do happen to k women, it is usually associated with the 
lower paying and less prestigious jobs. Men and women 
have different attitudes towards computers, for instance. 
Women are often reluctant as computers are indirectly 
associated with masculine values. Also, many practices in 
which computers itre involved are not very relevant for 
women. In other words, computer technology should be 
more adjusted to the s p c d k  needs of women. (p38 Frissen) 

Etrects of information technology is such that information 
technology has infatuated and influenced westem society 
greatly; the exclusion of women implies a fundamental 
marginalization and even exclusion of women from culture 
itself. Women are seen as outsiders, unable to alter either the 
nature of infomation technology or the nature of culture 
itscff. (McNeii 1989. Jaasen 1% as in Frisea, p38) 



For private purposes, women tend to use s e ~ c e s  in a rather 
functional way, to help them do their domestic work quickly 
and more effidently. In this context, practical information 
and interactive services, such as telebanking and 
teleshopping, are relevant to them. On the other hand. men 
tend to be more interested in the message services, which 
permit them to communicate anonymously with others. 

Dutch research (prwvelou 1986, as in Frisscn, p a )  has shown that 
the main usen of IT equipment in the home (particularly 
computers) are men and boys. These technologies are mainly 
used to carry out a large variety of leisun activities, such as 
computer and video games. Apparently men and women 
have Weerent experiences with these new technologia in the 
private sphere, perhaps connected with different experiences 
with and definitions of leisure and relaxation. (p41 hissen) 
The use of the family VCR, for example, is engendered as it 
is usually controlled by the men in the family. Telephone use 
is used more by womea, who have created 'psychological 
neighborhoods' concerning the device. Essentially, the 
effects of information technology in the home is that it effects 
the social relations within this private domain. 

NICTs have the potential to change communication and 
interaction patterns both bemeen members of the household 
and between the household and the outside world. The 
question that is beginning to be asked is this: do NICTs have 
a fundamental influence on the traditional division between 
public and private spheres? Furthermore, do sex roles 
change because of this influence? (p42 fripscn) 

Another theme is the effect of NICT's on work in the private 
d o h ,  both domestic work and paid w o k  One of the 
potential dangers of information technology is that it can be 
used to matte a new cheap female labour potential by 
telework and homework with computers. (p42 Frisscn) 
Telework may lead to flexible, low paid and often low quality 
labour for which women are particularly suitable because 
they am often confined to their homes. The traditional 
division of labour is intensified. However, telework and tele- 
education can increase the possibilities for women of 
combining domestic work and child.rtaring with paid jobs or 
education. Furthermore. telework also creates possibility of 

in the swbcvUvn of conrptrtrirg. 
( I m g e l b n  Compurrr Pqprr, 111 99, &9) men working at home i d  sharing domestic re&nsibil~cs 
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with women. These technologies should be adjusted to the 
specific needs and practices of women. 

Certain quutioas should be asked in order to attempt 
research to develop insights into these needs and practices: 

Will M a s  improve the quality of women's work 
withia the home? Will it become less time- 
consuming and more efficient, so there is more 
time to combine domestic responsibilities with 
other activities? 
Wd information technology change engendered 
communication patterns? 
Are these machines 'intimate' emugh to replace 

* certain communication needs and patterns? 
A risk of such changes might be that women 
become even more isolated from the outside 
world. (p43 Friascn) 

The production and design of information and 
communication technology is very much a male practice, 
carried out in institutions where few women are employed. 
The nsult is that technological culture and language is 
strand y c o ~ e c t e d  with these male environments. 

Because of the underrepresentation of women in 
technological institutions, such as informatics, and their 
marginal role in the design and production of technology, 
women are only conceived of as consumers (when they arc 
lucky). But, as consumen, women often do not benefit from 
technological innovations, simply because they an not a part 
of this techwlogid culture. Often these technologies are 
felt to bc irrelevant to women's everyday experience and 
meaningless in terms of their own cultural vocabulary. 

Information and communication technology play an 
important role in the development of a private sphere as a site 
for relaxation and leisure. In western culture, those working 
outside the home view it as the center of leisure and 
relaxation. For those working inside the home, it is viewed 
as a working place, primarily. As a result, information and 
communication technologies are probably not used and 
experienced in the same ways by men and women. They 
have different meanings for them. 
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Telecommunication innovations might lead to a disruption of 
the distinction between the separate spheres of public and 
private, which influenas gender relations and the traditional 
division of labour. 

Women arc still in a marginal position in the design and 
production of IT. Women seem to be afraid of using these 
technologies to their own advantage. Effects of IT seem to 
be negative where womeo are concerned. The exclusion of 
women is the main message. 

In the future, it will be necessary to develop strategies to 
overcome the fear and reluctance of women to use computers 
and to have access to those domains that are now strongly 
dominated by men. 

2. Policy 
Equal opportunity policies must consider the issue of 
accessibility to women on a larger scale, not only addressing 
women's access to education and employment, but also in 
terms of the conaphlal framework of science (and therefore 
technology) as well as the socialization processes of womeo. 
In this way, science and its instihltioos could possibly be 
reshaped to accommodate women in a more democratic 
fashion. In this way, equal oppo-ty policies do not only 
ask women to adopt masculine attributes in order to "fit in" 
to a prescribed framework (without asking men to do the 
same). 

US National Research Council's Board on Science and 
Technology on International Development has identified five 
key areas for urgent comctive action: (cited in Oendcr Workin8 
orwi em) 

communication and dissemination of information 
integration of local development and traditional science 
and technology 
education and training 
facilitating opportunities for women in research 
access of women to areas that include science and 
techlogy 

Policy makers have conducted seminaR that identify ceaain 
mrmcn'swrkwirhirrtkhonw? policy issues: 
(Itan Co- P~ 5-97) Fmtly, women's technological knowledge must be 
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documented and disseminated broadly at all levels. 
Secondly, technological development must act for and be 
based oa existing local knowledge and skills, ensuring a local 
capacity to innovate and decreasing dependence on external 
intenention. Lastly, polities should encourage and protect 
those involved in small-scale production, and should 
recognize that women tend to be the experts on local 
production, processing and marketing.(p289 Gmder Working 

Gmup) 

There have been steps taken towards this end. Several 
concerned groups of citizens and policy makers have 
attempted to address the issue of women's exclusion from 
technology: 

A 

UNIFEM developed a gender-based development 
communication strategy in 19m (and others). 

The Internatioaal Conference on Women Empowering 
Communication (WACC 1994) identified issues and 
resolutions that constitute a comprehensive plan of action 
(satellite T.V., women in mass media, alternative media 
strategies, women's publishing houses, women's radio 
stations and programs, documentation and resource centers, 
networking and new communication technologies for women 
in development. 

Several women's media and information services were 
implemented successfully: ISIS International. Women's 
Feature Service, WTV - a women's television station and 
Women Ink. At the local level, there has been several 
successful businesses developed that were run by women, but 
not obviously so. 

NGONe t provides imovative information-sharing processes 
for women, Southern groups, indigenous peoples and 
grassroots organizations. It has contributed to the 
formuletion of Women's Networking Suppofi Program of the infirmtion ond comm~icatian 

Association for Rogrcssive Communication. technobgics are pwbably not wed 
and uprritnccd in the sclnrc wcrys 
bymnmrdmwn. m y b e  IWTC (1991) organized workshop with several women's difercnt maningsfir them. W s  

organizations from around the world to develop skills and men o&n urc cowtptetjfir 
associated with desktop publishing and computer &isam 0ctiVite.s when& girls and 

networking. The response was so gnat that a publication. women o&n wed computersfir 
comwuuuic~bn purposes. (Image Computer Newsnote. with a circulation of 7 , O  was started brocwa w95) 

as a result. 
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Then an also many fi, T.V. and radio succes~ stories. 
WEW emerged, as well as the Global Access Television 
Service, which act as an alternative to mainstream channels, 
promoting social ancl cultural self-expression though the 
dominant medium of our time. It has created a Merent mix 
of programming reflecting different life experiences, values, 
ideas and perspectives (WEI'V 1994). Launched in Sept. 
1995 at the UN Wodd Conference on Women in Beijing, it 
demonstrated its firm commitment to women's 
expression.(p29;! Oeader Waldng Grwp) 

Development projects. however, tend to f d  short of their 
goals. Because women an primary deliveren of community 
welfan to children, the sick and elderly, their households. 
and the larger social networks that maintain communities, the 
failure of development projects with respect to women is 
automatically felt by social groups who depend on their 
labour and social services. These failures 'increase public 
skepticism about the ability of development projects to 
increase or maintain democratic social relations. They 
threatea public perceptions of the legitimacy of the large 
social investments that modem science and technology 
require. These considerations, too make rethinking the 
relation between gender and sustainable human development 
an increasingly urgent task if modem science and technology 
and the development projects that draw on them are to retain 
any moral or political legitimacy in the eyes of their donors 
or recipients. (~295,296 Gender Working Group) . 

Many governments emphasize the importance of science and 
technology policy without recognizing the inherent gender 
biases in their own systems. For example, attention has been 
given to the development of more effective teaching methods 
in science, but rarely has it ban accompanied by gender 
analysis. Then is a necessity for science education curricula 
to be reorganized at the primary, secondary and tertiary 
levels. Although girls often perform as well as boys in 
science and math in the early years, their interest declines as 
they become older. Then seems to be a strong cornlation 
between girls' interest in science and technology and the 
extent to which they see these issues as related to social and 
community concerns. Tbus, there is a strong argument for 
the redesign of science education materials to focus on the 
mie of science and technology in societal development and 
more specifically on the usefulness and relevance of science 
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and technology in everyday Life rather than on the capacity of 
"man" to master machine. (p199 & d ~ r  W ' g  Oloup) 

It has been advised that the UN Commission on science and 
technology consider the following recommendations: (cited in 
Cieader Working Grwp, pp1-200) 

Women and girls should be given equal opportunities to 
participate in science and technology progmm. 
To impmve the level of comparative international 

statistics, all governments should collect data about the 
number of girls in science education and the number of 
women in the science and technology sector. 
The government should implement policy which 

advocates the employment of representative numbers of 
women'in science and technology occupations and equal 
opportunity for promotion into management positions. 
Childbearing and rearing respomibilitia should not be 
used as the basis of discrimination against them. Daycare 
centres should be provided when possible. Wlc-the, 
flexible hours, jobsharing,etc. should be made @icy so 
as to address problems met by women with family 
nsponsibili ties. 

Grants and scholarships should ensure that at least half 
go to female participants. If necessary, special efforts 
should be made to attract such applicants. Terms of 
grants should accommodate women's dual 
reponsibili ties. 

Technical work done by women both in the household 
and in the productive sector should be recognized by the 
UN system as having a science and technology base and 
be valued accordingly. For example, the work done by 
women in the household should be seen as based on 
howledge of nutrition, health, child survival, and so on, 
rather than as work devoid of expertise. 

There are additional issues that should be considered as well: 

Health issues should be included in the national policy 
dialogue on technology. 

The quality of women's employment and the number of 
jobs open to them depends on their ability to acquire relevant 
skills. Some skills are learned on-the-job, some through in- 
house training, and sow in formal training institutes. 
However. in development and developing coundes, women 



are fmding it m~ult to enroll in formal training institutes 
(Aam 1995. as in Gender W-g Group, p239). The horn of 
training, the costs involved and the structure of the comes 
conspire against them. 

The average family views the education of somi as an 
investment for the future; it perceives daughters' education as 
a luxury. Studies should be conducted concerning the 
comectiom betwan the productive and reproductive spheres 
of women's Lives in order to ensure access to tomorrow's 
jobs.(p~g Oender W&g OIWp) 

To ensure women n a i v e  adequate employment protection 
and training in necessary skills, some anas of research must 
receive urgent priority. The mode of research should be 
participative, involving governments, NGOs and federations 
of employers. Projects should be driven by demand and 
respond to the needs of both women and employers. No 
positive action will be sustainable unless it proves to be 
profitable. (pa9 Gender Wocldng G m p )  

What women could contribute to modem science and 
technology should be elicited and appreciated, women's 
specific needs should be considered and, thereby, women's 
opportunities and caraer progression should be ps i  tively 
affected. This could be done in different ways: 

Women's technological and managerial skills 
should be enhanced in order to increase self-reliance 
in industrial production, and to promote innovations 
in productive design, product adaptation and 
pduction techniques. 

Concerned women scientists should establish 
linkages with women's groups to monitor and 
publicize the impact of new and emerging 
techologies on women's Lives.(p241 Gender Working 

Group) 

In the public d o h ,  most users are men. When they are 
women, they have lower paying and less prestigious jobs. AS 
pccviously discussed, there an different attitudes towards 
computen: women are reluctant users because computen are 
associated with masculine values. Also, many pnctices in 
which computen an involved arc not very relevant for 

64 RFfaury-Jnurrym 
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women. In other words, computer technology should be 
more adjusted to the spe*c needs of women. (@38 Geadcr 
W d n g  Gnnrp) 

Kelly, Whyte and Smail(l984, as in hvidson, pm conclude 
that "girls are disadvantaged in a technological society not 
only in the search for jobs, but also as citizens who need to 
understand and control theu environment." Research into 
adult learning found group work a particularly supportive 
learning environment for women, and one which lends itself 
to scieuce and technology teaching (mvk, 1981, as in Dnidmn, 
pzn). It provides an appropriate structure for ptacticd work, 
with mutual support from fellow learners preventing 
passivity. Davies also says women tutors with whom to 
identify is important. (pUr Davidson) 

A strategy for recruiting, retraining and training women may 
include (1) publicity aimed specifically at women, (2) a 
woman as the named contact, (3) preliminary and ongoing 
advice and counseling which recognizes that women have 
different needs and career patterns, (4) implement either 
women-only courses at introductory levels, or group entry for 
women in mixed courses, and (5) as many women tutors as 
possible recruited by target advertising in general and 
women's press, and use of women's networks. 

In addition, other strategies could make the envim~lent  
friendlier and more accepting of women: (1) in-service 
awareness-raising for men tutors could be implemented, (2) 
then could k small group teaching in a supportive 
environment, (3) flexible hours could be acceptable, given 
women's often extra family responsibilities, (4) the usage of 
childminding facilities could be encouraged and made easier, 
including after-school and holiday supervision, (5) initial 
work experience or placements to help train women and (6) 
recognition by employers that provision for employees' 
(women and men) other responsibilities could make available 
a larger committed skilled workforce. 
(ppm.8, 

3. Male-oriented Culture 
There is a question whether he acceptance of the fact that 
women arc excluded from technology is too much influenced 

"For b~ut'mw pop& whose wurk 
days am increasing& wappd up 
with ttchrwbgy, the efectr CM 

inch& all rlrc Mhub of s t m s  
overw:  chnicadety ,  
im'rabllity, skep dhiprion and tk 
unsc of ohuays king bhind," 
(lYlisto Foss, "S~nssed Our? 
Blanw Tcchno&gyt*, Glo& and 
Mail Miay 29/98) 



Mmen are rtlrrctant users &C(ULSC 
conrpwttrs am a s d a t e d  with 
marculinc valucs. Hee, an 
adv&cmcnt~atnres u o on a 
memory card-snowbolotd. TRe 
caption reat& "Extmme mmry 
upgt& support: the c o n ~ n c e  to 
jump into just about anything." 
(lmtage/iom MclcClm mcrg0~~11c~S- 
%) 
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by feminist dogmas, d t i n g  in an uncomfortable image of 
women as victims. Feminist research should not only 
describe mechanisms of exclusion by men or mde- 
dominated technology, but also describe and explain the 
active practices of women themselves, in which they do or do 
not use technologies. According to Turkle, this strong 
opposition from women is a result of their aversion to having 
an intimate relationship with a machine, given that female 
culture teaches women to be very good in pemaal, 
emotional, face-to-face relationships. tnsi ght is needed into 
engendered value systems, practices and discourses, in order 
to understand the complex reiationship between gender and 
Ma~.(~p4e4a Frissen) 

There are fewer women than men in the world of computers 
and computer technology. There is, however, an increase of 
the number of women in low-status, low-pay computing jobs 
that have no access to higher levels of management or to 
better paying positions ( K d t  and D u M ,  1986. as in Huff, pS 19). 
These positions are usually extensions of already female- 
dominated jobs, such as the 'upgrading' of secretarial 
positions to 'word-processing' positions (Gutek & B i b  1985, 
Iacono & Kling 1984, as in Huff* p519) 

Why is this so? 
In addition to structural barriers that keep women from being 
bred (Roscn & Jerdce 1974, w in Hull. p519), it has been shown 
that young gids have less access to computers, both in school 
and at home, a d  therefore less of a chance to become skilled 
in using them (Hcs & Miun 1985. as in p519 Hufl). 

Most educational software available today is presented in a 
format, that although motivating and exciting for boys, 
probably discourages the girls who use it. ( m r  & bfalone 
I=, as in ~ u f f ,  pS2O). Thus, even if' a girl has access to a 
computer, she may well have difEculty enjoying an 
interaction with it and may be discouraged from further 
attempts to use i t  

Both software and hardware are produced by people and it is 
those people who determine the design of the cornputen with 
which both we and our children interact, The expectations of 
the software designer are central in determining the design of 
the program. It is not the computer, or even the software, 
that is at the root of the sex bias in software, but the 
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expectations and stereotypes of the designen of the software. 
(~520.1 Huff) 

Revioas research in sexual stenotyping (Broverman, Vogel. 
Brovennan, Clarkson & Rosenkrantz 1972) indicates that the 
stereotype of the "healthy" male is quite Merent fmm that 
of the "healthyn female; the stereotype of the "healthy" 
person is quite different from that of the healthy woman. but 
almost identical to that of the healthy man. This indicates 
that when asked to think of a "healthy" person, respondents 
were probably thinking of a healthy man. (p521 Huff) 
Similarly, when asked to program for "students", the 
designers may well have directed their program toward male 
students, assuming implicitly or explicitly that the programs' 
usen will be boys. (p521 Huff) 

There does seem to be a difference in software written for 
boys and that written for girls. That this diff'erence exists is 
not surprising. Them is evidence to indicate that boys prefer 
games and that gids prefer 'learning tools'. (Cooper, Hall & 
Huff 1985, Lepper & Malone 1983). Tbe fmding that is of 
concern is that programs written for shrdents are written, it 
sams, with only boys in mind. Given that most young 
computer users are male (Hawkins 1W, Hess & Miura 
1985). our designers may have assumed that their users 
would be male and intentionally set out to please the male 
majority. But not always - some of these designen were 
women who often mentioned the sex bias in software.(p529 
Huff) 

Computing is more than a set of skills. It is embedded in a 
social system consisting of shared values and norms, a 
special vocabulary and humor, status and prestige ordering, 
and differentiation of members from nonmembers. In short, 
it is a culture.(p453 Kiesler) 

At the moment the adult wodd of computing is heavily 
dominated by d e s  and transmitted to children by males. It 
is men primarily who design the video games, write the 
software, sell the machines and teach the cowses. 

S u  times ~~hnology eqrrotr the 

For children, the male-oriented cultural characteristics of /irwe. 

computing can be seen in 3 domains: (1) the social settings in -J.G. -d 
which children encounter computers, (2) the language and 
stories of insiders, and (3) the behavioral norms. Cumntly, 
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most young people arc introduced to computing through 
video games in video arcades, schools, computer camps, and 
their own homes. Both electronic games and home 
computers am primarily vehicles of entertainmeat for 
children. For example, one study of home computers found 
that 67% of children over 12 and 88% under 12 use the 
computer for entertainment (Rogers, Daley & Wu 1982). 
Even when not used as games, computen an sti l l  often part 
of a larger social game. They afford children and adolescents 
an excellent opportunity to socialize with their friends. There 
are also clubs and networks formed for playing together, 
sharing software and advancing their proficiency. Since 
children tend to form same sex peer groups, these social 
'games' are also typically male. Boys in schools tend to 
monopolize the cornputem and actively prevent the gids 
access to them. (p454 Kiesler) 

Extrinsic f m s  affecting Girls' Underachievement in 
Computing: 

parental attitude and home environment 
peer group pressures at home and at school 
teacher attitude and behaviour 
classroom interactions between girls and boys 
schoolboob and computer resource materials 
media influences 
lack of role models at schools 
career considerations 
position of computing in the curriculum 
girls' lack of confidence to try new things 

TurLle (1984) maintained that girls are not less interested but 
computer sciace and computer programming are approached 
in a 'male style'. She contended that boys use an 
engineering, 'hard mastery' appmch to programming 
whereas girls use an artistic, 'soft mastery' approach. Turkle 
described the hard mastery approach as developed through a 
structured planner's approach: set goals in advance, break 
them down into subgoals and plot your strategy through a 
d u U y  defined sequence of moves. The soft mastery 

Ikrr dors =em to k a dimme approach signifies that the aesthetics of the graphics am more 
in so- fir boys and &portant than the elegance of the plan. This does not 
tha# wnwnnenjbr gwh. 7hm i s  
Nidcnce lo indicate tkcrr boys include advance planning, but negotiation and 
p n ~  g- girb experimentation with the machine. (p76. Davidsoa) 
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WheredomostcWenjktstmt? Mustleamat 
the arcade or computer center or home computer. 
The video arcade cultwe shares many A 
characteristics of a larger culture - of young, male 
adolescents. places where young males hang out 
with their buddies. Occasionally they may bring 
gidfSriends. but her role is to admirr the 
performance of her boyfriend, not to perform 
herself. (see table L @= Kidcr). Aggressive 
behavior such as shouting and swearing is 
observable in these cultures. And "masculine" 
games of war and sports are presented and 
encouraged 

Some children believe that computer games and 
coiqmters are for boys. In one study. preschool 
children were asked to name the toys they played 
with Both girls and boys reported that boys 
played with video games; it was never mentioned 
as a game for girls. (p456 ~ieslcr) 

My own observation at a popular computer store 
in Calgary (CompuCentre. Market Mall. Jan. 
2000) shows the prevalence of male-oriented, sex- 
stereoqped computer games. Out of about 250 
popular games, there were 15 that depicted a 
female character. Of' these 15, Trick Style. Might 
& Magic. Blood of the Sacred and Dungeon 
Keeper depicted women as scantily-dressed sex 
objects - some as evil villians as well, one as a 
passive princess who is to be rescued. Wheel of 
Fortune depicted 1 woman as an attractive 
figurehead. X-Files depicted I woman and 1 man 
with equal value. Wargasm, Jagged Alliance, 
H e m s  III, The War in haven. The Settlers m. 
Septerra Con, and Urban Chaos all seemed to 
have copied the popular Tomb Raider in its 
depiction of female characten as scantily-dressed 
with exaggerated features and large weapons. In 
all 15 games, the only image of a woman that was 
completely positive was the image of the female 
detective oa the X-Files game. There were 3 It is men primarily who &sign the 

vi&o games. wtitc tk soliny~e, 
others that were appropriately clothed but still srii ttu ~ ~ C ~ ~ I I C J  and tractr d k  
wielded weapons (personifying "male" values). courses. (Kcislet, p454) (Imcrge 
These jgamcs cleady appeal to male fantasies only, porn PSM m a g a * ~ ~ ,  Sept-'98. - - -  
not fe&e fantasies. For instance, "Lara Croft", ~ 1 2 5 )  

R,Fht~y - Jwn#ryZ000 69 
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the female protagonist in the Tomb Raidef' games, who has 
exaggerated physical features, has gained notoriety to the 
extent that there are nude (amongst other) interpretations of 
her character available on the internet. 

One might argue that playing computer games has no 
relationship to computers. This is simply not true: 
Playfulness, foolishness, coping with challenge. and 
exploration are a l l  part of learning to compute, of studying 
computers and of working with them. Studies show that 
young women are not only less likely to play computer 
games and to have had prior computing experience. but are 
also more likely to experience negative outcomes in their 
first college computing course. (pm Kicskr) 

Computer stons seem to be designed for consumers 
comfortable with electronics, and currently those consumers 
an mon likely to be male. They are, in fact, electronics 
stores, with circuits in boxes on the shelves and cables 
snaking across the floor. Most operators, technicians and 
sales people are male in these stores. (~458 Kiesier) 

The social implications in using a computer appear to be the 
main stumbling block. In fact, the very first computer 
programmers wen women who had been hired by the Navy 
during WW2 to calculate shell trajectories on mechanical 
calculators. When ENLAC, the first operational computer 
was built, these women were assigned to program it and 
became hown as the EMAC girls 1979. ~ 1 4 ~ ) .  Ironically, 
as Kraft notes. it was becawe programming was initially 
viewed as of "low importancew that it was assigned to 
women. (p459 Kiesler) 
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Sh is a lcad character w h o j i g h ~  opponenL! 
of mscue. But she still is depicted in shinpy 
O"d &#s. 

r, not a 
c b t h  
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M o s t p p u b  compu!erhr& gens  availabk am h&ndcdjwr urc by boys ami men. It i( easy to see 
that male stereo~pts of bhaviot and image arc. too, reinfixed in tkse games. Mast gmnu &pkt 
cctivirics m h  as car or motorbike racing ( " b u d  Rash", "Gran T h n .  "TOCA Toraing Ccu 
~ ~ " ,  " T w h p p  M g  " ), rpom gams ( "NBA Courts&", "I  aBD Snowknrtding ", "Bottom 
of t k  N i  "."NFL Gaww&y") orflghiing gmna ( NInjiz". " F i g h '  Durtry ". UFightm's Edge ". 
"h*. Nukern', "Colony Warsn) which jimijks ideobgt nuh or "men nuut compcte, mir PgIrr or kid in 
or& ro k mm ". h are dw sh&g g m r r .  ( "G aartrr"), and ww gamu ( "Canncmd a d  C o ~ " .  
"Ti T d " ,  "Ace Can&$"). &en th mlkphying golns (RPGs) such as "Mea ear Solid". "Final 
FmWy: "Xkmgem" a Tenchum ate chwmkd by "mocb" p & g o n i s ~  d j l g h t h g  a d  kiUng 
activity. 
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Despite the widespread idea that cornputem are machines 
(and hena that girls would not k good at operating them), 
cornputen are not machines in the traditional sense. The 
essence of computer literacy is d y  procedural thinking 
(Rprt lm, Sheil1981, aa in Kielsler, p460). There is no evidence 
that girts arc deficient in this respect or that their early 
haining and interests arc inconsistent with it This is just a 
social construction that docs not underscore female values. 
Studies show that females seek out achievement activities 
that are consistent with feminine values and goals (bkcce, 
Eccics, Gaff & Futttrman 1982, Stein & Bailey 1973, Tittle 
1981, as in p460 Kiesler) 

Social Relan'om 
The advenpof intelligent machines necessarily changes the 
social relations between gender and science, sexuality and 
biology, feminism and the politics of artificiality. 
(Halkrstam. p440) Sexual images of technology am by no 
means new: modernist texts in earty 20th Century frequentfy 
eroticized technology. 

Baudriliard writes that in the interface with the computer. 
the OIher, the sexual or cognin've irtlcrtocvtet, h never real& 
aimed at - cmm-ng the screen evokes rlrc mm*ng of the 
mirro~  Tlir sacur iucifis targeted ar the pint ofintcrfm. 
Tlrc machine (tk interactive screen) trcutsfowns she process of 
commtmication, he rehrianfiom one to the OM, into a 
process of commutation, i.e. t k  pmess of reversability f i m  
the same & the same. The semt of the iateryke is that the 
O t k r i r w i r h i n i t v i r W y r h c ~ - o ~ k h g  
suncptitiously con@ccllcd by the machine. (BandWhtd, X m x  
and Inwry pp 5-6) 

The computer invites us to discard our identities and embrace 
an Imaginary unity, like a mirror. It also reminds us of our 
presence by displaying our words back to us. What 
Baudrillard argues is that this intensely private experience 
prcctudcs acaral interaction with another person and turns all 
computerized communication into a kind of 
autocommunication which may cmtain elements of 
autoeroticism. ( g ~  u spinpt) 

Research data supports the idea that computing can enhance 
other academic and intellectual skills, and can k a superb 
motivating force in education . The ability to compute is 
perceived as a marketable skill, as the employment 
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opportunities section of every newspaper demonstrates. (posz 
-1 

The children with the most exposure to computers will reap 
the most benefit; they will sharpen their procedural thinking 
and programming skills, gain confidence with electronic 
devices, and have the opportunity to explore the many ways 
computers can be used These advantages, in tarn, will 
increase the likelihood of these children developing an 
interest in and succeeding in fields that involve computers. 

One current bias apparent in exposure to computers is based 
on sex. The magnitude of the discrepancy has been reported 
to be as high as 7 or 8 to 1, boys to girls (Lepper 1982). The 
average ratio in computer camps in 1982 was 3 to 1 (Hess & 
Muira I-), or 5 to 1 (Kirby 1983). If this bias continues, 
the girls of today will have no choice but to be second-class 
citizens in the computer-intensive world of tomorrow. 

Computer education should include some training in 
surviving in the computer culture as well as teaching children 
computing skills and howledge. True computer ef'ficacy 
requires both the social knowledge of the computer culture 
and the technicd knowledge of computers as machines. If 
computing is inescapable in our future, the opportunities for 
all children an inextricably tied to their socialization to the 
whole world of computing. (p452 Kiclsr) 

Investigations of computer education usually focuses on 
instruction or the user interface. It does not address the 
context in which computing occun. the reasons people value 
it, the kinds of people who like it, or the role of organizations 
in computing. 

The profusion of new information technologies provides a 
rich source of instructional media for the transfer of science 
and technology knowledge and skills. These include 
computer-aided learning systems, transmission of training 
courses into factories by satellite, interactive video, and 
various other methods. If women arc given qua1 
opportunity to kaeft from such courses. they should be able 
to acquire new technical skills and knowledge to enable them 
to compete effectively for better-paid positions in the 
industrial workplace. (p 1%. 197 &n&r Working Group) 
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There is a need to demystify science and technology for 
women. 
There is a need for information to be disseminated to 
women. 
There is a need for complete reconceptualization and 
reorganization of the culture of science and technology. 
This must encompass the provision of space for 
alternative viewpoints and perspectives 
There is a need for the humanization of an area that 
traditionally has considered itself to be 'neutral." 
The challenge ties in persuading science and 
technology practitioners to accept that science and 
technology is not neutral and work from that basis 
rather than assuming its neutrality. 
There is a need for science and scientists to move 
beyond the conceptual boundaries imposed by formal 
training and to recognize the sigolfiicant contributions 
that have always been made (and continue to be made) 
by grassroots practitioners - many of them women. 
Science tends to be organized in an inherently 
hierarchical and elitist fashion. Them is always an 
assumption that knowledge held by the scientist or 
technologist is of a higher orda than that held by the 
practitioner. This assumption is the foundation stone 
upon which use of popular education materials aud 
popular theater songs and Qncc to impart science and 
techwlogy most extension services have ken 
built@ 197 Gender Working Group) 

Also. it might be argued that science and technology facts arc 
often presented in deliberately arcme language aimed at 
creating "inriders" who have the training and expertise to 
understand and "outsiders" who do not. Women are 
frequently relegated to the lafter status and, although they 
may have much to gain from understanding the mechanical 
details of a particular technology, for example, it is rare that 
eflorts are made to explain these in such a way as to be 
nonthreatening and comprehensible. Instead, women's lack 
of understanding is once again seen as an example of their 
"intrinsicn "nontechnical" nature. We need to demystify and 
democratize scientific knowledge and involve women as 
agents of change. 

4. Usability Issues for VUDrnen 
Usability is the most critical factor in a software product's 
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Although women tnay haw much to 
goinmm undcrscurding the 
r n e c ~ c a l  &lorlor& of a parrichr 
rcchnobgy, for enmpk, it is ram 
that efforts are mode to uplain 
thtse in s~icfr u way as to bt 
mnthrearening and 
compreknrible. (Image porn 
Popular Science 02IW. p41) 

success. Most descriptions of ease of use refer to one or 
more of the following characteristics: 

GUI features such as windows, pull down menus, 
dialog boxes and icons. 
Ease of accessing product functions. 
Ease of use relative to the amount of function (or 
power) provided. 
Ease of leaming and intuitive qualities. 
Self-documentation, with extensive built-in, on-line 
help features and conceptual1 y well-wri tten 
documeatation.(p." Kirchner-Dean. et.al) 

Some attributes that may be considered when determining the 
usability priorities for a set of customers: 

ease of learning 
interface consistency 
intuitiveness and naturalness 
helpfulness 
functional completeness 
operational eficiency 
modifability and customizability 

Usable software also provides confirmation of user input, it 
minimizes user memoly load, it places the user in control, it 
prevents wet errors. it assistr users in error recovery, and 
predicts urn input(@ ~-~ end) 

Given the procerding d i d o n  about computing and 
technological concerns for women, these usability issues take 
a different turn of events. When thought of in tenns of 
women's experience and perceptions, each point regarding 
usability is significant, in that, it has a dinerent connotation, 
relative to the sex of the wr .  For example, "ease of learning 
and intuitive qualities" alludes to certain assumptions about 
different learning styles and experiences with computing that 
individual users might have. "Operational etTiciency" could, 
to a fm's  manager, refer to how efficient the computer 
operator is at completing a task or could, to the computer 
operator. refer to how easy the machine is to operate 
concerning the task at hand. For men or for women, these 
usability issues may imply different notions. 

Bradley has made the following recommendations for 
desirable characteristics of computerized work for female 
workers: 
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a working pace adjustable to the individual (workload 
per time unit) 
a reasonably even working pace, not too dependent on 
the pace of workmates and/or equipment 
the opportunity to influence the structure and planning 
of work and working hours, e.g. scheduling of breaks 
and length and scheduling of terminal use 
sufficient information should be passed both vertically 
and horizontally and should reach its target 
special support to employees whose work necessarily 
entails the 'buffer role'; negative effects of this position 
should be avoided or prevented 
opportunities for training and further training on the job 
opportunities for development on the job 
opportunities to confer with other people in order to 
fulfill the individual's need for human contact and 
communication in daily work 
that the physical strain on eyes, neck, back, muscles, 
etc., does not harm the individual 
possibilities of replacement on the job: both too low 
aad too high replaceability should k avoided 
an even distribution among the sexes of duties and 
positions, known as 'external equality' 
that new duties and changing positions ma&e use of 
both traditional f d e  and male experiences, interests 
and values. known as 'internal quality.' 
reward and promotion systems so structured thu the 
executives as well as junior workers find themselv~~ in 
working situations which meet basic human needs and 
requirements. 
( p a  mhism) 

Polcaity 
It may be said that masculine a d  feminine are the 
extremities of a single whole. Polar opposites a n  inseparable 
opposites, like the poles of the earth or a magnet, or the ends 
of a stick or the faces of a coin. There is, however, an 
implicit unity of polar opposites. Experiences and values 
which have been believed to be contrary and distinct an, 
after all, aspects of the same thing. It may be argued that 
they do not contradict each other, but complement each other. 
In fact. in China, the Yin (female) and Yang (male) together 
are the Tao (oneness); polarity is characterized by harmony. 

RFkury - J - v ~  I9 
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In Vajrayana Buddhism, the male and female together 
express the fundamental aspects of humanity. Human reality 
is considered a state of suspended tension between maleness 
and femaleness in which both an 'open', nothing as such, 
and only their incessant interaction, their becoming, is real." 

It is interesting that then is a difference between Eastern 
la a 

reality is an interactive tension between maleness and 
femaleness - two kinds of knowledge differ in their symbolic 
forms. In contrast, the Western approach to polarity begins to 
establish the idea of mutual exclusivity. It goes on to 
establish arbitrarily one principle as good and the other as 
evil. I t  creates a hierarchy between the principles and assigns 
a moral value to the terms masculine and feminine, 
establishing male as good, female as evil. (ppln-179 MajewsIu) 

In the Western world. we may trace the break in the mutuality 
of the images of male-female polarity to Plato. Plato, in 
talring up the question of polarity of experience, 
distinguished between two ground principles; the logos 
(which was rational, mathematid and formal and which he 
called the male) and eros (which was intuitive, emotional and 
aesthetic and which he called the female). To the ethical 
distinctions of logos and e m  he added the male and female 
principles. ethically exalting the male principle and 
denigrating the female principle. The logical modes an 
coosidered acceptable, whereas the emtic, emotive and 
aesthetic modes become suspicious. This distinction 
conflumcd male dominance, sustained the social conditions of 
a patriarchal slave society, and legitimized the suppression of 
intuitive. emotive and aesthetic modes of knowledge, which 
posed a threat to the abstract "order."(plls Mnjwki) In 
addition, Christianity also encouraged dualisms: light and 
Qrk. good and evil, matter and spirit. The battle between the 
opposites is the central thesis of Christianity. 

Scientific Absolutism followed from this. accentuating 
rational, logical and formal thought and devaluing the 
intuitive and emotional. It is interesting to consider the 
implicit values we attach to these terms of polarity taken 

Is t h m  a Feminine Aesthetic? from eveyday language and the cumnt concepts we base 
(painting "Ancient Foresun by our scholarship upon: blacklw bite, femaldmale, iatui tivel 

Nichof* imge /mn, The rational, aestheticlscientific, subjectivelo bjective, deviUgod. 
Artist magazint 05/92) 

instinctlbehavior. It does not take much imagination to 
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realize that white, rational, male and scientific are deemed 
right. By further extension, the objective. the oubide and the 
environmental forces of behavior are deemed important and 
correct. Thus, our scholarship reflects scientific objectivism, 
and our psychology emphasized behaviorism. (p 1 8 0  
Majewski) 

Feminine Aesthetics 
There are no definitive answers concerning feminist 
aesthetics. However, even though then is no proof that a 
female aesthetic can exist, studies do show that female art 
characteristics seem to be more of an earthiness, organic 
images, curved lines and centralized focus. In women's art, 
there also tends to be a uniform density, overall texture, often 
sensuously tactile, often repetitive to the point of obsession, 
lots of circular forms and a central focus, layers of looseness 
or flexibility of handling, fondness for the pinks and pastels 
and the ephemeral cloud colon that use to be taboo. (pH8 
Majewski) 

So, does this mean that a feminine aesthetic could exist? 
Parker and Pollack (1981 Ofd MLcmsses) see woman as the 
Other, a kind of a cdhUpl absence. 'Feminine' means merely 
'not masculine': it haa no positive significance. merely 
indicating a psychic lack. Consequently, "within the present 
o r g ~ t i o n  of sexual ditremct which underpins paaiarcbal 
culture, there is no possibUity of simply conjuring up and 
asserting a positive and dtcxnative set of m d g s  for 
women."(p 132-3) (p9-by) Therefom. for Parker and 
Pollack, there is no distinctively female penpective on ar t  a 
feminist aesthetic has to accept the values of a patriarchal 
society, and merely deconstruct thesc standards from within. 
Woman is ruled by her unconscious, which has been moulded 
by a patriarchal value-system that represents woman as a 
deficient man. (p% Baaemby) 

Nietzsche argued that there is no such thing as truth, and that 
all ' f a d  are no more than projections of male values. 
Analytic philosophen staodardly make a distinction between 
factual and evaluative judgments. A fachlal judgment might 
describe a state of affairs, and is either true or false. An 
evaluative judgment, by contrast, is normative; it guides or 
prescribes actions and opinions. This involves a complex 
value judgment, which involves norms of cultural 
achievement and, simultaneously, ranking the (design] 
against those nonns.(p 134. Battenby) 

R. flaury - J.MII~~ 2000 
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Feminist aesthetics can only move forward if we look further 
at what women in our society need from art, and whether or 
not the records of artistic achievement fairly reflect women's 
tastes and values. Perhaps. if a feminist aesthetic is possible, 
it would encompass certain general characteristics. There 
would probably be a link with group identity rather than 
individualism. and style and formalist values would usually 
be promoted. A feminine aesthetic may be considered a 
construct created by a society as we look back at the past 
with feminist perspectives, create a new tradition, and project 
ourselves and our values towards the future. 

Subjective EFperience 
What is visually perceptible in the external universe is 
contrasted with what is seen with the 'inward senses', with 
what is experienced. Art consists of depicting the relations of 
the artist to the world of his experiences, that is, in depicting 
his or her experience with objects and not the objects 
themselves. [n other words, what is of final importance is the 
manner of experience, which decisively determines the 
products of the artist. (p132 bwealicld) 

Feminism is linked to the aesthetic because of its inherent 
plunlism and inseparability from experience. N d l y  
encounted in context, feminism as doctrine is often 
challenged as anti-theoretical and as polemical, but this begs 
the very issue that feminists mean to hold up to question - the 
pumptiom that theory must be singular, totalizing and 
comprehensive. Feminism renounces this monolithic view of 
theory together with the phalloceneic roots from which it 
springs. Adhering to the view that experience is saturated 
with theory, feminists are led to the position that theory, 
likewise, must be saturated with experience. 

Feminist theory regards the dualism defended by classical 
theories as dogmatic nification and does not consider that 
authority by one pole of a fantasized reality over another is 
an issue. Feminist aesthetics might find neither a body of 
truths nor a central dogma, but an instrument for reframing 
questions: the distinction between various art forms, the 
differences between craft and art, high art and popular art, 
useful and decorative arts, the sublime and the beautiful, 
originality and many puzzles that have to do with the 
cognitive versus the affective nature of aesthetic experience. 
Feminist aesthetic is experientially grounded.(p286 Hein) 
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One of the ways in which feminism bears an intrinsic affinity 
to pluralism, is that it does not have, nor ought it strive for, a 
single voice. There are different models of feminism. Each 
maintains certain presuppositions, addresses particular 
problematics and works towards political ends. Rather than 
being a defect, I take this to be a positive and productive 
characteristic of feminist theorizing. (@81 Hein) 

Taste 
Through the objects and styles which represent it, taste 
communicates complex messages a bout our values, our 
aspirations, our beliefs and our identities. (Sparkc. pl) 
Stereotypically, 'women's tastes' still stand outside the 'true' 
canon of aesthetic values of the dominaat culture, this in 
spite of the fact that many women would be quick to 
disassociate themselves from those tastes - characterized as 
they so often are by gilt and glitter, soft pastel colours. rich 
textures, 'frilly' decorative effects and a general sense of 
'coziness' have learned to understand 'good taste'; why 
Venetian blinds arc more 'culturally advanced' than 
curtains.(~prl;e pp2.3) 

4 

Very little scholarly writing on consumption has Pddressed 
the question of feminine taste, or seen it as part of the 
broader discussion about sexual politics. The q u d o n  of 
gender my be raised by the vast number of goods within 
mainstream mass culture which arc designed and made by 
men in a masculine cultural setting and consumed and used 
by women in a feminine context. W~thin sexual politics. 
objects have a clear role to play; like barornetan, they 
measure the extent to which masculine values dominate 
culture at my one time, and feminine culture's msistmcce. 
They also reflect the way in which masculine and feminine 
values meet at the intcnection between production and 
consumption. negotiating the power relationships between 
them. (Sprlrc. pp8.9) 

The esthetic theory which informed dominant notions of 
good design and good taste, and which legitimized the 
analysis of design as distinct objects, was modernism. 
Modernism emphasizes formal and technical innovation and 
experimentation as the significant features of design. 
(Whitciey, p261) 
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Gender and Human-Computer Interaction 

In the broadest sense. the dominance of science, technology 
and rationality within the prevailing model of modernity 
meant the rule of a masculine cultural paradigm. This is 
particularly apparent in modernist architecture and design. 
Indeed, the very concept of design, defined within 
modernism as a process determining the nature and forms of 
buildings and goods, grew out of this stereotypically 
masculine culture. Modernity infiltrated the feminine sphere 
in a number of ways: rationalizing house work.(Sparkc. pp74 
73 The idea of rationalizing the workings of the household 
grew out of the 'masculine' world of science and technology 
imposing its value system on the feminine sphere. as well as 
out of women's own changing relationship with the home - 
easier housework, professionalizing housework to gain better 
status. (p78 Sparke) Rationality meant efficiency, 
professionalism and skill. all of which mitigated against an 
emphasis upon the aesthetic component of homemaking, 
which had emphasized the roles of intuition, instinct and 
amateurism. Flower armngements, polished furniture, 
cushions and knick-knacks was no longer openly encouraged 
and no longer openly valued by society at large. (Sparkc. pf%) 
With thc advent of industrialization, the determination of the 
aesthetic content of goods was taken almost completely out 
of the hands of housewives by this new, mechanized, mass 
production of a wide range of goods. 

Values and w e  
The values embraced by architectural modernism informed 
the criteria which have ken consistentiy applied to (he 
influential 'establishment' judgments about the material 
environment, from buildings to tea-pots, throughout this 
century. The concept of 'good design', a term usad widely to 
separate the chaff from the wheat where material goods are 
concerned, was eatirely dependent upon its laws. The effect 
of modemism's eventual cultural supremacy was to displace 
even further those alternative values - values which were 
linked with the symbolic role of goods in establishing 
women's wcio-cultural and personal identities - which, 
through the 19th century, had come to constitute an importmt 
aspect of their culture. Once again that displacement was 
represented by a denial of the centrality of feminine taste, 
and all that went with it in social, cultural, economic and 
political life. (Sparke. pp100-101) 

For almost thne decades the idea of bourgeois taste, linked 
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with that of display, and, by implication, the aesthetic of 
feminine domesticity, provided an image against with which 
modernist architects could react Fashion and Novelty were 
repeatedly singled out for disapproval, as signs of a decadent 
culture. Fashion falls short of the ideal to which all 
modernists aspire, embodied in the neo-Platonic idea of 
universal form. Purity, universality, simplicity, geometry and 
standardization were linked, in modernist rhetoric, in their 
ability to transcend the ephemeral and confront the 
essence.(Spke, pp 104- 105) 

However, design can bridge the gap between feminine and 
masculine taste. For instance, streamlining is responsible for 
the domestication of the modem machine. The homogeneity 
and the rationalization symbolized by this aesthetic 
standardization was enhanced by its strong associations with 
cleanliness and hygiene. On the other hand, their sensuous 
cuwes and dramatic chrome details evoked a world in which 
fantasy and desire could be achieved. They straddled the 
worlds of the masculine and feminine culture through an 
essentially androgynous aesthetic which allowed both sexes a 
space. They encouraged women to encounter the world of 
modernity, and provided lasting material evidence of that 
encounter. (SparlEe, p 138) 

Some female designen may haw been inauenccd by their 
closeness to the marketplace. or by values which were simply 
'in their bloodsmPm'. Many produced designs which had 
decidedly 'feminine' qualities to them. Gnte Mark's 
ceramics had stylized, curvilinear plant and flower motifs 
(which would've caused an uprmu at the Bauhaus). and the 
women associated with the Viennese craft workshops after 
WWI dso 'softened' or feminized the more rigorous 
modernist forms that they had inherited from their masters. 
among them Josef Hoffman and Koloman Moser. (sparice, 
~145) Ther designs have been devalued or ignored as 
'belonging' to the realm of good design. Design in the past, 
quite simply was not perceived as part of the feminine 
sphere. The American industrial designer Henry Dreyfuss 
reinforced this cultural prejudice when he explained that the 
strengths of the mole designer were that 'he has an 
understanding of merchandising, how things an made, 
distributed and displayed.' He eliminated women from the 
process altogether.(~parkc, pi#) Male designers, however, 
were not sensitive to the needs and desire of female 
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consumen. The most striking new feature of the 1950s 
kitchens, for example, was the introduction of color and 
decoration and of other 'feminizing' details such as potted 
plants and knick-knacks. Then was a response against 
homogeneity and sanitary whiteness, a requirement for 
individualization and self-identification and a sign of fashion 
awareness and the presence of novelty in the home. This was 
a result of the response to the expansion of feminine 
consumption in marketplace. (Spark, p 194) 

In the past, there was a problem in the difficulty of describing 
women's aesthetic culture in terms of the patriarchal cultural 
status quo. The language of modernism excludes feminine 
taste from its self-definition through the formulation of a 
hierarchical, binary system of terms and concepts.( Sparke. 
p ? ~ )  The question remains, however, regarding a feminine 
aesthetic - can one exist? 

A feminist aesthetic is one that exposes the prejudice that 
represents the female as lacking, seeks to show how we can 
escape it ... and then goes on the trace matrilineal traditions of 
culhuel achievement. Perhaps it can be said that a Feminist 
aesthetic interests itself infentolr, not feminine. genius. 
(B.clcnby, plo) It follows, then, that perhaps a fcxninine or 
feminist aesthetic k g s  the what should be 
championed in design should be the female , not only the 
feminine. 

6. Industrial Design 
Industrial design is a man's world - Literally. Only about 2% 
of British Industrial design graduates arc women. Women 
tend to enter the traditionally f e d e  I feminine reah of 
fashion and textiles and, to a lesser extent, graphics and 
illustration (when them is a balance of genders). In the 
design industry, less than 1 96 arc women. 

M q  rmmrn haw produced 
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designer trying to manage both career and family will be 
enormously disadvantaged; women tend to find themselves 
trapped at the lower levers of the profession. (Whitcley, p 141) 

Also. the culture of today's marketing-led design is profoundly 
anti-feminist. The culture is entrepreneurial - everyone 
competing individualistically for more money and more 
recognition, in terms of write-ups and rewards. Many young 
designers in the consultancies reflect the naked egotism and 
brazen ambition of enterprise culture. Feminists, and many 
women who would not call themselves feminists, reject the 
vdue system that underlies this attitude. (Whiteley, pt4-7) 

Because women are 'invisible in the industrial design 
profession', their 'tacit knowledge' is not drawn upon. and 
therefore designs become markets to which women's needs and 
concerns are not met Can consumerist design serve feminism 
and provide the goods and services that women believe would 
create an egalitarian and caring society? Not likely. Then is a 
fundamental conflict in values concerning consumerist design 
as it now exists. 

In fact, feminist design would even ask if a product is needed 
at all. It would question whether a service, or a reorganization 
of existing social or physical mpnngement would be kttrr than 
a new product that would add b mass-consumption and mass- 
waste that the idcology of a consumerist society suppltS. 

When women design products. they are sometimes r a d i d y  
different from the existing norm. Ruearch undertaken on 
women's criteria for car design revealed an emphasis oa 
function, ergonomics and raf&ty, which was at odds with the 
seductively advertised status symbols that massage the male 
ego. Women claimed they wanted functional durable, 
environmentally friendly, low-speed cars which were easy to 
clean and maintain, even to the extent of having engine pam 
labeled to help do-it-yourself repair and maintenance. Seat 
heights would be adjustable and seat belts would be padded. 
Many of the health and safety features recommended by 
women - including rear seat-belts, childproof locks and lead- 
free gasoline - have become more common as manufacturers From P ~ ~ P ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ *  feminism 

b dready nun& such a di~etence try to gain a competitive edge by responding to the market. wo,mn.s rlrc cuu rlrrv 
However,aramptoliftorwheelabuggyortrolleydi~ctly ~ ~ ~ v C ~ P , ~ n ~ ~ o ~ C m ~ n ~ t  

into the car without any lifting; privacy for breastfeeding; and as~k~icct ir ~ . I Y  -&ti. 
built-in entertainment for children do not seem to form part of (plSr.Bntten@) 
the manufacturers' planning.(Whirclcy pp 151.1%) 
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Roduct designers have the problem of the means of (mass) 
production; there are not maay feminist manufacturers to 
work with. Then an a few women's Co-ops, however, and 
if the ideas of technology networks can be developed, there is 
a possibility for feminist industrial design practices to exist. 
It is also possible to construct the design brief and the design 
activity in a feminist way, and then try to convince 
manufacturers of the economic sense of producing an object 
thus researched. (Martin. as in Whitcley, p152) The question 
remains, however, on the way to attempt the formation of a 
receptive atmosphere in which this type of design practice 
and designed products can exist. 

7. Marketing-led design critiques 
There are two major feminist criticisms of marketing-led 
design. Firstly, it stereotypes women in a sexist way and. 
secondly, it disregards women as end-usen. If a woman is 
seen as a mother, cleaner, cook or beautiful appendage. then 
the design for that user will support the stereotype. The 
female shaver, for example, demonstrates the anti-feminist 
tendencies of consumerist design: upholding gender 
stenotyping and maintaining social pressures. (Whrtdey, p139) 

The second criticism is that m y  products are badly 
designed in relation to women as usen. h a s  an 
uncomfortable and heavy to use for sustained periods of time, 
tools for putting up shelves and mending can arc often heavy 
and am designed with the "macho" man in mind, f ~ e t s  
are ctumsy, awkward to dean and clutter up woric-tops. This 
experience codurns the negative attitude to machinery, 
equipment and technology that many women form during 
childhood and school, and which is reinforced by advertising 
and design in consumerist, patriarchal society. (Whitcley. p141) 

Both points note the fact that technology is currently 
designed with certain prevailing assumptions in mind. 
Culture, to which we d l  belong. is assumed to be a static and 
generally acceptable condition. Women's genetal role in this 
culture is either not considered at all, or is considered to be 
acceptable as it now exists - with certain assumptioas about 
women's place in the domestic sphere, the identity of women 
in larger society as stereotypically attractive objects, or 
women's physical differences not a consideration in the use 
of products that are intended to be used by women. If 
technology is to be designed for women, as well as men, then 
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these assumptions must be acknowledged. Design must 
encompass certain ideals, if any movement towards a more 
equitable design is to occur. If design for women is to begin 
with a consideration of the female perspective, then this 
must become a starting point from which to draw. 

What usually happens. because of the scarcity of female 
industrial designers, is that women's 'tacit knowledge' is not 
drawn upon. Design methodologists acknowledge that 'tacit 
knowledge' is an essential component of the skills and 
qualitative decision-making processes of designers. It is 
knowledge that is intrinsically non-verbal, is derived from 
experience and often makes the difference between doing 
something in a satisfactory manner. and doing it well. 
Men's 'tacit knowledge' may be at its best when dealing 
with the visual discriminations and uiceties of abstract fonn. 
whereas women's 'tacit knowledge', because of their 
socialization and experience, may relate more to an object's 
use andor meaning. Of course, this is not to say that a 
female designer can never be as inspired as a male designer 
in the realm of abstract fonn: individuals often confound 
their oocialization, or may oocasiody even manage to 
avoid it entirely. At the other extmne, women may be 
socialized into a male preserve, and thus become 'honorary' 
members, and play by male roles. (Whiteley, ppl4S. 146) 

8. Design 
If design is an expression of society, and society is 
patriarchal, then design has m choice but to reflect some 
form of male domination. Certainly there arc underlying 
male values and assumptions about design practice and 
history. This may lead one to question the foundation of 
femaleness in relation to design and the design professha 

Design History 
Feminist theory delineates the operation of patriarchy and the 
coastructioa of the "feminine". It has shown how femininity 
is socially constructed and how sexuality and gender identity 
are acquired at conscious and unconscious levels in the 
family and through language aquisi tion.(Bucldcy, p25 1) 

Desisn historians play an important role in maintaining 
assumptions about the roles and abilities of women designers 
by their failure to acknowledge the governance of patriarchy 
and its operation historically. As a result, women's design is 
virtually ignored and unrepresented in the history books. 
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Patriarchy and its value systems dictate much of what is 
valued in society, often to the detriment of women, either as 
designers or consumers. To change the conceptual 
framework towards something more pragmatic, certain steps 
should be taken. Firstly, the terms by which iderior status is 
assigned to certain design activities must be analyzed and 
challenged. The ideological nature of terms such as 
feminine, delicate, and decorative should be acknowledged 
within the context of women's design. Secondly, it is crucial 
that design historians recognize the patriarchal basis of the 
sexual division of labor, which attributes to women certain 
design skills on the basis of biology. Thirdly, they must 
acknowledge that women and their designs fulfill a critical 
structuring role in design history in that they provide the 
negative to the male positive - they occupy the space left by 
men. Design historians should recognize that because of the 
economic, social and ideological effects of sexual difference 
in a western, patriarchal culture, women have spoken and 
acted from a different place within that society and culture. 
By their failure to acknowledge patriarchy, design historians 
ignore the real nature of women's role in design, both for 
women designing outside of mainstream industrial design 
and for those few who have found employment within it. 
Also, historians must take note of the value system which 
gives privilege to exchange-value over w-value. because at 
a very simple level, as Elizabeth Bird hu pointed out, "the 
obje- women produce have k e n  consumed by king usccl, 
rather than prtstrved as a store of exchange-value. Pots get 
broken and textiles wear out" (8uddey. p a )  

Central to a feminist critique of design history is a 
ndefiaition of what constitutes design. If a feminist 
approach to women's design production is to be articulated, it 
must cut across these exclusive definitions of design and 
craft to show that women used craft modes of production for 
specific reasons. not merely because they were biologically 
predisposed toward them. To exclude craft from design 
history is, in effect, to exclude from design history much of 
what women designed.(Buckiey, p255) 

Feminist Design 
Arguments regarding feminist design often question the fact 
that feminism would be packaged iato discrete areas such as 
'design*: to attempt to do so, the argument states, is to fall 
into the male academic practice of separation through 
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specialization. Because the major feminist issues are 
supposed to be all-embracing and holistic, design should not 
be discussed in isolation. 

The counter-argument explains this apparent paradox: 
"design is so pervasive in our lives. We sit on it, live it, eat 
off it, work with it, read it, see through it, wear it. As a 
branch of professional expertise, design works on 
environments, objects and images. It's also an everyday 
activity that most of us engage in. Design has an economic 
role and social effects. Since the processes that lead to the 

1 
formation of commodities are crucial to material culture, 
design as a tenain needs to be understood. Particularly by 
women, as we live in a material world largely not of our 
making (though with consent) and our role is predominantly 
to respond or consume rather than one of initiation and 
production." (editors of FAN'S issue oa design. as in Buckley, ~256) 

1 
Design tells us about the society in which we live. It is a 
process of representation. It represents political, economic, 
and cultural power and values. Designs, as cultural products, 
have meanings encoded within them, which are decoded by 
producers, advertisers and consumers according to their own 
cultural codes. It follows, then, that to examine the issue of , 

design from the perspective of women is not only valid, but 1 
nectasary. The design of technology Deeds to be reflective of 
a technology that women, too, are able to use. 
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V. Conclusiorrs 

The increased use of informatioa technology will likely 
continue in the near futun - propelled by societal and 
organizational imperatives for incnased productivity, by 
rapid development of technologies for processing 
information and communication, and by growth in the 
number of information-related jobs in the economy. The 
potential impact on women is especially great since w o w n  
are more likely than men to be in white-collar work. 
Information technology tends to be viewed, by management, 
as a tool to increase productivity. If, for no other reason, 
computer technology should be implemented and used to 
maximize human performance and organizational efficiency 
and profitability, then it is imperative that the approach to the 
design of this technology be better geared towards those who 
will k using it - women. Given the problems with 
computing that have been previously discussed, it follows, 
then, that the computing industry should change in order to 
accommodate women. 

For many, the type of change that is required is a 
concept to understand. From the perspective of women's 
lives, artah change is required in terms of the computer 
cd tun  itself, social relations surrounding computing as well 
as the institutions and agencies that deliver computer 
technology to the co~wumet. Change could also be addressed 
within governmental pdicy, attending especially to issues of 
hdth  and d#y, training, acknowledgement and 
diminishment of cultural M e n  and the effects on women's 
employment The male-oriented culhue of computing is a 
very important notion lhat needs to be addressed and 
changed, insofar as the software designer's assumptions arc 
concerned, how the culture affects childtea's leanring and the 
commerciaUretai1 factor. More specifically, a d h s i n g  
usability issues in the context of female wen is imperative, 
as it implies a d i t r n t  perspective on the changes needed in 
these areas. 

Now that the generalities of the change needed as well as the 
research done in this area has ken noted, it is possible to 
approach the more specific problem of how to approach 
human-computer interaction design from the perspective of 
women. 
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Part 3: Computer Interaction 
Design that 

Acknowledges Gender 

I. Designing Technology for 
Women 

c 
Science and technology changes that arc designed only from 
the perspective of men's lives cannot produce an overall 
improvement in women's conditions nor, consequently, can 
they generate sustainable human development for men or the 
communities that both constitute. This is the lessoa of the 
past, and we can now understand why this is so. The gender 
dimensions of science and technology cultures and practices, 
of social relations in local communities, and of the mediating 
institutions and agencies that deliver science and 
technological change to local communities all coajoin to 
block development for women and, through them. the 
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communities within which their Labour and services are so 
crucial. 

In theory, the solution to this problem is obvious: science and 
technology changes must be designed from the perspective 
of women's lives -- not "women" as an abstract category, but 
the particular groups of local women who will otherwise bear 
the bad consequences of such changes. Ironically, such 
"standpoint" approaches, as they are called, w existing 
inequalities of social location (engendered social structures 
and meanings) as resources for gaining the most accurate 
accounts of both women's and men's lives (Harding 1986.1991; 
Rose 1987; Smith 1987; Shiva 1%8; Collins 199 1 ; Wajcrnan 1991, as in 
Gender Working G a p ,  p306). In social relations organized by 
power inequalities, no "view from nowhere" is possible, as 
everyone has interests in the outcomes of lcoowledge and 
policy projects. Such standpoint approaches show how to 
use social inequality as a resource for b o w  ledge about "how 
the world isw and, thus, how to overcome the perpetuation of 
inquality -- hen in the form of the failure of development 
projects. (Ocodn Waiting Group. p30 

Does "starting from women's lives" doom a project to 
subjectivism or relativism? Not in any scientifically or 
epistem01ogically objectionable way. This actually d s  for a 
"strong objectivity" - a far stronger one than can k pmduced 
by notions of maximizing objectivity that ~tquhc 
maximizing neutrality, for the latter block critical 
examination of the accepted conceptual fnrmeworks within 
which science and technology problems are identified, 
hypotheses for their solution are formdated, and nsearch 
designs are selected. To challenge these widely accepted 
coacephlal frameworks is always perceived to be 
"introducing politics" into science and technology. For 
example, attempts to identify the gender dimension of 
science and technology conceptuaf frameworks has often 
been labelled as only "politics." Yet gender analyses do not 
intraduce politics into science and technology; instead they 
identify the ways science and technology cultures and 
practices are alnady constituted within an andmcentric 
gender dimension. (Gender Working Group, p306) 

The kind of strong objectivity identified here demands that 
knowledge producers k more accountable for nature and 
social relations; to their critics inside and extend to 
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scienfific communities; to conceptual frameworks whether 
they are in a position to bring their disadvantage to the 
attention of distant policymakers or not; and to science and 
technology practitioners' strong commitment to avoid "might 
makes right" in the domain of knowledge productions. It 
also demands that policy -makers be accountable in their goal 
of moving toward sustainable human devetoprnent, even 
when it leads them to challenge "might makes right". 

A fom of the democratic ethic clearly states the moral 
gmunds for such a solution: those who bear the consequences 
of a decision should have a proportionate share in making it 
Of come, enacting such a democratic principle is a far more 
complex and conflicted matter. The social institutions and 
practices that people will find most effective and culturally 
appropriate for organizing this kind of democratic 
participation. obviously, will differ from culture to culture 
and context to context even within a culture. Democratic 
decision-making can flourish in small, face-to-face 
communities with different kinds of institutions and practices 
than ate requid in national or international contexts. 
Momver, decisions about which institutions and practices to 
establish w that gender and other inequalities in science and 
technology policyxnaking can be eliminated will have to be 
worked out at local levels through attempts at achieving the 
very kinds of democratic decision-&g that an supposed 
to be the end product of such institutions and practices. 
There is nowhere to start but "in the middlew when it comes 
to achieving more demomatic social relations, for any 
antidemocratic process of establishing democratic institutions 
undermines the legitimacy and, consequently, effectiveness 
of the latter. In this case. at least, thc means does determine 
the outcome. (Oendet Waltins Omup. pMS) 

1. Information as a Transformative Tool 
Acquiring knowledge is the first mp toward change, whether 
the change be technological, social, economic. cultural, legal 
or politid. Information is the catalyst, fuel and product of 
this process of transformation. Inevitably, information 
systems play a central role in our lives. 

This transformation is being driven by an interplay of social 
and technological dynamics, in particular, developments in 
i n f o d o n  management and telecommunicptions and the 
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role and reach of the media; higher degrees of specialization 
oa a more knowledge-based economy and consequent 
changes in the structure of work, and rapid global interaction 
among organization and a vast increase in the availability of 
information. (Gender Working Group. ~261)  

We can have every reason to believe this trend will continue, 
but not all of us will benefit. Despite the potential ability of 
information to modify attitudes and behavior and empower 
disadvantaged groups and despite the massive investments in 
infomation aad communication technologies in the North, 
there arc still 2 major gaps. First, most of the positive 
outcomes of the "information revolution" have bypassed 
women: the information society has remained largely silent 
on gender issues (Janscn 1989. as in Gender Working Group. p267). 
Second, little readily available research has specifically 
addressed the circumstances of women and information in 
developing countries. (Gender Working Group. pp267.268) 

As previously discussed, "technology" includes not only 
physical innovations, but also social and cultural artifacts that 
result from historic experiences (Stamp 1989, as in Gender 
Working Omup, p268). Therefore, there are certain implications 
re garding information technology and its relationship to 
women. For example, the field of information and 
communication: 

influences the content and mechanisms whereby women 
(and men) in developing countries learn about science 
and technology; 
constitutes an increasingly significant component of 
science and technology - I C h  have the potential to 
enhance the ability of women (and men) to learn, interact 
and participate; and 
has profound implications for women (and men) in terms 
of employment, education, training, and other aspeas of 
productive life.  err* Working omup, ~268) 

Policies and action in the infonnation and communication 
domain must address a basic set of interrelated topia: user 
needg, content, format. access, system control, utilization, 
and impact. Specific research issues and their policy implica- 

"w are in the midst of a tions can be grouped into two basic categories: 
md C C O ~ C  and SOCW the informtion enviromnt - the message: What infor- 
I ~ Q I U @ ~ U S ~ ~ U I I  whaw ex&nl and mation is needed? Docs everyone have access to it? Arc 
~ @ & R s  we OM WIY gender differences accommodated? and 
grarp "(RaKII 1 992) 
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enabling technologies - the medium: Are electronic 
networks, mi~t~~omputers ,  multimedia systems, and 
television available? Are they adaptable and easy to use? 
What is their effect? Are employment, education and 
training, technology policy making processes and so forth 
open to women? (Gender Worlring Group. p269) 

2. The information environment 
Women and men have different information requirements 
based on their life experiences. These differences are often 
reflected in language. To determine what constitutes 
information, or more precisely valid information, one must 
closely examine "the rules of right" as defined by the power 
relations within a society. What is cousidered valid 
information in a particular society is often "produced and 
transmitted under the control, dominant if not exclusive, of a 
few gnat political and economic apparatuses" ( h u c d t  1- as 
in Ocader W e g  Group. p269) Women have liale power at the 
local, nationai, and international levels of society -others 
decide what is important for them to know. particularly when 
it awes to science and technology (Stamp 1989,as in Gender 
Worlring Gtoup, ~269). 

Women am at a disadvantage because of the lack of input 
into tec&ological amas. In terms of i n f d o n  technology, 
Ctrtain notions should be taken into consideration when 
designing within this ~rro:  

@Women's information needs can only bc understood 
and adequately met if women arc adiveiy involved in 
the identification and dcfmition of those needs and in 
the selection of rnechmhm tbat are best d t c d  to 
deliver such information. (Ocldcr W r i n g  Group, pZ70) 

*Access to information is empowering. It allows 
people to monitor policy, lobby, learn, collaborate, 
campaign and react to draft legislation. It is also one 
of the most powerful mechanisms through which 
social and economic progress can be achieved. 

Democratizatioa of society and elimination of poverty can 
only occur if' men and women have quai access to the 
services and resources they need to perform their productive 
tasks. 

Men and wumen may speak in 
W e n n t  r0ngy~ge.s rlbr they 
assrm~cuttheuunt,wnigsimilar 
words ro em& dipwate 
expttiences 0/#yaud social 
re&io~ts@s. Because these 
languages share an owlopping 
moral v u c a b u ~ ,  they conmin a 
ppcm'ry for syste& 
mis~(uuhrion, mating 
minun&rsWngs whkh impede 
conunnnieutwn rurd limit the 
potential/or cooperation and care 
in reh&mhips. 

-p269 Gcndrt W a g  G ~ U P  
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Similarly, the International Women's Tribune Center 
identified several questioas: 

how can we ensure sustained and timely delivery of 
information to women? 
what institution can best respond to such a challenge? 
do we have any basis for determining what kind of infor- 
mation a woman needs to make a decision about a tech- 
nology so that useful infarmation can be provided? 
how and who can begin the process of repackaging 
information? 
what institutional linkages must be forged to ensure that 
the ongoing flow and transformation of information will 
actually reach rural women? 

Information format and delivery mechanisms most 
appropriate for women depend on the local context. The 
active participation of women in the design and 
implementation of dissemination efforts is critical for the 
success of the overall communication process. (Gender Waldng 
Omup, pn l )  In the "cultured construction of engenderedncss, 
women are largely absent from thc d m  of what counts a3 

tcchwl~gy" (van Zrmuo 1992. as in Oclda W m  Gorup, ~2'71). 
Women may be active agents of development, but their 
knowledge is often ignored or diminished because of their 
role in produdion, which does not fit neatly into existing 
eumomic modeis. There is an asumption that women are 
wen. not producers of inf~tmation. When it to 
women and rbnologicrl dcvetqment, the term 
"appfopriate technolopy" is a frmiliu slogan, but tecbnolo~ 
is often inappropriate when gender concerns arc rrco@cd 
and taken into account. decides what technology is 
appropriate and whose interest does it m e ? ' '  (Stamp 1969. r 
in Gender Worldng Oioup, pZ73) 

Women need information about new technologies, but they 
also require an in@ capacity to share the infomation 
they already possess. Values attached to tcchaological 
practices are often seen as masculine. This raises questions 
such as: how is the waning of gender expressed in 
technology? What effect does technology have on gender 
relations? What effect does the value system underlying 
technologies have on society and gender relations? 

3. Knowledge, Education and Training 
Indigenous knowledge refers to the knowledge accumulated 
through direct subjective experience. Unfortunately, 

R fl8ury - Jrnurry 2000 
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indigenous knowledge, perhaps because of its subjective 
quality, is lower on the hierarchy than scientific or cognitive 
knowledge. Indigenow knowledge is seen as inadequate, 
insufficiently elaborated, naive knowledge. This devaluing 
of indigenous knowledge is a resuit of the conceptual 
framework of scientific absolutism, which reveres "good 
sciencew as one that is rational, logical and, above all else, 
objective. It is, however, indigenous knowledge that women 
need to share in order to allow their experiences and 
perceptions about technology guide the necessary route 
towards equiw in this area. 

In addition, education is necessary about the current norms 
and constraints that work against women's equal partnership 
in society. Women need b be educated in information 
management, technologies and policy development in order 
to promote their understanding of the issues involved in these 
areas and permit the capture, organization and sharing of 
i n f o d o n  by and for women. (Oender Working Gioup, 
~273,274) Women must defrne what information they need 
and identify appropriate delivery mechanisms. There will be 
a need to examine how information about women is 
disseminated to men. 

To date, women arc far less involved than men with new 
i n f d o n  and communications technologies. Many long- 
standing obstacles arise from expectatio~w rboat stmcQpd 
gender roles md behaviours. Several facton & k d n e  
access to and control of new IC'fs: (pns ~ c a d a  Waldng Orwp, 
pn6) One of the biggest factors impcding women's ability to 
work in the area of telecommunications relates to their 
un&mpre~entaion in technical a d d o n .  These education 
opportunities tend to be geared toward the needs and 
aspirations of men. Although entry may be gender neutral, 
the incentive to enter and the incentive to remain reveal a 
significant degree of gender bias. For example, few women 
study computer science and women generally have fewer 
opportunities to pursue computer training than men. 

To improve women's ability to work with computers in a 
positive way, one approach might be to break away from 
fonnal training and develop programs that focus on issues of 
concern to women, programs that are relevant and practical 
for women. Also, there is a need for more women trainers 
for those learning to use computers. 
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There an three modes of training required by women: (1) the 
use of computers, that is aspects of the keyboard and typing, 
basic concepts, operating systems, and software; (2) 
computer networking in tenns of how to use e-mail and 
bulletin boards; and (3) computer assisted training, which is 
provided by software that allows a student to work through a 
lesson or presentation on a monitor and to respond as 
outlined by program instructions. 

In addition, there is a need for support to overcome negative 
stereotypes associated with computer technology, training 
must be extensive, on-going and gender-sensitive, outreach 
programs, help desks, on-screen help menus and user- 
friendly software are vital, and then is a need for technology 
to become domesticated, familiar, aon-threatening and 
therefore capable of being harnessed to meet one's own 
needs. (~unasinghc 1989, in Geada W&ng Gmup, p274) 

6. Conclusions 
There is c l d y  a need to promote effective participation of 
women throughout the proceso of developing infomation 
services. that is, from detemh&on of needs, through system 
design, access, management and amtrol. Development 
pmgnms ue nccessuy for rcfmhhg sad upgrading the 
skills of women in computer-based technology to improve 
their employment options. Awareness should be promoted of 
gender inequity cumntly evident in the design and 
management of ICT activities .ad positive rnamms should 
be taken to increase the participation of women in these 
amas. Women-oriented software, hardware, mining and 
applications should k developed also. Additionally, there is 
a need to design and implement human-nsouree 
development polities that are gender-sensitive and include 
studies to identify and comct gender imbalances and 
programs to allow equitable opportunities for staf'f 
development.(Oaader W d n g  ~ m u p ,  ~ 2 8 ) )  

A suggested new research agenda might include: (Gender 
Working Group, p284) 

.a collaborative approach: the scope of the research 
agenda is vast and potentially overwhelming. To ensure 
rapid progress in b y  areas is to encourage coordination 
of efTort through national and international research 
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networks. 
.a practical focus: research programs must be linked to 
policy change and development action. 
.capacity building: the research agenda should be 
structured to ensure that it strengthens the local research 
capacity and accounts for existing local knowledge and 
expertise. 
asharing know ledge: research findings should be shared 
within the coacemed community and converted into 
action (Gender Working Gmp. p2&) 

I I. Computer Specific Issues 
A. Introduction 
Interaction with computers has come a long way since 
punched cards and binary codes. We know a great deal about 
how to support successful interaction. Humancomputer 
interaction is inhmntly a rnultidiscipiinnry subject. The 
designer has to ern- theories of human behavior as well 
as the principle of computer systems design. The social and 
o r p b t i d  amtext of the uw is a necusary subject dm, 
rina this can have a very powerful effect upon whether a 
computer system is found acceptable and usable. 

There am many different .rur that could be considered when 
considering human-computer interadion design for women 
This document has pnviously outlined a basic social and 
organizational context from which we can begin to draw a 
design themy. 

Other a m  that are required to form a complete "pictud for 
the theory will also include certain human-computer 
interaction assumptions, which will aid in the understanding 
of the interaction theory presented in the next section. Also. 
this section will examine more spciflc computer needs for 
women and a general theory of communication between the 
female user and the computer-based system. 

8. HumanComputer Interaction v ~ r y  pomrlw effect upon whezkr a 
computer qs&m ir/ound The term "human-computer interaction" (HCI) was adopted 
QCCePw Md urobl, flino(lcm 

in the mid- 1- as a w a n s  of describing this new field of pop& mxc, 10/95, 
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'Hnmun-conrpwlcr Wrcu:tion is a 
discipline COIICCRU~ with the 
design, d & n  and 
impk~~~niatwn of in&ractive 
CO?II?&~ ~y~tCmrfir hMWl USC 

and with tk study of m p r  
pknomena sunounding 
them'(ltnage/iom Your Ogce 
mrrgazine 06/99, p71) 

study. This term acknowledged that the focus of interest was 
broader than just the design of the interface and was 
concerned with all chose aspects that relate to the interaction 
between users and computers. Also, unlike the term 'man- 
machine studies', it did not imply a gender bias. 

Although there are still no currently agreed definitions of 
HCI, the following definition embodies the spirit of the time: 
'[a] set of processes, dialogues, and actions through which a 
human user employs and interacts with a computer' (Baccker 
and Buxton, 1987.p10. ap in Rece p7) A more recent and broader 
description is as follows: 'human-computer interaction is a 
discipline concerned with the design, evaluation and 
implementation of interactive computing systems for human 
use and with the study of major phenomena surrounding 
them' (p6,ACM SlGCHI 1992. as in Prcece, pl). 

The latter definition, of course, also includes the relevant 
social context of human use with computers. This is 
especially important to this document, as the social context of 
women using a computer system may differ substantially 
from that of ma. It is specifically because the intent of this 
document is to examine the issue9 sulfounding women in the 
computer environment, that human-computer interaction 
from thir paspective is dsnifiant 

The goals of human-computer interaction are to produce 
usable and safe systems, as well as fmctional systems. The 
g d s  can be summmized as 'to develop or improve tb 
safety, utility, effectiveness, efticiency and usability of 
systems that include computcrsn (Pksa, g). In this context, 
the 'system' derives from systems theory, which refem to not 
only the hardware and software but to the entire environment 
that the users work or play in. 'Utility' refers to the 
functionality of the system. Improving 'effectiveness' and 
'eficiency' are self-widen4 the promotion of d e q  is of 
paramount importance in the design of computer systems. 
'Usability' is a key concept in human-computer interaction 
and is concerned with making systems easy to learn and easy 
to use. 

It is specifically this fmal concept - 'usability' - that human- 
computer interaction design for women is concerned with. 
Usability refers to ease of learning and use - both notions that 
imply, again, a know ledge andlor experience with specific 
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environments, experiences and perceptions. This document 
has already demonstrated how these differ for women. 
Therefore, it follows that the interaction design for women 
may differ as well. 

C. Interaction Design for Women 
Basically, interaction design for women would include an 
assessment of the usability of computer systems and with 
broader issues about how women interact with computers. 
This would necessarily include a degree of qualitative 
research data. 

Quantitative measurement tends to predominate in software 
engineering, whereas qualitative techniques as well as 
quantitative ones arc common in HCI. For example, 
ethnomethodology (hifonk. ~ p r d i .  Oilbaf Mantei & MECarthy 
1993. as in m, p w ) ,  which is a d d p t i v c  technique has 
grown in importance in the last few years. The data 
collected in ethnographic studies is from red sihmtions 
rather than from an lutifiicial context such as a laboratory. It 
is, therefore, richly contextualized and the aim, when 
intefpreting it, is to understand the actions that occumd 
within that context and not to look for quantifiable 
explanatiow as in most other data d y s i s  technique, such 
as those used h usability co&eerjng. (WLimidc a al, 198& r 
inFmce.pSS4) 

Ethnography is the study of culture. The goal d 
ethnography, as Malinowski put it, is to "grrrp the d v e ' s  
point of view, his relation to life, to realize his virion of his 
world." ( s p d l q ,  @). In doing field work, ethnographers 
mnlre culhml ipfennces from 3 sources: fnrm what people 
SPY, from the way people act a d  fmm the artifacts people 
use. The ethnographer respects and uses o culture's tacit 
knowledge, to draw generalizations for her self, formulating 
abstract statements without the direct help of a native 
informant. 

Similarly, feminist research methodology utilizes a 
qualitative, ethnographic approach in order to gather 
infomation about &he group being studied - women. 
Women's experience and perceptions arc necessary as a 
foundation for the design of an effective human-computer 
interaction sensitive to women's needs. 



"flihelcfiwntywlCiclA~hy&?id 
--m:-rb 
rotlcrrkm 'ckan',db&w&d 
rather tlbn ' ~ t r a i g h @ m v d :  
dguolurtulcrr than 
'-#,ma as wucu 
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'-get comnrional ratheT 
than 'Mgntd', rvxammodcrting 
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r a t k  tb shple, vestigial as 
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a d  equiwxd rather than direct 
and cltat. l am fir messy vitality 
Owr obvious unify* I incfu& the 
non JCQUUW Md p m h h  the 
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Feminist Research Methodology 
Conventionally, information is interpreted and organized in a 
way that the views of a small group of people are presented 
as objective knowledge, as "the truth". People have begun to 
challenge this notion. thinking that language, research and 
knowledge may be viewed as instruments of power that can 
impose form and order for the purpose of control. Instead of 
assuming objectivity about the human-computer interaction 
information that cumntly exists, an alternative form of 
research is needed in order to gather subjective idonnation 
from women, as end-users of the product. 

What alternative forms of research can do: 
it can be collaborative and creative; 
it can carry an alternative viewpoint; 
it can highlight the way in which information is 
controlled; 
it can turn l e  language of the status quo back on itself: 
it often uses rage and humor to critique the status quo; 
and 
it most often is not institutionalized. 

(Kirby. PIS) 

An alternative form of research often will identify people on 
the mu@ of society - those not considered the donhmt 
group. Often people on the m a q b  h o w  something is 
wrong, but their conatlw am interpreted as a personal 
problem or friling nrher than as a public igw. The method 
of researching fnw the mar@ involves two intcmlattd 
pmasm which connect the perwnnl and political. Fint, 
research from the m r g h  requires intenubjectivity: an 
authentic dialogue between all participants in the rtseuch 
p r o a ~ s  in which all am as qually bowing 
subjects. And second, it requires critical reflection, which 
involves an examination of people's social reality, for as 
Freire has pointed out, this is "the real. concrete coatcxt of 
facts" (firby. pa). Rtsemb from the margins is not rrsearch 
ON people from the margins, but research BY, FOR and 
WITH them. 

Methods from the margins are grounded in the following 
assumptions: 

Knowledge is socially constructed; 
Social interactions form the basis of social knowledge; 
Different people experience the wodd differently; 
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Because they have different experience, people have 
different knowledge; 
howledge changes over time; and 
Diffenaces in power have resulted in the 
commodification of know ledge and a monopoly on 
knowledge production. 
(Kirby* p65) 

Research from the margins requires intersubjectivity: an 
authentic dialogue between all participants in the mearc h 
process in which all are respected as equally knowing 
subjects. Subject knowledge is given priority whea 
analyzing the data. Research from the margins requires 
critical reflection on the social context, which involves an 
examination of the Jocial reality "within which people exist 
and out of which they an functioning." (Finson as in Kirby, 
p130) If we are to fully understand the data and effect change, 
we must try to understand contextual patterns and how they 
are sustained and contmlled.(pp. u 1. Kirby) 

Similarly, the following research method might provide a 
model of a feminist research methodology. Participants' 
experiences and prceptions inform, direct and provide the 
context and data for understanding the proass of amkhg 
m o d  deciricms. This is a qualitative approach to research: 
udng intensive i n te~ews;  

asking people how they defied moral problems: 
what experiences they construed ss moral conflicts; and 
asking them to resolve moral dilemmas. 

In this way. the researcher may study women's experience 
and problu~s as learners and knowers, as well as their 
concepts of self and relationship with others. This refers to 
women's mumptions about the nature of truth, knowldge 
and authority. 

Women's penpectives on knowing may be grouped into 5 
categories: 
1 Silence, a state in which the woman experiences herself 

as mindless and voiceless and at the mercy of external 
authority. 

2 Received h w k d g e ,  a position in which the woman 
cannot create knowledge on her own but can receive and 
reproduce knowledge from external authorities. 

3 Subjective &nowledge, a state from which truth and 
R. Fkwy - krwcuy 2006 10s 
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knowledge an conceived of as personal, private and 
subjectively known: 

4 Procedural knowledge, a position in which women are 
invested in learning and applying objective procedures 
for obtaining and communicating knowledge; 

5 Constructed bwwkdge, a position from which all howl -  
edge is viewed as contextual, with women experiencing 
themselves as creators of knowledge and valuing both 
subjective and objective strategies for knowing. 

In an attempt to study the area of computer technology in the 
process of design, a feminist research agenda may be 
employed which may include the following characteristic+ 
1 advocacy of a feminist value position and perspective; 
2 rejection of sexism in assumptions, concepts, and re- 

search questioos; 
3 creation of empathic co~ections between the researcher 

and those she studies; 
4 sensitivity to how relations of gender and power penneate 

all spheres of rocid life; 
5 incorporation of the researcher's personal fedings and 

experiences into the m b  proem; 
6 flexibility in choosing research techniques and crossing 

boundaries between d m i c  fields; 
7 recognition of the emotional and mutual-depcadencc 

dimensions in human expaience; and 
8 action-oriented mearch that seeks to facilitate personal 

and societal change. 
@rn Six&d MmR Methis: Quahihe 
and QuwWiw mk, by W L  
N e m m  p73) 

Two common goals to feminist research an to give greater 
visibility to the subjective experience of women and to 
in- the involvement of the respondent in the research 
process. (Neumno,p252) One way to employ a feminist 
technique in nsearch is to use discussion with potential usen 
as an information base. This is necessary in order to design a 
human-computer interaction sensitive to women. 
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0. Communication between users and a computer- 
based system 

b g w e  
Interface design aims to facilitate effective and accurate 
communication between the user and the functionality of a 
computer-based system. It is generally recognized that such 
efficiency of interaction is best d z e d  by interfaces which 
support the user's natural cognitive processes and structures 
as far as possible within the limits of cumnt technology. To 
achieve such support, considerable attention has been paid to 
the identification and expioitation of the user's common 
conceptualization of the structure of a task in the design of 
the knowledge base of intelligent systems. Far less atteation 
has b a n  paid to means of expression through which such 
knowledge is normally nalited by the user. For example. the 
following question may be asked: how does the user 
approach a given task. how an the meam of expression, the 
codes of communication between the system and the user - 
are they those with which the user is naturally most familiar? 
Regarding human-computer interaction for women. this 
of communication is d a l  in the context of design 
decisions. 

The American woman's typical communicative style is to 
ex- emotion openly in an attempt to create a f d i n g  of 
colIabomtion; men's is to remain impersonal and distant. -. ~185) 

Cboctetisicr of Rbmcn's Language: 
Women often seem to hit phonetic points less precisely 
than men: lisped S's. obscured vowels: 
Women's intonational contom display more variety than 
men's: 
women use diminutives and euphemisms mom than men 
("You nickname God's creatures." says Hamlet to 
Ophelia); 
Women make more use of expnsoive forms (adjectives 
not nouns or verbs and, in that category, those exprrssing 
emotional rather than intellectual evaluation) more than 
men: lovely, divine; 
Women use forms that convey impreciseness: "so", 
"suchw; 
Women use hedges of all &.in& more than men; 
Women use intonation patterns that resemble questions. 
indicating uncertainty or need for approval; 

R.Fkuy0 Juumy- 1117 
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Women's voices are breathier than men's; 
Women arc more indirect and polite than men; 
Women won't commit themselves to an opinion; 
In conversation, women are more likely to be intempted, 
less likely to introduce successful topics; 
Women's communicative style tends to be collaborative 
rather than competitive; 
More of women's communication is expressed 
nonverbally (by gesture aud intonation) than men's; and 
Women arc mon careful to be "comct" when they speak 
using better grammar and fewer colloquialisms than men. 

(Lakolf. p r n )  

All of these characteristics can be seen as supporting one or 
more of the roles women an supposed to play in this culture. 
Orher generalizations: women communicative behavior is 
imprecise and i n d k t  (both characteristic of female 
deference politeness, actually or symbollicall y leaving 
interpretation up to the h m r ) ;  nonpowerful or nonseeking 
of power, and more capable of expressing emotioas (a trait 
scorned by the "logicrl").(t.Aoff, pZO!Q It is important to take 
the differences between men's and women's communication 
hto account before attempting to design an intetaction 
between women and computers that would be usable. 

E. Conclusions 
In order to deign an effective h ~ - c o m p u t c r  interaction 
for women, the designer must acknowledge the importance 
of the sociai and organizational context. The human - 
computer interaction definition points out the relevancy to 
social context of the user as well as the importance of 
usability issues within that context. When we delve into 
more specific computer needs for women, the relevancy of a 
qualitative research method is emphasize. Finally, the 
communication needs women may have concerning 
computer interaction is also examined. 

As we move towards a more detailed design theory, 
however, it becomes necessary to dro address issues of 
human psychological and physiological abilities, with an 
emphasis on women in particular. This is the mainstay of 
ergonomic theory, with the added emphasis on gender. 
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Ill. Computer Interface Design 
That Acknowledges Gender 

A. Introduction 
If computer interaction tends to institutionalize patriarchal 
nllons, is this because it has ken designed and constructed 
pdorninantly by men? Would women, then. produce a 
difrerellt product? 

It has been shown that women play almost no part in making 
decisions about or in creating computers. Computing has 
become a man-made environment. The inevitable outcome 
of a profession and an industry inhabited and controlled by 
men is a male-defined space. 

This issue has been debated in architecture. Margrit 
Kennedy, Berlin architect, argued that 'there would be a 
significant difference betwan an environment shaped mainly 
by men and male values and an environment shaped mainly 
by women and female values.' (~ennuiy, as in Wajcman.~ 121) 
Kemedy continues to suggest that there are tiering male 
and female principles in architecture: 

The Fenrole Principles The Male Principles 
More user oriented than designer oriented 
More ergonomic than large scale I 

monumental 
More functional than formal 
More flexible than fured 
More organidly ordered than abstractly 

systemized 
More holistic I complex than specialized I 

onedimensional 
More social than pmfi t-oriented 
More slowly growing than quickly constructed 

Some similarities to computer interaction desiga may k seen 
in this example. as the female principles tend to k consistent 
with fernale values. For instance, a computer interaction that 
is more social than profit-oriented is related to the context of 
the women workers who use it, in direct opposition to thc 

cbmpfiAghknrrnramm- 
mrdce&nnwnt. m a  
ToimoncscC-Ibr 
~ d a n n u ~ o r d  
e-d ir tht "Sbvng AIM" 
tcybaonL (Ccnpun Pqpr 10-97) 
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(usually) male managers who want the benefit of increased 
profit. However. then are dangers of assuming such a 
polarized perception of female and male des ip  of any kind. 
The emphasis on universaiized female and male traits in 
design does not explain how it is that some women will 
adhen to some male traits and v i a  versa. Also, many of the 
traits of 'male' daign arc features of design operating within 
the constraints set by commrcial imperatives. In addition, 
then is a risk inherent in the formulation of a specifically 
female design in that there may be a temptation to regard 
women as a homogenous group. It seems clear, then, that a 
new egalitarian interaction design cannot be simply imposed 
on a preexisting social order and k transformative it itself. 

Instead, a design strategy that aclcnowledges social context 
and gender, as well as encompasses known humanistic 
strategies, such as ergonomics, is proposed as a solution. 
General considerations, such as theory that upholds 
ergonomic design as a solution, as well as a design rationale, 
will be presented as support to the main design strategy. In 
addition. the proceeding information in the document will 
culminate ia a list of recommendations and guidelines for 
human-computer interaction design that is sensitive to 
women as users. 

8. General 

1. Methods and Techniques of Interface design 
During the past twenty yean, technology has advanced to the 
degree that aimost everyone in our society comes into contact 
with computers to some extent. In the past, only highly 
skilled technical people used computers; in the present day, 
the m g e  of knowledge, experience and skill of every user is 
very different. It is therefore important that computers are 
designed in such a way to ensure that the way in which all 
people interact with the computer is intuitive and clear. 
Business people may be interested in interface design for 
reasons of increasing efficiency of their staff and, thtr~forr. 
increase profits. Another important factor is safety, as some 
kinds of computer systems can endanger life if they do not 

It kt c m r s  mr offer good humsn-computer interaction principles. 
duignrdinsucItawaytoeruwrc 
Unrrkwoy wwdproplc Them am different design needs for different computer usm. idtem~t with tk mnpwr it 
innririvc rrnd c&-. It is doiffcult to declare that all systems must k designed to 

( accommodate all people, but it is miasomble to suggest that 
kg-. MIMI computers should be designed for the needs and capabilities 
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of the people for whom they are intended. Ultimately, users 
should not have to think about the intricacies of how to use a 
computer. Just as the knowledge of how the actual 
mechanics of steering an automobile is transmitted from the 
steering wheel to the wheels of the vehicle is of little concern 
to most motorists, so too should the knowledge of the 
internal workings of a computer be of little consequence to 
its users. This refers to the specific electronic transfer of data 
from transistors within an integrated circuit within a CPU 
(Central Processing Unit) chip which fasten to a circuit board 
housed within the CPU of the computer - most usen do not 
need to understand the specifics of the electronic maze within 
the machine they're operating. Instead, how a person uses an 
artifact and how that amfact performs and offers feedback 
will affect the success of the artifact.(~ecce. pp3-10) 

a. Usercentered design 
Hence, is the need for user-centered design. Donald Nonnan 
(1988,1993). author of The Psychology of Everyday Things 
and Things That Make Us Smart, presents many examples of 
everyday things that do not present a clear and obvious image 
to their users. When related to computer system design. the 
potential for poor design is easily seen. However, Norman 
identifies two key principles that help ensure good 
Interaction design: visibility and a f f o r k e .  Controls need 
to be visible, with good mapping with their effects, and their 
design should also suggest (that is, afford) their functionality. 

Again, the way automobiles an designed is unde~tandable 
and effective. Everything is generally visible. There an 
good mappings between the controls and their effects. 
between the driver's goals and needs and the functions 
available. A control often has just one function. There is 
good feedback and the system is understandable. In general* 
the relationship between the user's goals. the required actions 
and the results are sensible, meaningful and not arbitrary. In 
contrast, many video recorders offer no visible structure. 
Mappings between the controls and their effects are arbitrary; 
there is no correspondence between the user's goals and the 
buttons and displays that make up the interface. Several 
controls have multiple functions, there is poor feedback so a 
user is often unsure whether the desired result has been 
obtained. In general, the system is not easily understandable. 

Nonnan defines affordance as a 'technical term that refers to 

R. nary  - January 2000 
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the properties of objects - what sons of operations and 
manipulations can be done to a particular object.' Doors. for 
example, afford opening. whereas a chair affords suppon. 
Affordances play a large part in the design of objects, but 
what is important is 'perceived affordance ' - what a penon 
thinks can be done with the object For example. does the 
des ip  of the door suggest that it should be pushed or pulled 
open? Unfortunately, aesthetics sometimes conflict with 
good affordance and the appearance of the object takes 
precedence over its use. 

The term 'design', even when used in the context of 
designing a computer system. can have different meanings: 

Finding the right physical components of a physical 
structure. * 
A goal-directed pro blem-sol ving activity. 
Simulating what we want to make (or do) before we 
make (or do) it as many times as may be necessary to 
feel confideat in the final result. 
The imaginative jump from present facts to future 
possibilities. 
A creative activity - it involves bringing into being 
something new and useful that has not existed 
previously. (Jones, as in W, p352) 

These descriptions focus on the process of design in general. 
On the topic of engineering design. Jones (1Bl. as in hecc, 
@-) found this: "Engineering design is the use of scientific 
principles, technical information and imagination in the 
definition of a mechanical structure, machine or system to 
perform pre-specifiied functions with the maximum economy 
and efficiency.' 

Webster, on the other hand, stresses the relationship between 
design representation and desip process: 'A design is an 
information base that describes aspects of this object, and the 
design process can be viewed as successive elaborations of 

Design*,,/,s, b t h  rh oj representations, such as adding more information or even 
devefopitrg a pmduct. art~act or backtracking and exploring alternatives.' (Websler. pB) 
systern a~rd to tite variorcs 
represen rtlriorts (sirnutations or So, it's reasonable to say that 'design' refers to both the 
models) of the prodrtct tlrat is 
produced drrrirtg tltt design pmess. process of developing a product. artifact or system and to the 
Here, n svcrrrirv cn~~rurn is various representations (simulations or models) of the 
prototyped aod 3 -0  modelled. 11 is. product that is produced during the design process. 
i l l~ic*tl~o~lye ertifled "Big Rmffier". Designen not only have to be able to understand users' 
(ID Mugcl:irrc 10- 96) 
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requirements. but must also be able to represent this 
understanding in different ways at different stages of the 
design. 

A central aspect of user-centered design is the involvement of 
users throughout the design process. Users are not there 
simply to comment on a designer's ideas. They should be 
involved in dl aspects. including how the implementation of 
a new system will affect their jobs. When designing a 
computer interaction system sensitive to women as well as 
men, this aspect is vital to consider. Wornens' understanding 
of the interface, the relevance to the new design to wornens' 
experience, and the way in which a new system may affect 
wornens* work should all be considered by the designer. 

An additional design methodology that seems logical as a 
choice in the design of human-computer interaction and 
gender, is participatory design, which accepts the importance 
of involving users in the design process. Users participate by 
analyzing organizational requirements and planning 
appropriate social and technical structures to support both 
individual and organizational needs. (p375,Rcece-Human 
Computer Interaction) 

Similarly, sociotechaical design is a form of cooperative 
design that focws on developing complete and coherent 
human-machine system. It emphasizes the consideration of 
social and technical altematives to problems; 'human and 
otganizational issues c a ~ o t  be considered in isolation from 
the t~Chn0l0gy.'(@76.~ace-~uman Computer interaction) 

In order to approach the design of the human-computer 
system. the designer might consider diffmnt procedures. 
One such procedure is multiview methodology, which is an 
idormation systems design methodology which combines 
different design approaches to describe the purpose of the 
system, the stakeholders involved and the perspective of the 
system owners.( p379,Preecc-Human Computer Intenclion) 

This methodology beings with an analysis of human activity, 
which leads to WM - a definition of the system purpose. 
This representation is useful to designers in that it encourages 
systems to be developed carefully and logically. looking at 
the human element inherent in the use of the product. Like 
most methodologies, however. it emphasizes a certain linear 
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1 I 
5. Design technical aspects t 

requirements 

4. Design HCI 
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2. Analysc information , - i  

1. Analyse human activity 

Figure: Multiview Technology (as in h e ,  p379) 

approach, which may be considered both a strength and a 
weakness. 

As an alternative to the methodological approach provided by 
Multiview, the 'star life cycle' emphasizes that an ordering of 
activities is inappropriate. The star model takes the idea of 
prototyping and evaluation much further than any other 
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approach. Evaluation is central to this method. All aspects 
of systems development are subject to constant evaluation by 
users and by experts. 

Lt may be argued that the star life cycle reflects more 
accurately what designers do in conjunction with stressing 
the central role of evaluation. 

In effect, it seems clear that the design of human-computer 
systems needs to recognize the organizational as well as local 
needs of the user. to involve users in all aspects of systems 
development and to focus a more holistic view of the work 
situatioa. To design systems sensitive to women's 
experience. needs, and use, it can therefore be argued that a 
womens' perspective must be considered by the designer at 
the onset and continuing throughout the development project. 

b. Requirements Gathering 
The process of analysis, or requirements gathering, is a major 
part of any product development. It is the pmcess of finding 
out what the user requires from a software system. One of 
the main purposes of this process is to clarify the client's 
needs and to identify infeasible requirements, omissions, 
ambiguities and vagueness. 

There are a variety of techniques that may be utilized for this 
reason. General techniques such as interviewing, observation 
and document analysis may be very helpful in identifying the 
needs and purposes of the system. Q U ~ S ~ ~ O M ~ S  and 
interviews may be utilized as well, in order to retrieve user 
opinion about existing products. In addition, the analyst 
should examine user tasks using cognitive and other task 
analysis techniques. Rototyping, checklists, and matrices an 
also useful methods of gathering information. These 
techniques provide the designer with information about how 
people approach their work. what problems they may be 
experiencing with the existing system. what they see would 
be helpful to completing their tasks. etc. 

in essence, the result of the requirements gathering process is 
to compile a representation of the problems with the current 
system and a representation of the requirements of the new 
system. These requirements may be categorized into: ( 1) 
functional requirements, or, specifically what the system 
must do; (2) data requirements, or. the structure of the system 
and the data available for processing; and (3) usability 
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requirements. or, the specific acceptable level of user 
performance and satisfaction with the system. For the 
purposes of this document, the third category, usability 
requirements. will be examined. 

Usa b if iiy Requirements 
One of the main criticisms of using structural methods such 
as dataflow diagrams. structure charts and entity relationship 
modelling, is that they focus too much on the system and not 
enough on the user. For the purposes of this document. the 
intent is to focus not only on the user, but also the women's 
perspective as a user. This intent lends itself to the belief 
that, if the system is designed so that it is more sensitive to 
womens' needs, then the system will be more useful to all 
people, not only men or not only women. The notion of 
usability is that the system "be designed for people that is 
easy to learn [and] useful, that is contain functions that 
people really need in their work. and be easy and pleasant to 
use."  auld and LCWYS. 1985,as in Roece ~(oo) Inherent in this 
notion lies the assumption that, if we design for people, then 
we design for both men and women. 

More specifically, the components of usability could bc 
expressed in terms of: 
(1) Learnability the time and effort nquind to reach a 

specified level of use performance 
(also described as 'ease of learning). 

(2) Throughput the tasks accomplished by 
experienced users, the speed of task 
execution and the errors made (also 
described as 'ease of use') 

(3) Flexibility the exteat to which the system can 
accommodate changes to the tasks 
and environments beyond those 
first specified. 

(4) Attitude the positive attitude engendered in 
users by the system. 

( Preece, p40 1 ) 

For usability to reflect wornens' perspective, these 
components should be considered for women's use 
specifically - the ease of learning, ease of use, flexibility and 
attitude of and by women in the use of the computer system. 
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The activity of gathering usability requirements is often 
known as a usability study, and it is closely allied to the 
evaluation process. Usability requirements are concerned 
with user satisfaction and the overall performance of the 
system. Determining usability requirements requires the 
analyst to undertake three main types of analysis: a task 
analysis, a user analysis and an environmental analysis. 

Traditionally, a task analysis may be used to determine the 
characteristics, particularly the cognitive characteristics, 
required of all users by the system. Task analysis usually 
examines such notions as the search strategy required and the 
prerequisite knowledge and cognitive loading, etc. If one 
was to examine women's perspective specifically, one may 
discover that the search strategy may not be as 
understandable and that the prerequisite knowledge may not 
be the same as the male usen. It is important, at this point, to 
consider the intangibles of usability relevant to women. 

Similarly, the user analysis, which is usually used to 
determine the scope of the user population including aspects 
of intellectual ability, cognitive processing ability, users' 
previous experience and physical capabilities, may prove to 
result in significant differences, if women arc examined as 
primary users. Certainly, women's previous experience is 
likely to difTer from men's, as may the physical capabilities 
insofar as anthropomecric measurement is coocemed. Again, 
it is important to consider this probability when conducting 
the user analysis of a system. 

finally, the environmental analysis conventionally examines 
both the physical environment and the user support 
environment in which the system is to operate. It would be 
wise to be aware that these environments may differ in terms 
of the men operating the system versus the women operating 
the system. Often, sex-differentiated work necessitates these 
differences in environment. Therefore, it is important to be 
aware of these potential differences as well. ( h x c e .  p1(0 1) 

2. Design 
Designing is a complicated process and software systems are 
very complex entities, often consistin3 of thousands of 
procedures. Designing software systems, therefore is  a very 
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complex task. The designer must manage the complexity, 
express and test ideas and ensure that a quality product is 
developed. Human-computer Interaction design is a forrn of 
software design which. it is reasonable to assume, is akin to 
software design in these ways. For the purposes of this 
document, an attempt will be made to provide a basic 
approach to the design of human-computer interaction, 
specifically relevant to women. 

a. Design rationale 
The basic philosophy in approach to designing in such a way 
sensitive to women's needs is essentially the theme present 
throughout this document. Incorporating human interface 
principles into the product design is paramount, as well as 
looking at the specific differences gender may make in the 
decision-making processes regarding these principles. 
Involving usen, specifically women, in the product design 
process is a second important aspect of the design rationale, 
as it ensures that a product is developed that serves the usen 
well. In this case, it is vital to consider "the users" as 
women, to adhere to the basic philosophy by which holistic 
g d s  can be realized. If women are not considered in the 
design process, the result is a continuing estrangement 
between women and cornputen, a continuing and growing 
frustration with technology and with the pace and stress of a 
computer, or information technology+xnttICd Lifestyle. 

In addition, the basic philosophy includes an emphasis on the 
needs of people (women, specifically) over the needs of the 
machine, which is a general, user-centered philosophy of 
design. It is primarily our social structures that determine 
both the direction that technology takes and its impact upon 
our lives (Noman, p.xi) It is imperative that we consider 
our social structuns as we approach the design of interaction 
between human and machine. Again, it seems obvious that 
womens' position in this social structure must be addressed in 
order to create a complete "picture" of what that approach 
should be. 

b. Design principles 

Ergonomics 
In its traditional form, ergonomics seeks to maximize safety. 
efficiency and comfort by designing the 'machine' to match 
the operator's abilities. By creating this formal link, a 
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nlationship is established between the two components 
('human' and 'machine') so that the machine presents 
information to the operator via its displays and the operator's 
sensory apparatus, to which a response is generally made in 
some way - for example, the operator may use his or her 
limbs to operate controls which in turn alter the machine's 
state. In this way a closed loop, error-correcting. 
information-transmitting system is developed such that 
deviations from the desired 'state' are displayed by the 
system, interpreted by the operator and corrected using 
controls. Such deviations may arise from forces which are 
external to the system and lrom activities within it. cither 
from the system itself or from the operator. 

In other words, ergonomics includes physiology, anatomy. 
and medicine; physiological and experimental psychology; 
and physics and engineering. Experimental psychology 
studies the basic ways in which individuals use their bodies 
to behave, perceive, learn remember, control movements, etc. 
In many ways, it is the person's behavior which defines the 
system's effectiveness. (Obome. cral. po 

Person-centend ergonomics 
The system must be designed with the operator's capabilities 
and requirements in mind if it is to k effective. The person- 
centred perception is one in which the operator and his or her 
abilities define the working system. So the goal is to create 
supportive dynamic environments which enable individuals 
to work at their most safe and effective levels; not just to 
design the environment to 'fit' the person in some static 
SenSe.(Oborne, etal, pp6-8) 

The B antonian ( pe rson-centred) view of ergonomics Figure: Tirc dbciplines 

requires : that contribute to HCI. 

That the complete individual needs to be considered (p38, Computer hece-Hwtrcut Interaction) 
within the system - not merely that part of the individual 
which is interacting with the system (the eyes. limbs. or 
cognitive structures). 
That individuals have perceptions and views which 
extend beyond the limits of the present, the situation 
under consideration. Thus one should consider also the 
individual's philosophy; his or her 'theory of the world'. 
That people have values which must be recognized, 
understood and accommodated before the system can be 
designed properly for them. 
That people at work act in an experimental and scientific 
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way, continually testing a situation to explore possible 
outcomes and their effects. Thus a single 'man-machine' 
system is not static; it is dynamic and constantly respond- 
ing to inputs from the human operator. (~borne, et.d. p9) 

Ergonomics takes as its central tenet the importance of the 
individual within the system and of understanding the 
individual's needs and abilities when interacting with the 
system. This fonns the basis for ergonomics design. The 
Brantonian view extends this thesis in 3 ways: 

it considers the complete individual 
it emphasizes the need to consider purposes rather than 
causes of actions (a purposive explanation of an event - in 
terms of anticipation and decision making - is likely to be 
more illuminating than a deterministic causal one - which 
will be couched in terms of events which have already 
occurred.) 
it emphasizes the need to understand the philosophical 
bases upon w hic b individual behavior within the s y s tern 
rests; how he or she conceptualizes the system and its 
functions. (Oborne. eral, p 11) 

C. Fundamentals of Human-Computer Inbmction 
for Women and Men 

A growing global market in software desip has previously 
required computer software specialists to act in a dual role: as 
computer scientists and designers. Today, however, software 
design has taken a new road: with the many various 
applications of software design in contemporary educational, 
corporate and entertainment sectors in society, the design of 
software has become enormously competitive. New and 
better designs emerge in the market almost daily. 

As a result of increasing competition, a growing phenomenon 
in the software industry is the existence or non-existence of 
humanistic design principles. The key to many projects' 
success is often the user interface, which has to be easily 
understood, and foster efficiency and safety for the many 
various usen of the program. 

Interface designen have emerged as a new breed of software 
designer, operating somewhere in the netherworld between 
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graphic designers. human facton specialists and product 
designers, as the work they do is much more than window 
dressing for a computer system. 

A properly designed interface is tailored to meet the specific 
needs of its intended users. For example. Automatic Teller 
Machines must be simple enough for the computer-illiterate 
user to operate. while the interfaces of airline reservation 
systems are complex, yet allow the skilled travel agent to 
work quickly and efficiently. Interface design plays a vital 
part in the system's efficiency, as it is concerned with the 
system, the user of the system and the way in which they 
interact. 

This section attempts to explore these three areas in terms of 
women as potential or probable users. Because of the extent 
of the information available, the scope of this paper will be 
limited to a summary of relevant information, with a more in- 
depth look at the principles of human-computer interaction 
design in particular. 

2. The User of the System: Human Capabilities and 
Limitations for Computer Interaction 

The fvst component that should be considered is the user of 
the system, since the development of good interface design 
considers the user f i t  and foremost. In order for the 
interface designer to design effectively, he or she must 
consider elements that will dictate the way that the user will 
interact with the software system. Since this document has 
previously outlined certain philosophical and perceptual 
elements, a further exploration into the physical, sensory and 
cognitive abilities and limitations of the user may provide 
certain guidelines as to the efficacy of the human-computer 
interface. In terms of ergonomics, the gender question will 
be discussed within each section. If further information is 
required (e.g. definitions of terms), this will be included in 
Appendix 3 of this document. 

a. Human Physical Capabilities and Limitations 
It is clear that certain physical comfort when operating a w n E I t  DO Y O U  w r n  t  ro CO t 0 0 r r r - i  

machine of any kind is imperative. The existence of a Tku rtnv "rrgonotnic" k e y h r d  
relaxed sitting position and the elimination of any over-strain wn Micro@ is j n c r , r M  

or over-exertion of muscles is necessary for any achievement relieve discornn/orr and cttlurncr 

in performance to occur at all. Physical discodon in the cortcerrlrntiott for cornp lrter rtsurs. 

operation of computers not only can impair concentration, (ID M ~ g a ~ i n u  10-96) 
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but also can cause the user serious chronic ailments. In the 
computer environment, the ergonomics of the keyboard. 
mouse and screen become paramount. For the greatest 
comfort. the user should be sitting in a chair with lower back 
and arm support, allowing the user to hold forearms and 
hands in a horizontal straight line, and the thighs at a 90 
degree angle at both hip and knee (raising the feet on a rest, if 
necessary). There should be clearance above the top of the 
thigh under the work surface. The screen should be 
positioned to avoid reflected glare from lights or windows in 
the room. The screen should be 4170cm away from the 
user's eyes. with the top of the screen at or slightly beiow rye 
level. These basic rules will supplement the comfort of the 
user of the computer system. (Sanders and McCormick. 199-) 

i. Health d S a f e ~  
The use of computers in women's work may create a number 
of new health problems in the previously pmblem-free ser- 
vice sector. (International Labour Office. 1981, as in Sanders and 
McCormick). These inciude both physiological and psycho- 
logical effects of work-related stress as well as the potential 
health hazards associated with VDUs and other electronic 
equipment. 

Stress 
In industrial work settings. work organization has long been 
associated with occupational stnss so it is not surprising that 
'recent research findings show that the high levels of stress 
experienced by clerical workers in "automated" offices have 
led to mounting concern over the impact of computerization 
on the quality of working life.' (Dy. I=. as in %dm and 
McCormick) This may be due to heavier workloads, machine 
controlled environments, greater productivity expectations 
and jobs which 'severely circumscribe autonomy and the use 
of creative skills.' ( ~ y .  1985. as in Sanders and McCormick) 

Although it is difficult to identify the psychological or 
physiological effects of stress. it is clear that stress may 
contribute to a variety of health problems which include 
psychosomatic complaints and nervous disorders. 
Environments in which women are the primary workers. such 
as clerical offices, should be evaluated from the women's 
perspective. including an assessment of workspace, 
hardware, software and work organization and skill level. 
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(Davidson, etd, pp 195-103) 
VDUs and health 

Health hazards concerning the use of video display units 
have been attracting considerable attention. Ergonomically 
speaking. musculoskeletal problems and visual disorders 
associated with VDUs have recently been taken into account 
when designing for jobs and training in computer fields. 
Other strategies, such as periodic eye examinations, regular 
rest pauses and limits on time spent on VDTs should be 
considered when designing for work in these environments. 
In addition, there is a controversial issue regarding ihe 
possible effects of VDU work on pregnant women. Fears 
that radiation associated with cathode ray technology may be 
a causal factor in the incidence of miscarriages, premature 
births and birth defects have generated debates about the 
subject. Although there are no definitive results from 
research done in this area. a study covering a wide range of 
occupations (Incemadonal Labour 198%. as in Davidson. p66). 
found an association between the increasing hours of work 
on VDUs and spontaneous abortions. Many unions in 
Europe are arguing for an agreement clause which addresses 
this issue. (Davidson, eral, p66) 

The results of various stress studies of computerized work 
are inconclusive, including those studies on aspects of 
women's health. Characteristics and human rtactions that 
are generally considered harmful and characteristics and 
human reactions that are considered health-promoting have 
been found. However, it seems logical that work 
satisfaction and motivation may differ for men and women in 
stereotypical occupations in computing. ( p m 2  hvidson). 

ii. Aruhtopome~ 
Anthropometry is a valuable tool to utilize in the discussion 
of human physical capabilities and limitations. 
Anthropometric measurements provide information on body 
dimensions that aid the designer in accommodating as many 
as 95 percent of the potential usen of a system. Percentile 
values are needed for each critical dimension in the design of 
a computer system. Thus, the designer must first determine 
which dimensions directly relate to human performance in 
this particular activity. 
Two basic kinds of anthropometry are of value to a human- 
computer interaction designer: static measurements and 
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functional measurements. The relevant static measurements 
of the women and men. mainly concerned with structural 
body dimension, would be those of sitting position. A 
conventional design strategy focuses on the 5th percentile 
female measurements and the 95th percentile male 
measurements, which supposedly pinpoints the appropriate 
extreme to design for the limit of the object. However. a 
recent case studies present evidence to the effect that then is 
still a bias towards the 95th percentile of the scale. 
Whenever a task chair manufacturer. for example, cannot 
provide full-range of adjustment. steps are taken which 
accommodate the 95th percentile male user instead of the 5th 
percentile female user. Therefore, it may be more useful to 
consider the 1st percentile women as the starting point in 
anthropametric design strategy. Fine motor ski 11s. also. 
should be supported by designing for extreme hand size, 
while providing adequate comfort and grip or texture. 

There have been numerous studies on associating body 
measurements with human performance. This is perhaps 
more relevant when the task performed is mainly physical. 
As the perf'ormance of an individual in a particular task 
becomes more cognitive, depending more on decision- 
making and reasoning and less on movement, the importance 
of anthro pometric measurements diminishes. For computer- 
related tasks, for example, performance may be more closely 
related to cognitive processing rather than the size of body 
Part- 

iii. f ? ~ g e  of move me^ 
A designer may be mistaken if he or she assumes that the 
range of motion for human joints is fairly uniform among 
users. In reality, range of motion varies considerably. usually 

On the averclge. worrren tvtrd 10 

exceed twr irr ratrge of rtwvernerrt 
o/nll joitars crccp~ the lorue. (!trragr 
/icltrt Attafotrrv for tire .*tisf, 1992 
Perk) 

determined by the muscle. tendon. and ligament health of 
each individual. Joint mobility tends to decrease only 
slightly in people between the ages of 20 and 60. The 
incidence of arthritis, however, causes considerably 
decreased mobility rates. 

Gender, size and general health may also affect range of 
movement. On the average, women tend to exceed men in 
range of movement of all joints except the knee. Slender 
men and women have a greater range of movement than 
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obese men and women. In addition. activity level affects 
range of movement: some physical activity will increase 
range of movement, while too much weight bearing activity 
will result in a 'muscle-bound* decreased range of motion. 

This is important to consider while designing interfaces 
between the human and the computer. Already chronic 
conditions. such as carpal tunnel syndrome, are becoming 
common as people interact with a machine that causes stress 
on certain muscles and tendons of the arm. wrist and hand. 
Women in traditionally female jobs which include repetitive 
tasks. such as word processing, a n  at a higher risk of such 
ailments. 

iv. Strength 
Human strength is directly dependent on age, gender, and 
ability. Strength reaches a maximum by about the middle to 
late twenties, remains at this level for five to ten years, and 
then slowly declines. 

Designers should be aware that the maximum resistance for 
controls should be based on the strength of the weakest 
potential user. which very well might be a woman. The 
resistance level should be low enough to prevent fatigue or 
discomfort, but high extough to prevent inadequate operation 
of controls, providing clear kinesthetic clues to the user. It is 
also important to d i z e  that the position a d  comfort of 
other body parts, such as the feet, can determine the strength 
of the arms and hands. Smaller women, for example, may 
experience difficulty in feeling comfortable seated in front of 
a computer terminal, in that they may require footrests in 
order to sit in a relaxed position. 

v. F u n c t i o ~ i  Anatomy 
Considerations of functional anatomy relevant to interface 
design would include the structure of the hand, knuckles, 
wrist, arm, elbow and shoulder and back. These should 
influence the design of the shape and spacing of the mouse 
and keyboard, as the design of these will influence how each 
joint will move. The iuitmtt Jirlgers ' rettdorts are 

locored orr rlre s i b  of the Jitrgers, 
rtrctkirrg cerrtrirr grasps rrrore 

For example, the human hand's last three fingers* tendons rirrcotnforrobie tfiarr orhers (nr~d r11av 
share a sheath. which is the reason for the dificulty in also a ffecr strerrgrh). (htto,qe@ttl 

moving those three fingers independently of one another. ~ t i o h r  broclt~tre-artirr~nriott CD) 
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This fact should be considered in the design of keyboards and 
mice. Other factors to consider would be that the human 
fingers' tendons are located on the sides of the fingers. 
making certain grasps more uncomfortable than others (and 
may also affect strength). The general health of tendons will 
affect user performance as well, as tendonitis causes 
discomfort and pain, which will cause a decrease in mobility. 
Also. the way in which the human circulatory system 
operates may affect performance, as the body will 
compensate for a cool environment by restricting blood flow 
to the hands (and feet), which will affect user movement as 
well. Therefore. if the body temperature of women worken 
is slightly cooler than men, this may effect the resulting 
biomechanical movement of the necessary body parts in 
computer work. 

v i .  Biomechanics 
The four major areas of biomechanics- force, accuracy, 
endurance and speed- may also be relevant to human- 
computer interaction. 

Concerns of severity, age, gender, repetition, vibration and 
accuracy all play a part in the exploration of the 
biomechanics of human-computer interaction. Large 
physical activities are not q u i n d  as part of human- 
computer interaction, but the static. repetitive force that is 
required as a person interacts with a computer can be more 
tiring than one-offs dynamic force that requires more 
strength. Keyboard input requires a certain agility of finger 
movement as well as a comfortable intermittent resting 
position of the wrist and palm. Mouse input requires similar 
motions, although fmger agility is not as much a factor. The 
force required to input via these two devices, however, must 
be considered as part of the interface design process. Again, 
the more repetitive movements in stereotypically female 
computer jobs may lead to a greater concern in terms of 
biomechanical areas in human-computer interaction. 

b. Human Sensory Capabilities and Limitations 
Related to human physical capabilities and limitations are 

Acrri~ refirs lo the stna~fesf vhiblr those of the sensory and perceptual. Most relevant to human- 
detail of a stirnrrfus. stcch tis rk computer interaction would be those of vision, touch. 
feotrires of le~rers of ditni~ris/ti~tg 
si:es ott art eye c/larr. (Itnagu /iortr kinesthetic and auditory. 

Adobe hroc!lrtru -CD prod~rcrs) 
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i. Visual Perception 
The visual apparatus humans need in order to see are the eyes 
and parts of the brain. This is important to consider. as 
retinal image size is the same as the degree of visual angle. 
which is the most widely used measure of image size. (p7 
Monk) There are seven aspects of visual performance that 
are important to human-computer interaction design. namely: 
( 1 ) visibilityldetectabili ty. (2) conspicui ty. (3) acuity. (4) 
contrast sensitivity, (5) legibility. (6) readability and (7) color. 
All of these elements of vision, with the possible exception 
of color embody no gender difference. The definition of 
these elements are available in Appendix 3 section of this 
document. 

ii. Color 
Color sensitivity is important to consider, as there are three 
types of cone in the human retina, sensitive to blue. green 
and red; the distribution of which affect the effciency of 
color vision, which is best in the fovea and not as good in the 
periphery. Human discrimination of the differences in 
wavelength dictate that we are most sensitive in the yellow 
and bluclgnen part of the spectrum. Human discrimination 
of color and position of image may help determine the 
designer's approach to screen design in human-computer 
interfaces. For example, human vision is Crichromatic ( 3 
cone mechanisms), which means that we can see color 
Merences well. The designer may want to utilize this fact 
and use color differentiations to convey information. The 
disadvantage is that 8 % of the male populatioa has a color 
deficiency, the most common one is a deficiency of the red 
and p e n  receptors. Also, dflerent colors will only be 
focused upon at different distances, so the use of disparate 
colors in close proximity, such as on a computer monitor, 
will cause eyestrain. 

The interface designer must be aware of color in design, as 
well as the various cultural associations color may have. For 
example, in Canadian society, red means "stop" or 
"emergency", whereas green means "go" or "everything's 
O.K." Stereotypically. in Nonh American society, pink is 
associated with females and blue with males. The designer 
must take can. however. not to assign stereotypical colon 
when considering gender; many people may take offense to 
any assumption of preference. There are also affective 
-. 
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associations with color that may be examined further. For 
example. pink may be a calming color and green may be a 
clinical color. 

iii. The H u m  Auditory System 
The sense of hearing is a very important factor associated 
with human performance. It is important in spoken 
communication and in sound information (warning sounds or 
soothing sounds). It is also difficult for people to avoid an 
annoying sound. A person can shut his or her eyes. but he or 
she cannot close his or her ears. It may be beneficial for an 
interface designer to be aware of sound. and the human 
interpretation of it. In terms of gender differences relating to 
sound, however, the difference is minimal if i t  exists at all. 
Further definition of ergonomic auditory considerations may 
be found in Appendix 2 of this document. 

iv. Tactile Sensory Mechanisms 
The sense of touch is basic to the design of human-computer 
interface. The human hand and finger can detect pressure on 
the skin and texture, both of which become important to the 
design on input mechanisms for the computer. The skin can 
also detect temperature, which may direct the designer 
towards some materials for input devices, and away from 
others. 

The greater sensitivity of certain areas of the skin, such as the 
fingertips, has enabled designen to develop &rent types of 
controls that can be identifed by touch. On the computer 
keyboard, for example. lightly extruded marks are placed on 
the 'd' and the 'k' keys, in order to give a cutaneous clue as 
to the position of the fingers on the keyboard. Similarly, the 
cutaneous sense has been employed in the design of the 
pressure-sensitive key(s) of the computer mouse, as it has 
been designed to respond to an appropriate amount of 
pressure by the human hand relative to human strength. 

c. Human Cognition 
In general, cognition refers to the processes by which we 
become acquainted with things or. in other words. how we 
pain know ledge. These include understanding. remembering. 
reasoning, attending, being aware, acquiring skills and 
cnating new ideas. One of the main objectives on human- 
computer interaction has been to understand and represent 
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how humans interact with computers in terms of how 
know ledge is transmitted between the two. The theoretical 
grounding for this approach stems from cognitive 
psychology; it is to explain how human beings achieve the 
goals they set. Such goal-oriented activity is comprised of 
performing cognitive tasks that involve information 
processing.(~eece.p67-~umm Computer Interaction) Further 
discussion of human cognition is available in Appendix 2. 

i. The Human as informarion Processor 
People that interact with any stimuli in the physical 
environment must process information in order to understand 
it and react accordingly. There are several factors that affect 
the human as information processor: 

1. SkilledBehavior 
The behavior of the person performing a task requires a 
certain amount of mental and physical skill. Learning, 
memory and motivation all affect the behavior the person 
displays. 

In skilled behavior, certain skills become automatic actions. 
rather than conscious. However, because of automatic 
action. the possibility for error increases. 

MEMORY 

Welford (1976. as in Bailey, p103) suggests that Perceptual S k u  
consists of giving coherence to the sensory data that the 
sensory system takes in, and linking that data to that which 
already exists in the memory.(Bailey. ptm) People's perceptual 

- MOVEMEM' + 
PERCEETION * COGNmON mmOL STIMULUS 

J r 1 ,  

skill will vary greatly. This is different than movement 

MO'MVATION 

A 

M o m  
-0RS) 

* 

control skill (like sculpting or playing tennis) in that the 
person's perception has no effect on the world. Although 
perceiving does not change the world, it changes the 
perceiver. 
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Infeffectual Skill is based on the efficient linking of 
perception to an appropriate action linked to reasoning, 
decision-making or problem-solving. Musicians, managers 
or military officers make decisions based on intellectual skill. 

Movement Control Skill includes such things as riding a 
bicycle, hitting a golf ball or pronouncing words clearly. As 
these skills develop, the movements become highly 
coordinated.(~ai~ey, pp 101- 104) 

Another factor that affects information processing is the 
interference factor. If a person has learned a behavior such as 
driving a car with a standard transmission. then drives an 
automatic car, the habit of the tint may interfere with the 
second. In interface design. how different the designer 
makes the interface from past systems will possibly affect 
how the user's past learning interferes with learning the new 
system. 

As mentioned previously, skill is an area that may differ 
regarding mefi or women as computer users. The implicit 
definitions of skill associated with certain computer tasks 
may be tied to gender stercoms. For instance, we may 
assume that if we are designing a system to be used by 
telephone operators, that w n  are likely to be women, and 
that the work telephone operators do is 'unskilled' work, 
rather than skilled knowledge work. When designing 
ergonomically, skill should be assessed from the women's 
perspective and experience, as assumptions about 
stereotypical engendered work should be set aside. 

The polarization of the worldorcc into a few highly skilled 
jobs and a large number of low-skilled routine jobs is a 
common characteristic of conventional forms of work 
organization. Recent trade union surveys and other research 
provide some evidence of the growing polarization of the 
workforce, with a mainly male elite in the highly skilled 
'thinking' or 'planning' jobs and women in the deskilled. 
monotonous and repetitive jobs at the lower end of the 
organizational hierarchy. (ICFTU 1983. as in Davidson p a )  
Unfortunately, to their detriment. many women wi i l likely 

The implicit akjinitiorrs of skill face a devaluing of the jobs they do and only very few will 
nssociatcd with cer!fi c o ~ ~ f 4 f e r  acquire higher qualifications in the wake of automation. This 
I& rnnv be tied to gender type of experience will affect the assignment of skill in the 
sturuotyps. (image Jhrn Chatelnine 
tnttgn:it~e, 1 1/93 ) ergonomic sense which will in turn affect the ergonomic 

evaluation of ~roduction and efficiency in terms of skill. 
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ii. Human Reliubiliq 
Human reliability has been previously considered as human 
information processing in terns of the time taken for 
processing and response, but it can also be seen in t e n s  of 
errors that occur. An error could be attributed to faulty 
perception, an inappropriate decision or faulty movement 
control. 

The higher the stress in a situation. the higher the chance of 
errors. People are fallible. To avoid error problems. a 
designer may do well by first characterizing the task. If thz 
designer can understand human behavior first. he or she 
can possibly anticipate errors and guard against them in his 
or her design. Error categories include fixations (the 
person only partly understands), too much linear reasoning. 
deficiencies in decision-making, stereotype fixations. 
ineffective recall, absent-rnindedness, low alertness and 
inadequate spatial-temporal coordination.(fbsmusse!n, iu in 
Wardcll, 1994) 

iii. Reasoning 
Of all the human faculties, our ability to reason would seem 
to be intimately related to our ability to use language. As 
previously mentioned, women's language paaerns may 
differ than men's. As human-cornputer interaction design 
aims to facilitate effective communication between the user 
and the computer, it is essential for the designer to support 
the user's natural cognitive processes as much as possible. 
Considering women as end-users, this may entail such 
design considerations as how the user approaches a task, 
how natural is the communication between computer and 
user and how the means of communication embodied in the 
computer system are expressed to the user. For example, if 
women's language tends to use better grammar and fewer 
colloquialisms than men (~204 ~akof f ) ,  then the computer 
interface should reflect this difference. 

iv. Motivation 
Motivation is any influence that gives rise to performance. 
Given two people with equal ability, skills. and knowledge. 
but different motivation levels. the person with the highest 
level of motivation will perform better. The nature of the 
work in a system can affect the motivational level of at 
least some users. If the work is designed is a way that 
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understands user motivation. the efficiency level of users will 
increase. 

lnterml motivation refers to a need for competence and self- 
determination of the user herself. External rnotivafion is 
related to influences outside the actual performance of the 
work, usually money. Designen should find out why people 
work at all, what influences them to work hard, and what 
influences them to care about and be pmud of their 
performance. Factors influencing motivation include user 
definition (age, education level, how conforming they are. 
gender). Factors influencing motivation in computer tasks 
may also include ability level and previous experience. 

In terms of motivation differences for women and men, the 
significant one may be regarding past experience. In a 
computer culture that is predominantly male. even young 
girls lack motivation and interest to approach computer work. 
Girls learn about segregated sex roles from many aspects of 
society, starting when they are very young. Fewer girls than 
boys use computers at school or at home, and schools do not 
seem to address this issue, although few parents are 
complaining about it. @avidson. p z )  Consequently, gids grow 
to be women who have little motivation to use computers or 
be part of a computerized environment This difference in 
motivation levels will undoubtedly affect the design strategy 
concerning human-computer interaction. 

3. The System: The Computer Interface 
''Interface" is defined as the point at which a connection is 
made between two elements so that they can work with one 
another. In computers, different types of interfacing occur on 
different levels, ranging from highly visible user interfaces 
that enable people to communicate with programs to often 
invisible, yet necessary, hardware interfaces that connect 
devices and components inside the computer. There are 
several aspects of the computer system which are important 
considerations for human-computer interaction designen. 
Since there is minimal concern regarding gender, these 
aspects will be elaborated upon in Appendix 3 of this 
document. 
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4. Human / Computer Interaction: Designing 
Systems That Work 

The main difference between human-computer interaction 
from other human-machine exchanges is that the exchange 
that occurs between human and computer can appear very 
much like a conversation. The interaction involves a two- 
way exchange of information in the form of commands or 
queries to the computer and messages of a wide variety porn 
the computer. 

A danger inherent in the use of any tool is that of adjusting a 
problem situation to the capabilities of the tools available. In 
computer use, a problem solver's thinking may be 
constrained to thinking in terms of the computer 5 
capabilities and limitations rather than in terms of the user's 
capabilities and limitations or in terms of the problem itself. 
In other words, the human is expected to conform to the 
machine, not the other way around. Not considering the 
human in computer interface leads to a large number of 
erron and a lot of training time as well as user frustration and 
dissatisfaction. 

In order for more user-friendly interface to occur, a different 
way of thinking must first occur. The user must be 
consideredfirst, and the computer system should be designed 
to accommodate w m '  capabilities and limitations, at various 
levels of expertise. This section of the paper attempts to do 
this very thing; looking at the design of interface from the 
human perspective. 

a. The User 
In order to "think user", there are certain avenues a designer 
can take to investigate user concerns in computer use. 
Market research is the conventional place to start, as it offen 
an in-depth knowledge of cumnt users and what they want 
and need. To design for the female user, one may have to 
conduct alternative forms of research, as  mentioned in Pm 3 
- I1 of this document. As the design progresses. the designer 
can take advantage in user participation in reviews in order to 
obtain valuable feedback as the design evolves. Rototyping 
is another valuable option; the designer can build a sample 
and let usen experiment with i t  User education helps users A dcsigtrcr shuldcotuidrr 

get comfortable with the interface chosen, so the designer can ulrrflrstesr%r ci*sires* luedr ' l id 
goals in t e r m  of c-otnprtfrr use. 

offer courses in its use. Then are also levels of user suppon (,mug cb,tl Chnrr~Rit,c 
that can be offered inherent in the interface design: self- magatittr, 11/92) 
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instructional tutorials can be presented. optional access (to 
help files) can be provided, a faster interface option for the 
experienced user can be offered, good user documentation 
can be provided (when all else fails) and meaningful 
diagnostic messages can be produced in order to help the 
user understand the system.( Glass. p63) 

The behavior of the user is significant to the interface 
designer. The designer can only know her user if she 
studies the user's behavior through several methods. such 
as user performance measures, interviews and protocol 
analysis. These methods can indicate the strength and 
weakness of the system. As previously demonstrated. the 
behavior of women users may differ from that of men, as 
their experiences and perceptions are likely different. 

In addition, the user's "mental baggage" should be 
acknowledged when designing for people. The designer 
must remember that the user has to remember commands 
and what the contents of a file are based upon its name. 
The user has the worry of performing operations without 
an "undo" command. The user has to keep track of 
windows and icons on a crowded screen, remember where 
certain menu options are located and remember what has 
ken cut while preparing to paste. Minimizing the causes 
of this mental baggage is one of the keys to designing 
good human-computer interfaces. 

b. Tasks 
A Task is defined as a set of actions aimed toward a goal, 
the goal being the desired state of the system the user is 
working on. It is desirable for the user to know how near 
she is to the goal and when she has achieved it. It must be 
acknowledged, however, that in some tasks, such as 
design, the goal state shifts throughout the task. 

Supporting tasks may be described as external subtasks or 
an underlying model of the task. This is necessary for the 
designer to understand what the user is thinking and doing. 
Natural tasks are human tasks. such as communication, 
group work, design, art and decision-making. Artificial 
tasks are human creations, such as accounting, arithmetic. 
stock taking, administration and project planning. 

Task analysis involves breaking down goals and tasks into 
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subgoals and subtasks in order to analyze each step of the 
process. This is especially useful when preparing a user 
model. as it helps the designer understand the user's 
approach to achieving a goal with the computer as a tool. 

The User Model 
The user model may be a useful tool to design an interactive 
system around. However, then is a danger that the designer 
may overlook the emotional artifacts of human-computer 
interaction, the very details of which are abstracted out by a 
well-defined user model. resulting in too little weight being 
given to the details of human-computer dialogue and their 
psyc hosocial consequences. There are added dangers that the 
designer may under-estimate the actual complexity of the 
interface or that he or she may assume the model is 
sufficient. 

The user model strategy calls for a set of conceptual tools for 
interpreting user behavior. These form a set of "models" of 
what the user knows and how users' mental processes call 
upon that knowledge in their conceptual behavior. Because 
these models in their full scientific form are Likely to be 
complex and difficult to use for designers who are not 
psychology specialists. a set of more practical tools for 
designers may be constructed which tramlate the 
technicalities of cognitive psychology into heuristic methods 
for posing design questions, for determining practical 
answers and for providing simple empirical techniques for 
validating design decisions.( b f d .  p129) 

Dangers aside, the human-computer interface is easy to use, 
user-friendly and predictable if it is compatible with the user 
model. In order to ensure that the user model is appropriate. 
the designer must take into account the existing conventions, 
train local experts, build in system guidance and help. 
demonstrate the systems to the user, write manuals and 
devise teaching material, emphasize inconsistencies and 
restrictions. and implement the system coherently. 

An example of a user model of an abstract tree structure 
(family tree model) follows: (Barfield. ~213,)  

- - - -- -- 
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Higher Level Goals Buy p a  
I 

Find name 

Find /Or pn 'Find p,cturc 
dctiomry 

.Ask / Look in 
roommate bookshelf 

There are four key factors of building up a user model of a 
system: previous experience, interaction. observation and 
abstract information. User models should be appropriate to 
the context in which the user will employ it and consistent 
within itself insofar as the user expectations should be 
satisfied when interacting with any part of the system. 
Support from the system should be available in the sense that 
the system should provide feedback to guide the user in 
building a particular user model. Also, the user model should 
be comprehensible and as simple as possi bie.(Bafdd. p2?- 1) 

When the user model concept is developed it may then lead 
to the idea of "generative user-engineering 
p~ciples"(GUEPs), which are assertions about interactive 
system behavior that bridge the gap between designer and 
user. For example, them may be a set of GUEPs available for 
concealed information in an interf'ace. The default command 
on a system reveals an absence of information, symbolic 
expressions or forms of abstraction such as macros or "soft 
keys" that are prognunmable. GUEPs attempt to constrain 
these types of mechanisms, b d n g  them down into tasks 
and. therefore, be consistent and measurable. An example of 
a GUEP may be a "foldingn menu, which is arranged as a 
hierarchy. This hierarchy intuitively suggests that a "go 
back" function is available, and offers a consistent format of 
interaction among different programs. 

c. General Inreflace Guidelines for Design 
Ideally, user interaction should be designed as a collaboration 
between the user, the evaluator and the designer.(Monk. p 17 1) 

However, each role has limitations that restrict 
communication and curtail the emergence of an overall 
design approach. There are several different approaches to 
develop guidelines for interface design. The following will 
present an overview of some. in order to gain a general 
understanding of the principles involved. 
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Each user has different needs and requirements for a system 
of use. However, depending upon what the system is used 
for. it should be relevant and easy to use OR a specialized 
system with programmer backup OR a system that protects 
the user from a boring, repetitive task. In terms of women as 
users, the needs and requirements will be dependent upon the 
research i dormation gathered: what are women's 
experiences, needs. desires, lifestyles and habits regarding 
computer interaction? What do women want to achieve with 
the system? 

i. Value System 
One key part of the design process is the development of a 
value system for the problem. The designer should identify 
facton that are important and attach values of relative 
importance to them. An example of one of these facton 
might include the physical or economic component of the 
product (the weight, strength. size or cost). The value system 
helps to create a criterion for evaluating the success of a 
product. However, the designer must remember that. when 
designing for others (users), it must be the user's value 
system that is examined. 

This is a very important consideration when designing for 
women as users. Although it is of paramount importance to 
consider women users' position on this issue, the designer 
must be cautious about polarization of male and female 
values. It is important to see how the values usually 
attri but& to women are associated with traditional concepts 
of womanhood that have oppressed women in the past and 
how these values come to be defined as feminine within the 
context of male-dominated culture. But, as an approach to 
interaction design, the best way the designer can address 
these issues is to view the construction of both 'masculinity' 
and 'femininity' as existing together in culture, and it is 
precisely this construction which attributes differing sets of 
values to gender. (see Settion 2 on '~eanings and Vdues a b u t  

Gender Expressed in Technology) 

ii. Applied Ps~chology 
A framework for applying psychology to human-computer 
interaction requires the development of inforrnation- 
processing models, whose applicability to design depends on 
task analysis, calculation and approximation. The framework 
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would include the structure and performance of the human- 
computer system, performance models for predicting the 
performance of the human-computer system and design 
functions for using the performance models in the design 
process.(Card er-ill, p43) 

Traditionally speaking, the ultimate concern of applied 
psychology is performance. Performance variables include: 

what tasks the system can do (functionality), 
how long it  takes to acquire the functionality (learning), 
how long it  takes to accomplish tasks (time). 
how frequent errors occur. how consequential they are 
and how well tasks are done (quality), and 
how robust the system is in the face of unexpected 
conditions. 

Other performance variables include performance under 
extreme conditions, such as fatigue and stress, performance 
demands on users' memories (short-term and long-term). and 
the users' subjective feelings about the system.(Card. et.al. 
p404) 

However, when dealing with women as end-users, there is a 
diffcmt way to approach applied psychology. The 
psychology of women today is an active, evolving area of 
&holarship, teaching and pkcticc. Psychologists now study 
varying aspects of events that occur exclusively in the lives 
of women, such as menstruation, pregnancy, childbirth, and 
menopause. They also study areas traditionally assigned to 
women. such as caring for others or maintaining 
relationships. They also seek to understand the psycholo$ical 
implications of events that almost exclusively victimize a d s  
and women in our society, such as sexual abuse of children, 
rape, sexual harassment, or battery. 

Most significantly. perhaps, to human-computer interaction. 
the psychology of women provides a new perspective by 
focusing upon women's experiences in anas that are usually 
approached from a male point of view, such as achievement, 
work, leadership. power and sexuality. Therefore, when the - - 

P ~ h o f ~ ~ i s r r m w  study v a ~ i t t 8  traditional ergonomic view of applied psychology 
7 - .  aspects of events that occldr 

exclusivelv in the lives of womutt. concentrates on performance. an alternative view may be 
more appropriate. 

childbirth, and mmoparrse. (ftmge 
porn New Wutnutr tmgo:ine. 061%) When measured against the male standard of performance, 
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women are sometimes found to be deviant or aberrant, less 
worthy or valuable than those that meet the standard. The 
characteristics of the deviant group are devalued, common in 
society today. 

The theory of achievement motivation (Bun erd. ~375) 

suggests that very often women who achieved in the 
traditional sense of the term were considered failures as 
women if they wen not also wives and mothers. Women 
were absent from the considerable literature on achievement 
motivation (from the late 60s. early 70s). Matina Homer 
called chis the "fear of success", a relatively stable 
personality characteristic, most apt to be shown by 
intellectually competent women, reflected in the expectation 
of some negative consequences, such as rejection or the 
threat to one's femininity as a result of being successful. 

Therefore. when approaching design for human-computer 
interaction and women, applied psychology would be an area 
in which , firstly, the notion of performance as vital should be 
questioned and, secondly, if some sense of efficiency or 
effectiveness is the goal of successful interaction, then they 
must be considered in terms of the female users of the 
system. 

iii. Design Areas 
Applied psychology would encourage design to function in at 
least three areas: evaluation, parametric design and structural 
design. 

In tvatuarion, the designer examines the situation in which 
the structure of the system has been specified and its 
pedormaucc needs to be undemtood. Evaluation includes 
comparing systems on given performaxice variables and 
evaluating the system against some standard. This standard 
must consider female performance or efficiency. 

In parametric design, the designer examines the situation in 
which the structure of the system is relatively fixed and there 
are a set of quantitative parameters of the structure to be 
determined. Parametric design involves optimizing 
parameters by finding the best value on given performance 
variables. It also involves analyzing sensitivity, in terms of 
relating parameter values to performance. In parametric 
design. the designer should question the structure of the 
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system regarding women as well as the quantitative 
parameters from which to judge. 

In structural design, the designer examines a part of the 
system that is configured or restructured to satisfy specific 
requirements. Structural design involves identifying the 
o p p o ~ n i ~  where a system can be improved and diagnosing 
the problem by pinpointing the structural component causing 
the problem. It also involves the generation of 
improvement by finding the structural change and 
synthesizing the structure by creating a new one. Structural 
design may make adjustments necessary regarding women as 
end-users feasible, although it may be necessary to rethink 
the original structure in terms of women usen, instead of 
simply bolting onto an existing framework. 

After the preliminary examination into these areas, the 
designer can then identify an opportunity for change, 
diagnose a problem, generate an improvement or synthesize a 
new structure.(Card e ~ a l ,  p403) 

iv. Variables 
Before the design process can begin, however, certain 
variables must be examined. Traditional applied psychology 
encourages the analysis of both structural variables and 
performance variables. 

v- include three basic areas: task variables, 
user variables and computer variables: 

L 
.task domain (text editing, graphics, page layout, etc.) 
atask model (POET edit analysis, BRAVO edit analysis) 

2. 
.intellectual abilities (general intelligence, technical ability, 
individual differences) 
.cognitive style (risk preference, curiosity, persistence) 
.experience (experience on system, frequency of system use) 
.knowledge (method knowledge, conceptual knowledge, task 
expertise, perceptual motor skills such as typing rate and 
manual skills) 

L 
dialogue style 
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*command syntax 
.naming conventions 
*display layout 
*input devices 
.response time 

f o r m z v  vari* include four basic categories: basic 
performance measures, subjective measures, extreme 
conditions and memory variables. 

L c P w e -  
*Functionality (tasks) 
*learning (how performance improves over time) 
.time (how long does it  take to perform a task ?) 
.error (what emors, how frequent, how consequential) 
equality (how good is the output ?) 
*robustness (how performance adapts to unexpected 
conditions) 

2. 
.acceptability (how does the user rate the system ?) 
*enjoyableness (how much fun is it to use ?) 

3& 
.fatigue (does the performance degrade over time ?) 
.stress (does the performance degrade under adverse 
conditions ?) 

.working memory load 
@long-term memory recall (how easy is it to recall 
idonnation needed to do the task ?) 

In addition, traditional applied psychology would promote 
the use of several experimental 
models, symbolic models and database models. Applied 
psychology methods would include cons tdng  a 
performance model to predict the performance of a system. 
The designer would develop a performance model from the 
system's specifications and use the model to generate a 
prediction, then measure the nsults. 

L 
*running system (use the actual system) 
*analogue system (use another similar running system) 
*mock-up system (use a physical mock-up) 
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Z 
@calculational model (codes performance as a set of 
operations) 
*simulation model (codes pefiormance in a runable program) 
'algebraic model (represents relationships between variables 
and parameters) 

Z Rahh&M& 
data  table (look up a pre-measured or pre-calculated value) 
@checklist (check design against principles or guidelines) 

(Card e t d ,  pp408-411) 

General Principles 
After the consideration of the many preceding issues. the 
next step in applied psychology may be to develop some 
general principles for user interface design. They may 

The ffaditional view of psychology 
applied to hrman-computer 
interaction design may nerd 
rdi'cation in order to be 
senririve to women 's needs ns 
users. (Image J b n  The Cornpiirer 
Paper 11/99, pC27) 

include the following: 

Psychology should be considered early in the design 
process. 
Performance requirements should be specified. 
The user population should be specified. 
User tasks should be specified. 
Method to do the task should be specified. 
The method analysis should be matched to the level of 
commitment in the design process. 
The performance time of the task should be reduced, if 
possible, by reducing the number of units per task or 
the amount of time for each. 
A set of alternative methods for a task should be 
designed, so the rule for selecting each alternative is 
clear to the user and easy to apply. 
A set of error-recovery methods should be designed. 
The sensitivity of performance predictions to 
assumptions should be analyzed.(Card et.al. ~418) 

It seems clear that the consideration of applied psychology in 
the design of human-computer interface would be integral to 
successful design. However, it must be also emphasized that 
the traditional view of psychology applied to human- 
computer interaction design may need modification in order 
to be sensitive to women's needs as users. 
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v. Dialogue Design 
Another theory that may aid the designer in making sound 
decisions would be that of dialogue design. In order to learn 
to use an interactive system. people need knowledge and they 
need to organize it to conform the requirements of the system 
(or. at least, until the system is designed to conform more 
easily to human requirements). 

Studies of novices learning computer systems had similar 
findings: that users call upon several sources of information 
and represent their knowledge in many ways.( Monk, p163) A 
summary of the findings follows: 
1. Novice users' prior knowledge will have a marked 

influence on their conceptualizations of the system. 
2. In order to cope with information during the early 

stages of use, learning becomes highly selective and 
driven by immediate goals. 

3. Users may fom explanations for system behavior on 
insufficient evidence. 

4. Following initial learning, users may fail to 
dflerentiate between environments and therefore 
perform actions correctly but in the wrong contexts. 

5. The order of elements in natural language will 
influence command entry. 

6. The knowledge of every day meanings of command 
temu will affcct developing knowledge of system 
operations. 

7. The user will expect syntactic and semantic 
consistencies in the system compatible with their prior 
knowledge. 

Results suggest the designer should consider the 
following issues relevant to the ease of use of the 
system: 
1. Interface dialogue itsell should be considered, 
plus; 
2. A detailed cognitive context in which a particular 
exchange occurs. The cognitive context includes 
general cognitive demands imposed by the system. 
information extracted from the wider task 
environment, the specific question or problem 
motivating the exchange and the cognitive strategies 
mobilized in the course of learning and use.(Monk. 
pp162, 163) 
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Sensitive user interaction design may: 
widen the machine representation of the task and its 
environment; 

widen the communication spectrum; 
*develop techniques enabling humans to work more 
efficiently, given the narrow interface spectrum and 
limited worid view of computer systems. 

For sensitivity to women as end-usen. sensitive user 
interaction design may have alternate considerations in 
addition to the conventionally accepted ones. For instance, 
women's psychology and women's communication patterns 
should be considered. as well as the larger issues of the male 
dominated area of computing as it is experienced by women. 

vi. Feedback 
Feedback can imply a large amount of information being 
communicated to the user regardless of the specific 
interaction. Feedback leads to a rich environment in which 
the user can understand the whole underlying structure of the 
system including underlying models. concepts, interactive 
possibilities and the structuring of tasks and achieving of 
goals. The user needs feedback to understand what he or she 
is doing. Feedback also offers a wider perspective to the user 
to tell the user what he or she is in the middle of doing. 

There are three main feedback channels in interactive 
systems. They include visual, audio and tactile feedback. 
which have already been discussed to some degree in the 
User section of this paper. An example of visual feedback 
may be when the user can see the key being depressed, or 
when they can see the consequences of the key being 
depressed on the screen. Audio feedback might be an audible 
"clicking" sound of the key being depressed. Tactile 
feedback is given through the feel of the keys moving 
beneath the user's fingers. 

Designen must guard against feedback being incorrect or 
ambiguous, or against inappropriate time delays. Feedback 
regarding real presentations of changes of the system should 
be worked into the interaction. For example, if the user gives 
a command that the computer will take a few minutes to 
compute, then it is necessary for feedback to communicate 
the change of status and time delay of the system, since the 

Antique "Qwcrty" keybwtd. user cannot see the real status changes he or she has ordered 
(Imgeltorn Wo-f ie  CD) 
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Similarly, abstract presentation should be acknowledged as 
the technical devices of a system tend to keep the 
complicated, real details hidden from the user. Abstract 
feedback can come in the form of a dial or control to indicate 
the status change, or as a way of attracting attention. such as 
a blinking warning lipht. Abstract feedback, however, can 
lead to problems in interpretation. The designer must 
carefully observe the effects of feedback design to guard 
against misinterpretation. 

Feedback can inform the user of different states of the 
system. both static and dynamic. Time. system and user 
transitions that change the state of the system can be 
acknowledged via appropriate feedback. In addition. key 
status features of the system can be acknowledged, such as 
the common use loop (normal use), neutral state (waiting to 
be used). terminal state (no outgoing transitions), the 
dangerous start (which may have dangerous consequences) 
and the critical state (the state with a transition to a tenninal 
or dangerous state).(Barfieid, p39) 

5. Design Guidelines 
Some additional design guidelines would include making the 
interaction satisfying, rueful. compnhensible. easy and 
efficient This requires the designer to switch back and forth 
between the two viewpoints of designer and user. The 
designer should consider the presentation of the information, 
ideas and methods comected with typography and layout, 
graphics. symbols and icons, organization of information. the 
behavior of interactive systems and feedback. When 
designing for a user, the designer should thi J of the context 
the design will be used in. In particular, the designer should 
think of the changes the user may undergo as a result of that 
context. The designer should also be aware of his or her own 
assumptions, such as social assumptions, left-handedness and 
SO on. 

(adaped from Nickcrson and Pew. 1972. and others. as in Bailey, pp295-298) 
1. Understand the user, activity and context. Understand 
who will be using the interface and the kinds of activities that 
will be performed. This includes: 

@statements of minimum qualifications (SMQ) 
.knowledge of user's expertise in computer-related 
specialties 

Tirc &signer should colisi&r the 
present4tion offhe inronnation, 
idcar and methods connected with 
rypography and li~vorit, graphics, 
symbols and icons, organi:otiorr of 
information, rhe klmvior of 
irrieracrive rysterru arrdJkedback. 
Here, n rrrrtititnudin program rues 
mfapfiors. rrrrrrrbers. ard icoru 10 
orgarri:v rhe i,r/onnnliorr. I f  is an 
numcrivu layortt, albeit n bit brrsy - 
cr,qortornically, rltrre are roo rnarrv 
c.afr,porirs. lrncrge j?ortr Yorrr 
ofice rrr~,gn:ir~e. 02/97) 
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.the extent the user's job focuses on using computers 
actively 

*the user's level of decision-making authority and 
responsibility 

*the extent to which the computer is an option rather 
than a job requirement. and 

.the user's attitudes towards computer technology in 
general. 

This, of course is essential to designing for women. All 
areas above will likely differ in regards to women and men. 
so women as end users must have a significant contribution 
to the initial thinking about the interaction design. 

2. Ensure user control. Ensure the user feels in control of 
the human-computer interaction. Keep in mind how the 
system will appear to the user. 

3. Maintain Consistency. Consistency from display to 
display, interaction to interaction, message to message and 
program to program is important to user confidence and 
learning. 

It is helpful for both inexperienced users and 
experienced users, as it encourages the developmeat of 
relatively automatic actions and permits the transfer of 
principles learned from well- practiced commands to new 
ones. 

4. Minimize the processing time by the user. Ensure the 
user interaction with the computer occurs as quickly as 
possible. If time is needed for computing, provide the user 
with appropriate feedback. Provide alternative commands 
also, to provide for the different skill levels of 
inexperienced and experienced users. 

5. Keep the user informed. Provide adequate feedback to 
inform the user continually about the current system status 
and the options available. For each user action, there should 
be an appropriate computer reaction. There is a need for 

- -  - 

immediate acknowledgment that a request has been received 
and is being processed and also feedback when the action has 
been accomplished. Inexperienced users should know a 
sensible next step at every point in the development of a 
transaction. This can be done in the form of menu options. 
illuminating the next function key (or set). calling attention to 
items on the screen through color, blinking. etc.. displaying 
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options in special windows or repositioning cursor to a new 
location that suggests the next step. 

6. Improve user accuracy and facilitate error handling. 
Reduce the opportunity for errors. increase the user's ability 
to detect erron and provide usen with the immediate 
opportunity to correct any errors that do occur. (Many 
computers do have built-in error detection.) 

7. Optimize training. The computer can be used to 
initially train new users and provide a refresher training 
course for experienced users. The computer can help 
recall language and procedures to be utilized by the user. A 
good computer system does not require extensive assistance 
from computer professionals to operate. (Bailey, pp296-298) 

Insofar as training requirements regarding women is 
concerned, conventional training mehods may need to be 
examined. According to research on learning, many women 
prefer to learn through an orderly routine in which they 
understand the reason for each step taken, whereas boys and 
men have been encouraged to learn through experimentation 
and hid and error f l u r ~ e  1990, in Bailey. ~295). Women are 
generally w t  interested in taking risks - then is more interest 
in a systematic approach to learning. Men prefer to tinker 
around in the new environment One style is not necessarily 
better than the other, it is just that, in computer fields, one 
style is given preference over the other. Because training 
methods for computers tend to be unrouhized, unsystematic 
and ad hoc, we can see how the learning programs have 
followed male-centered learning styles. Worse, is the fact ! 

that women have learned to be hesitant and cautious about 
using new machinery. This, coupled with the male-style 
learning practices, puts women at a disadvantage. (See also 
Section 1 for more on learning styles and training) 

. . n s  ln-ced W 
(Adapted from Zirnmennan. 19n.  ad in Bailey, p295) 
1. The initiative should come from the computer. 
2. Each required entry should be brief. Inso/ar nr traitring requiremen& 
3. Entry procedures should be consistent with user expec- ,vo,,,o, is co, lcmm~~ 

tations. cotivertrional trtr inirrg mne flwdr rrmy 
4. NO special training should be required. wed  to he c.rn~~~itted. (Image porn 

5. The system should only act on certain commands after Po~tllnr S c i ~ ~ l ~ c  ~ W i * e e  02/95) 

a confirmation by the user. (For example. when 
deleting a file) 
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6. The computer's messages should be clear and un- 
equivocal. 

7. The computer's messages should be composed of a 
simple, general 1 y comprehensible vocabulary. 

8. User decision-making should be facilitated by a deci- 
sion request from the computer. 

9. User decision-making should be facilitated by offering 
a small number of simultaneous options that require 
only one decision per step. 

LO. The user should be able to comfortably control the pace 
of the human-computer interaction. 

11. The user should have the option to easily request both 
computer and human assistance. 

6. Environmental Variables and Performance 
Influencing Factors 

Environmental variables relevant to the workplace of human- 
computer interaction may include both physical and social I 
psychological elements. From the user's perspective, it is 
important to have a workplace that contributes to both 
subjective and objective measures, such as the comfort of the 
user, the performance of the user and the health of the user. 

a. Physical Variables 
Physical variables include such factors as lighting, acoustics, 
temperature and air quality. 

Temperature 
Comfort is effected by the temperature of the work 
environment Dry bulb temperature and humidity will 
determine the user's thermal comfort in a specific 
environment. Air velocity, radiant heat and the season of the 
year will also affect the comfort zone of the user. 

Other factors that may contribute to the user's thermal 
comfort would be clothing and the activity level, although 
computer interaction does not require a great deal of physical 
movement. In the event that women users may feel cold 
sooner than men, this factor should be taken into 
consideration also, 

Heat generated by the computer equipment should be 
dissipated in a way that does not expose the user to excess 
heat either directly or through an uncomfortable increase in 
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ambient room temperature. 

Performance: Temperazure 
If the user is too warm (temperature or humidity too high). he 
or she will suffer from heat stress. The human body will 
respond to heat through perspiration, radiant heat loss. 
Convection (air flow over surface) and conduction (transfer 
of' heat to different place) will help to cool down an over- 
heated penon. Rest breaks and increased intake of fluids 
will help to control heat stress. 

If the temperature is too cold, certain performance effects 
may occur as well. Manual dexterity is inhibited, tactile 
senses decrease in sensitivity, vigilance (ability to attend to 
rare occurrences) is reduced and mental confusion may 
occur. These, of course are the extreme example, but the 
implications are clear as far as temperature variations go. 
Clothing. increased intake of fluids and rest breaks are 
important in a colder setting also. 

lllwnination 
Perhaps a physical variable more directly affecting human- 
computer interaction would be illumination. Illumination 
considerations would include some already mentioned in 
Section One of this section, such as glare, reflectance, slicker, 
contrast and brightness. Others may include proper lighting 
levels and shadow. All considerations are relevant to interior 
spaces and fixed work surfaces, especially Video Display 
Terminals W s ) .  

Visual discomfort from inadequate illudnatioa can include 
headaches, erron and the inability to see detail as well as 
confusion, illusions and disorientation. 

The designer can ensure the implementation of desired 
characteristics of illumination for this environment. They 
would include: 
@Ensure that the proper amount of illumination to adequately 
complete the computer task (close work) falls within 
recommended guidelines (for example, from the CIBS 
Code). 
@Ensure that the viewing of the CRT occurs in a room having 
an ambient light level from 70 to 100 ft-c. 
*Ensure that the proper illuminance ratio between the task 
area to the surrounding area to reduce glare and increase 
visibility falls within recommended guidelines. 
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*Ensure that contrast is sufficient. For example. the levels of 
illumination and directional lighting for shadows is enough 
for the user to identify shapes from their backgrounds. 
.Glare must be eliminated or kept to a minimum (according 
to the CIBS Code Glare Index). 
.Flicker must be eliminated or kept to a minimum by proper 
distribution of lights and the choice of phosphors in 
fluorescent lights. 
.Reflectance, especially specular reflectance from VDT 
screens. must be minimized by use of textured surfaces. color 
and the brightness of the surrounding area. 

Auditory Concerns 
Noise is a potential problem in any workspace. Potential 
negative effects of noise include nausea. headaches. tinnitus. 
and impaired hearing or deafness. Although not likely to 
have such extreme effects in a computer workplace. 
unwanted noise may affect the comfort, productivity and 
health of the user. 

The desired acoustic characteristics for chis environment 
would include: 
.Ensure that unpredictable noise is kept to a minimum to 
avoid annoyance and maintain comfort levels of usen. 
.Ensun that the noise intensity exposure does not exceed the 
recommended limits. 
a E n s m  that excess noise does not annoy or decrease 
communication between workers. 

Noise generated by the video display terminal should be less 
than the ambient noise level of the environment before the 
device is installed (about 50 to 60 dB). Other factors, such as 
continued high-pitched whir or hiss also should be eliminated 
from the equipment. 

Air Qualily 
Although probably not a substantial concern in a computer 
work environment, certain factors may be relevant to the 
user's comfort, efficiency and performance. Assuming that 
sufficient oxygen is supplied and sufficient carbon dioxide is 
removed from the area. there is still one area of air quality 
that concerns the computer user: outgassing, or the release of 
chemicals from synthetic materials (such as the plastic 
housings on monitors, hardrives. the mouse or the printer). 
Increased temperatures in these environments can increase 
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the release of outgassing. Outgassing can cause breathing 
problems, asthma, allergies and headaches, as well as a 
variety of other responses. 

If users complain of any of the above symptoms, or have 
prevailing other symptoms, outgassing may be the cause. 
There are air quality measurement devices available to help 
pinpoint the problem.(~udell, 1994) 

b. Social /Psychological Environmental Factors 
Other factors may affect the user's performance, comfort and 
well-being in an environment. Privacy and personal space 
issues as well as the behavior of othen may affect a user's 
work. For example. new learning is generally inhibited by 
the presence of others, while well-learned tasks a n  improved 
by the presence of othen. Usen generally respond well to 
ownership of a specific space, especially if encouraged to 
personalize it. Crowding of many people into too small a 
space will generally have a negative reaction on work 
perfoimance, because of both the physical effects (noise. 
increased temperature) and the social lpsychological effects 
(unwanted stimulus causes accelerated heart rate and 
increased temperature, annoyance and irritability). 

Also, environmental perception within a social environment 
may relate to other concepts. The attitudes of co-workers 
may effect a user's performance. So, too, will factors such as 
an individual's cognition style, especially if it is in opposition 
to those around him or her. Selective attention, selective 
learning and selective forgetting are mechanisms of the 
distortion of facts (or perception), which is relevant to user 
performance as well. So, too.will user needs, values, 
motives, etc. affect psychological health and performance. 

Motivation 
As mentioned previously, motivation may come from internal 
or external sources. The physical and social work 
environment may affect the extent to which a user finds his 
or her job dissatisfying. In terms of the design process, 
however, user motivation in work environments must be 
considered before effective design can occur. 

Function Aliocation 
The designer must consider user motivation as early in the 
design process of the allocation of functions to people. For 
example, it would be dificult to come to a job everyday 
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when a person had to sit and stare at a C K  for hours looking 
for tiny blips on the screen. Allocating some functions to a 
machine might be better than having to deal with workers' 
degraded performance or absenteeism. 

Function Requirements 
After function allocation has taken place, each function 
should be further considered in tenns of its human 
performance requirements, which will require an 
understanding of user motivation since the requirements 
include statements about erron, manual processing time, 
training time and job satisfaction. If the requirements are not 
realistic, then motivation is affected. For example. if the 
allowed time to complete one's work was Far too short ,it 
may have a negative impact on the motivation of workers. 

Tasks 
Next. analyzing tasks and integrating them into work 
modules would contribute to acceptable levels of human 
performance. This process includes determining the system 
structure, identifying tasks, preparing a task flowchart and 
identifying work modules. Designers can build into the 
design of work modules those characteristics that best ensure 
motivation in users. 
Many usen will respond favorably to work that has the 
following characteristics: 

*the user feels responsible for a meaningful portion of 
the work 
*the user cousiders the outcome of the work 
worthwhile; and 
.sufficient feedback is provided for the user to 
adequately evaluate his or her perfo~na~~e. (~ai ley ,  
pp 176- 19 1) 

7. Controls for interactive Devices 
The user interface components of computer systems consist 
of different elements. External controls may consist of 
buttons, sliders, dials and screens that offer feedback to the 
user. Colon and lights may be considered, as may pictures 
and information structures and models that have to be 
perceived, understood and manipulated by the user. Controls 

Ekterrral co~ttrols r r r q  cor~sist of for interaction with computers fall into two basic categories: 
burrota slidcn, dials nn~sCrCCICS hardware that can't be seen and hardware that can be seen. 
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Hardware That Can't Be Seen 
The user needs to know what the system does and what 
aspects can be accessed and controlled by the user. The 
designer should have an abstract model of the system's 
pertinent features in order to make this clear to the user 
during interface. 

Hardware That Can Be Seen 
This hardware is probably more important to designing 
interactive systems. This hardware includes aspects the user 
uses to interact with the computer and software. including all 
interactive input and output devices such as the keyboard. 
mouse. screen. speaker. microphone or video camera. 

Elements of the monitor that will affect user interaction are 
the clarity and readability of the screen. The keyboard's 
behavior and feel will affect user interaction, as will the 
mouse's sensitivity and number of buttons. The user need 
not know how the mouse works, but he or she does need to 
know that, by moving if he or she can alter G o  variables 
(the x and y positions) and that it supplies only relative 
changes of infomation for these two variables. 

Program POTIS ThDI Can Be Seen 
This is another important area for the user interface designer, 
as there is many non-physical aspects of which the user is 
aware and interacts with. Some of these include the 
presentation of structures, the abstract nature of underlying 
models and stmehues presented and the tools for interacting 
with and visualizing information. The user needs to know 
what is possible aud what isn't. 

Controls 
Controls for interactive devices include 2-state switches, 
multi-state switches and variable controllers. The user uses 
these switches in different ways: action-action type, action- 
release type and action-system response type. & 

Hardware tiutt can be seen includes 
nspech the tuer lrscs to interact 

The controls may have absolute pointers, such as a pen and wit,l t,rc co,,,~,, rcr ad sOFwQrr, 

mouse that is movement sensitive. Other controls may be a 0t11p11r deviccsrucil US rk 
dial box. a 3-D ~ointer ball. a iovstick or a touch-screen. On- keyboardv !MILK. SCreeFtv spake~. 

I - d d  

screen controls include simulated buttons, sliders, dials, tnicropkone or video cnmera. 
(f~rtugcfiorn 711c Computer Paper, 

menus. scroll bars, window controls (close, open, iconify) 02/95) 
and file-storage browsers. Imitating real controls on screen is 
sometimes confusing as there is no tactile feedback. The 
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designer should try to correct this by adding visual and auditory 
feedback. Functionality can be made apparent by the use of 
labels. diagrams, icons and instruction manuals. 
Filter variables possible for on-screen controls include: 

*no filtering: no restriction on the variable (such as the 
mouse, where the user can lose the cursor off the 
screen). 
abounding: the position is limited (the cunor is always 
on the screen). 
.modular variables: the cunor moves off the right of 
the screen and appears on the left. 
athresholding: the position triggers an appearance of a 
menu, for example. 
.time-based sampling: double-clicking in a certain 
time period. for example.(~dfield, pp6- 19) 

D. Conclusions 
The design of human-computer interaction has become an 
expanding field in this time of the "information revolution." 
The designer who can offer a human factors perspective will 
undoubtedly become a valuable asset in any interface or 
software production company. The usability and usefulness of a 
program is probably the strongest component involved in 
developing good products. Ergonomics research is moving 
further upstream in the design process to become more of an 
idea generator than an idea-refmment process, which will 
undoubtedly improve the quality of interface and software 
products. 

This document attempts to summarize some of the information 
available relevant to the human perspective, and women's 
perspective in human-computer interaction. The application of 
this information could now be discussed in terms of practicality. 
A designer may want to do more in-depth research into specific 
areas of interest, and develop a more substantial body of 
knowledge on that particular subject. A serious interface 
designer may also want to take the information to the next step: 
which may be the development of a checklist that would aid in 
the development of an interface prototype. 

In  designing a user-friendly human-computer interaction the 
goal is to make things friendly and fairly intuitive, without 
insulting the user's intelligence. or offering a cluttered 
presentation of controls. This document is only the first step 
towards that goal: The implementation of' the knowledge 
learned will be the real test of its value. 

19 R ~ l m r y  --~anuary LUW- 
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IV. An Example of the Application 
of Theory to Design: Designing A 
Computer Game for Girls 

It is clear that game software is a market that has long been 
dominated by male consumers. However. as software 
companies begin to recognize the fact that they are ignoring 
50% of the market, "girl software" is beginning to emerge. 
"Barbie Fashion Designer" and other "Barbie" titles emerged 
on the market beginning in 19%. Aspects of these games are 
meant to appeal to girls' tastes and interests. These games 
differ from those for boys in the areas of (1) type of action, 
(2) game genres and themes, (3) game worlds. (4) game 
characters. and (5) modes of interaction. 

(1) Type of Action 
Research suggests that girls do not find violent action 
appealing. The feedback in the types of games that gids 
prefer is distinctly non-violent., whereas it is overwhelmingly 
violent in boys' games. 

Research on children's play suggests that boy's affinity for 
violent video games parallels the aggressive nature of their 
play: play wrestling, war games. and fantasy aggression. 
Because this has suggested that, since girls do not have the 
same afTinity for violent action, the video games designed for 
them must not have any action, many early "girl games'' have 
not been successful. Action is necessary to keep girls' 
interested in the content of the game -- it is simply not 
violent action that is wanted. 

(2) Game Genres and Themes 
Different game genres include adventure, sports/skills, 
teaching context, and simulation. Research suggests that 
boys ovemhelmingly choose games where the conflict 
between good and evil is explored, whereas girls 
overwhelmingly choose games where this conflict does not 
exist . 

Cooper. Hall and Huff (1990) found that students in Grades 6 
to 8 reported stress when working with themes that were 
contrasting with their communicative manner. Girls reported 
stress when working with themes that involved actions such 
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as shooting and non-verbal feedback. whereas boys reported 
more stress when using software in which aggression was 
absent and verbal feedback and cooperative narratives were 
present. 

Based on girls' social orientation and television tastes, one 
may speculatz that a theme based on the drama of human 
relationships might make video games more appealing to 
girls. Skills such as diplomacy. negotiation. compromise and 
manipulation are utilized and developed in conflicts within 
the social realm. 

Based on girls' reading preferences. one may speculate that 
mystery-based themes may be likely to appeal to girls in 
computer games as well if they involve cooperation and 
positive social encounters. (pU.Cassel1) 

t 

(3) Game Worlds 
Game world preferences may be different in boys and gids as 
well. Kafai (19%) reports that 6 out 018 girls preferred 
familiar real life settings for their games, whereas 7 out of8 
boys preferred a fantasy setting.(p56, Cassell) 

Similar patterns of difference can be seen in pretend play of 
gids and boys. Girls' toy choices and play tend to be based 
more on reality, showing a preference for domestic themes. 
Although sometimes boys have nalistic toy choices 
themselves, boys' play is often involving fantasy worlds 
including adventure themes and fantasy events. 

Other gender differences in childrens' play can be noted. 
Boys' play often includes more players, including team 
sports. Girls are less likely than boys to play team sports; 
they tend to be more person-oriented in their play activities, 
such as the "turn-taking" activites of hopscotch and jump- 
rope. Role-play activities differ as well, as girls tend to 
pretend to be mothers, teachers, or store clerks in familiar 
settings such as home, school or store. Boys, on the other 
hand tend to pretend to be fanciful characters in fantasy 
settings. such as Luke Skywalker in a Ty-Fighter in space. 
blasting everything in sight. 

(4) Characters in Computer Games 
Computer games currently available today rarely cast 
females as the main character, and even when females are 
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present, they rarely take on an active role (Kinder 1996: 
Provenzo 199 1. Rushbrook 1986 as in Cassel. p59) These 
games usually portray the central character as a male hero 
whose purpose is to save someone (usually a female) or to 
obtain treasures or save the world. One exception to this rule 
is the game 'Tomb Raidef'(which has mainly a male 
audience), where the lead character is the female -- Lara 
Croft. who is portrayed as aggressive and has the physical 
attributes of a male-defined sex symbol. 

Currently, there are few (if any) female protagonists in 
computer games that may be seen as positive role models - 
ones with integrity, intelligence and courage; ones without 
any exaggerated sexual attributes. 

(5) Modes of Interaction 
The average male user adopts an experimental (trial-and- 
enor) approach to game interaction than does the average 
female user. This may be partly because most boys have 
more experience with games than do girls, and so have a 
greater sense of confidence when interacting. Most girls tend 
to enjoy the game more if' there are explicit insmctions at the 
beginning, where they can learn all the rules and patterns 
necessary to play the game. 

Sherry Turkle, author of The Second Self, describes a project 
in which boys and girls were taught programming. She cites 
two styles of mastery when pmrogramming. "hard" and "soft". 
Hard mastery is defined as the "implementation of will over 
the machines through the implementation of a plan." Soft 
mastery is defined as more interactive, where the "overall 
shape emerged from interaction with the medium." Turlde 
describes hard masters as viewing the world as something to 
be brought under control. Hard masters play with things they 
can operate on. such as blocks or Tinkertoys. Soft masters 
see the world as beyoad their direct control and as something 
they need to accomodate - these children generally played 
with toy soldiers or dolls. Hard masters view the computer 
as an abstract entity and identify with an abstract pan of it, 
whereas soft masters treat the computer as a physical object 
and identify with it for the purpose of fantasy play. It is  
interesting that Turkle observed that girls tend to be soft 
masters and hard masters are overwhelmingly male+(pp61-62. 
Case1 I )  
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Gender Stereotypes in Computer Games 
"Barbie Fashion Designer" does, unfortunately, perpetuate 
gender stereotypes. So, too, does boys' games which 
perpetuate male stenotypes of violence and aggression. 
Boys' and girls' games encourage players to conform to 
idealized roles and scenarios that society has placed before 
them. This is not necessarily conducive to effective game 
scenarios that are equitable for both genders. 

Designing for Gender and Diversity 
Designing for gender and diversity with respect to 
technology is quite complicated. Our understanding of what 
it means to be masculine or feminine is affected by a variety 
of forces: These include sociological issues such as the 
absence of females in technological development areas. 
economic factors such as the successful edutaiment 
products (those which are largely of a male audience) are 
those that are displayed and advertised more overtly, and 
psychological factors, such as the way consumers are 
strongly encouraged to think of these kinds of game 
narratives is the norm. 

The question is: how do we address issues of concern to 
young women that are glaringly absent in technological 
design without buying into stereotypical understandings of 
femininity? 

To summarize the implications of gender with regard to 
technological design, one may say that women and girls are 
much more likely to be concerned with how new 
technologies fit into the social and environmental 
surroundings, whereas men are much more likely to be 
preoccupied with using technology to do things faster, more 
powerfully and more efficiently regardless of social and 
environmental consequences. 

A designer of video games has the option to reinforce societal 
stereotypes of gender. which is what "Mortal Kombat" and 
"Barbie Fashion Designer" tend to do. If there are no other 
options. these games run the danger of reinforcing 
stereotypic thinking about gender. Another option is to 
engage both boys and girls with electronic games that can 
incorporate multiple perspectives and varying themes. 
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From a female perspective. girls need games in which they 
can rehearse and express the ambiguities and contradictions 
of femininity. In today's society. girls are expected to be both 
frail and enduring, helpless and competent. fun loving and 
sensitive. needy and nurturing, vain and moral. Navigating 
these elements is what girls' think about -- it is a confusing 
situation for girls: how to do the right thing when all the 
available options force you to choose against yourself; how 
to maintain a sense of pleasure and confidence in younelf 
when all paths before you lead to danger; how to nuture 
everybody's needs and still satisfy your own needs. Girls 
need games in  which they can take their own side. act out. 
throw caution to the wind and watch what happens. 
Becoming a woman is tricky business. Girls could use some 
games that provide a fun. painless opportunity to bolster their 
sense of femininity and to stretch their wings. 

Girl Space 
Girl space is a space of secrets and romance; places that 
adopt a slower pace. a n  less filled with dangers and which 
invite gradual investigation and discovery. Girls play in 
these spaces to foster an awareness of social relations and a 
search for secrets, and center around emotional relations 
between characters. The exploration of physical 
environments becomes related to the internal wodd of 
feelings and fears. Girl space which is quitable should: 

*focus on psychological issues as much as action and 
conflict 
@have an emphasis on exploration rather than a goal- 
driven narrative 
qmphasize movement between a realistic world of 
everyday problems and a fantasy nalm of gnat 
adventure 
.have a mixture of speed and mobility associated with 
boys' platform games with the lush natural landscapes 
and sculpted soundtracks associated with the girls' 
games. 

A Feminist Approach to Software Design 
There is an inherent paradox in designing for "girls". We 
may assume that there is a gender of "girl" which descn bes 
girls as a static. categorical existence rather than dynamic and 
performative. Yet. most social science research regarding 
gender sees it not as biological, but as an environmental 

- - 
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evolution. It would follow, then, that gender involves issues 
and circumstances that are constantly in flux (race. class. age, 
peers. context). If this is true, then designing for .'girls" as a 
common group as though it is pre-existent is not only 
contradictory. but also derogatory. Girls are girls in  different 
contexts, races. classes, ages. etc. All girls are individuals - 
their femininity formed, at least in pan. by the particular 
forces around them. 

To avoid this paradox, and to allow for easier access to 
computers for all children, the designer must expand the 
range of computer activities that exist now. In fact, subject 
matter consistent with the content of this document might 
point towards the fact that adolescent children explore their 
own gender identities. Perhaps this could be a premise for a 
computer game for this age group - a game that allows 
children to learn about themselves, to construct themselves 
and explore (and "try on") different identities. This premise 
is consistent with a participatory style of design, where the 
usen themselves will participate in the construction of the 
storyline and character development. 

The vehicle by which to explore gender identi4 might be one 
of a loose m t i v e  that the usem engage in. Perhaps the user 
could tell the story of herself. Perhaps this story could be 
made available to ocher playen - in the classroom or on the 
internet Sharing experiences with other playem gives the 
user voice. The teller of the tale holds the power of meaning- 
making in her hands. This approach also mirrors the 
"linguistic turn" in social theory, which says that language is 
fundamental in constructing social reality. 

Feminist Software Design is design which would follow 
basic feminist research principles. In the context of software 
design, it would mean: 

.transferring design authority to the user 

.valuing subjective and experiential know ledge in the 
context of computer use 

@allowing use by many different kinds of usen in 
different contexts 

*giving the user a tool to express her voice and the 
truth of her existence 

.encouraging collaboration among users. 
(pp3045,Cassell) 
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Thus, it is the user who is given freedom to decide the use 
and structure of the game, without being abandoned alone 
with the technology.) Turkle describes feminist software 
design as concentrating on the computer as a tool of 
expression, or a mirror of the self. (Turkle. 1984) 

Story-Telling 
Cassel(1998) describes three functions of story-telling that 
encourage change in our relationship between gender and 
technology: informing others about our beliefs and 
experiences. exploring our role in the social world. and 
defining and negotiating norms that govern our behavior and 
our participation in society. She argues that storytelling is an 
important activity for the construction of self, for the 
construction of the world and for the construction of the 
norms by which we lead our lives. (p301. b s e l l )  

Resent video games often include a narrative of some sort - 
a story through which the viewer can proceed. Unfortunately, 
the character in the story is usually little more than a cursor 
that mediates the player's relationship to the story world. 
The user has very limited control over the storyline - 
basically just proceeding through an existing narrative. 

A New "Kind" of Game 
What I am proposing will involve an evolution of sorts of the 
present programming and technology of video games. I am 
proposing a more interactive narrative between user and 
system - one that allows for a multitude of vahables, 
perspectives and voices from potential users. The "gamew I 
am proposing will loosely be in the format of a type of girls' 
magazine, covering the subject matter that adolescents and 
teens are interested in. It will not be in the direct format of a 
magazine metaphor, however, as the other notion I hope to 
commu~cate is one of an electronic "space" that is 
connected to the internet. Nonetheless, the idea of user 
"voice" as the most important element of the game will be 
emphasized. The story of the user will be communicated in 
terms of individual choices and sharing experience. There 
will also be conventional narrative games offered as options. 
But even these will emphasize individual responses. For 
example, the user can input a multitude of answers. and the 
game programming must be able to respond to that. Because 
this will partly determine which direction the narrative will 
take, it allows the main character more control over the 
. - 
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outcome. The outcome itself will have more variables as 
well. Not only will this allow more user control, individual 
feedback. and individual perspectives. opinions and stories to 
be voiced. but it will have the added play value that the user 
can play the game over and over again, without worry of the 
same circumstances and outcomes occuring during the course 
of the game. At the same time. it is necessary that then be 
some structure as a framework of the game, in order to 
encourage inexperienced users who may feel a bit "lost" 
othetwise. But the idea is to encourage each individual 
user's unique perspective. opinions, stories. desires and needs 
to be expressed within the framework of the game. 

There is also a need for the game to become collaborative 
amongst different usen. The technology should support not 
only the idea of several players playing a single software 
package simultaneously, but also collaboratively with other 
players via the internet. 

The Future of Multimedia Game Environments 
In the future. multimedia environments may not have to be 
housed in hard plastic boxes that sit oa desktops with 
keyboards, mice or joysticks. The future environment may 
look completely different, like a familiar room or object - it 
will simply be responsive to the user's movement, touch, 
sound or gesture. Virtual d t y  games of today show us the 
direction that this may go. Environments may become 
"immersive", where sensors and controls are embedded into 
the physical surroundings. 

It is impoctant to remember that children begin interacting 
with a computer from the first moment they see and touch it, 
not just the moment that they begin interacting with the 
software. The design of the physical object that houses the 
multimedia experience must be addressed in additioa to the 
mu1 timedia itself. 

Multimedia Product Development 
Team design demands "...the full spectrum of problem- 
solving activities, including stating the goal. ideating (sic.), 
structuring, evaluation, selection and 
implementation ... People carrying out these difficult cognitive 
activities-do not proceed through these various activities in 
an orderly fashion. But they generally do all of these 
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actitivites at some point during their problem-solving." (Olson 
and Olson 1991, as in Druin, pp1%, 197) 

The Game Idea, Specifically 
The game will not simply add onto an existing framework of 
game concepts that currently exist in today's market. 
Instead. it will offer an alternative, one that is not specifically 
targeted fcr either boys or girls. The game will be designed 
and developed for equal accessibility for both girls and boys. 
even though it will be designed in such a way that is contrary 
to many of the so-called standards of game design available 
in present games. As stated previously, most games available 
today fit into categories that can be called stereotypically 
feminine or masculine (WWF WarZone or Barbie Fashion 
Designer). This game will be mainly gender neutral, inviting 
both gids and boys to play. Because it will not include 
aggression, competition, violence, conflict between good and 
evil. or any real goal-achieving action, it is, in a s e w ,  not a 
"conventional boy's game". This game will probably 
inherently be more attractive to gids, although it will never 
be marketed or designed to appeal only to girts. 

The concept for chis game will k quite unusual by present 
standards. The focus on this game will be that of 
interactivity, with much more input and feedback possible, 
than what is presently possible. Technically speaking, the 
game will need libraries of information, speech recognition, 
key-word recognition and specific feedback according to the 
comments offered by the user. In many areas, this game will 
require a direct link to an accompaning website on the 
internet, which will be constantly updated and maintained in 
order to offer the most current infomation and to offer direct 
communicative elements to the w r  of the game, depending 
on the game area. The game software will require some kind 
of memory/saving capability so that users may save the new 
up-to-date information on the CD (or whatever the format 
may be). This internet lin Wsaving capability is necessary to 
emphasize the importance of user input and control, 
individual feedback and communication. Other benefits to 
users include. not only learning and becoming comfortable 
with computer and software use, but also the use of the 
internet. internet accessibility via CD Rom is already 
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available: the direct link and accompaning website concept is 
not an idea that is not too far in the future. The direct saving 
capability onto CD Rom or DVD is simply a matter of 
affordable technology and additional programming. 

Thematically speaking, this game will emphasize 
interactivity, which encourages the user's personal "voice" to 
be heard. Comments from the user via textual input or 
speech will be frequent and necessary for the program to 
continue. The idea is, especially if the user is an adolescent 
or teenage girl. that the level of interactivity will create a 
sense of user importance and confidence in controlling the 
machine and software. The user is not a character that is 
essentially a cursor in the development of the storyline, as in 
many multimedia games available today. The user interacts 
with the game on a much more personal level than this, 
requiring personal data input and personalized feedback from 
the program and other users. This necessessitates a sense of 
realism during the use of the game - as opposed to a sense 
of fantasy which somewhat removes the user from the game. 
Underlying themes will include the exploration and 
development of a sense of identity from the user, as the user 
can "try on" different identities during use - feeling free to 
be creative. A solid message of "you're great just the way 
you are" will exist as an underlying theme to this game. 
Gids and women today receive many conflicting messages 
about ideatity (what it means to k female) -- it is important 
to reinforce a positive message in this regard. One way this 
game will encourage this is by the level of interactivity 
required - penoaal perspective, opinion and experience will 
become necessary to engage the software program. 

More specifcally. the game will be organized into three 
major categories, each one existing on equal planes. 
Contrary to a hierarchical organization (which can be argued 
as a masculine organizational pattern), these categories will 
be organized in a kind of cyclical pattern - the center of the 
pattern being the user herself (which visually reinforces the 
user's importance). These categories will be ( 1) Relating (2) 
imagining and (3) Wondering. Each category will have its 
own specific interface elements, although they will become 
somewhat consistent in look and "feel". Design elements to 
capitalize on will include beauty, in terms of colors, textures 
and compositional elements. as well as a post-modern look 
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and an anti-high tech look. Modernism and emphasis on 
technology may be seen as contrary to the feminine value 
system previously discussed in  this document. 

Sub-themes will emphasize a sense of reality instead of the 
immersement into a completely fantastical adventure. These 
themes will include person-oriented action (or "movement") 
- but not violent action. and psychological issues. Also 
included will be verbal feedback and cooperative narratives. 
the drama of human relationships, mysteries and puzzles, and 
character creation. There will be practical, real-life 
environments which will encourage exploration and 
minimize goal-driven activities. However, there will be 
environmental options, which will include a fantasy realm 
that encourages speed and mobility within lush. natural 
landscapes. Paramount within all realms of activities will be 
humor. Entertaining, conversational language will appeal to 
wrs and encourage participation. Ideally, the program's 
language architecture should k variable, so that it can 
change according to user participation. 

Specific interaction design will display the subjects of (1) 
"Reiaring". (2) "Imagining", and (3) "Wondering." The 
concept behind "Relating" is that the user share comments, 
opinions, concerns and experiences in order to gain 
knowledge and become more comfortable with herself 
(himstif). "Imagining" focuses on story-telling, creative 
thought and narratives. A narrative (story) interface is not be 
appropriate for the entire interface because (a) it is associated 
with garnes for younger children, (b) it implies a narrative, 
and the entire game is not about narratives, (c) it brings into 
question the appropriateness of the metaphor for the other 
necessary operations of the game, (d) within the context of 
industrial design. a more fomard-thinking interaction 
method is more appropriate and (e) it is important that the 
user feel that she (he) is utilizing the system and controlling 
its operations, not merely existing as a represented character 
in a game. "Wondering" focuses on subjects that girls and 
boys of this age are generally interested in and wish to gain 
more information about. This area includes interactive 
games and humorous activities as well. All three anas will 
have a certain amount of cross-over in this regard. For 
instance. "Relating" may present information about a 
personal concern, just as "Wondering" presents information. 
"Imaginingw may ask for a creative activity, such as drawing 
a cartoon. just as the "Art" category under "Wondering" may. 
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'The Occult" under "Wondering" may ask for the user to play a 
game. just as "t mapining" may. 

Specific topics and activities will include: 
( I )  "Relating" 

A. Advice 
.on-line communication for personalized answen 
.standard answen for typical questions 
'game: "Be The Sage yourself! How insightful are you?" 

B. Body 1 Image 
.information: menstruation, blemishes. adolescence. growth. 
ahow does loud music affect your ears?, etc. 
.insecurities about body changes: hairy legs, breast size, weight. 
height, hair, circles under eyes. "thunder thighs", anything! 
~Ethnicity, ability, religion, etc. (Differences) 
.info about eating disorders 
.games: funny makeover, "pop that zit", stories about shared 
experiences (enter your own on-line), "How Deep Are You?" 
*all topics discussed with humor and tolerance! 

C. Dating 
 information: love, attraction, gender identity, sexual preference. 
double standards, stereotypes, fights with parents 
*games: dating game match-up, attraction, quizzes, 3 hare 
experieucc/tno w ledge, body language and communication. 
imperfection and tolerance. "Boyfriends R Us", "Guy 
Mysteries", 

D. Family 
atensions with parents, sharing information with parents, family 
moving, sibling tensions, divorced parents' tensions. list of local 
resources, updatable by internet connection 
.games: role- playing others' perspectives, games that re1 ieve 
tensions creatively, but with no violence, share experience/ 
knowledge,Humor! ! 

E. Friends 
.self-esteem, changing personalities ("my friends are so 
mean !"),maturity, raging hormones 
.performing for others vs. being genuine, liking others' 
boyfriends, partying, drinking and drugs 
.games: "morph the friend" (angellic or mocsterish), "the 
imperfect friend", bonow friends' clothes. quizzes 

F. School 
*studying, gossip at school, reputations, crushes on teachers. 
fear of teachers. getting in trouble. bullies at school. showering 
after gym class, marks (too high or too low?). popularity 
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.games: "decorate the locker", bully handling, popularity 
G. Sex 

@kissing questions (bad kisser. french kissing, first kiss). the 
facts of life explained. myths about sex, Q & A on-line. 
believing in yourself. understanding others and being tolerant 
@games: "lips and tips" (kissing technique humor). animation 
about kissing, creating characters ... 

H. Emotions 
eembarrassment (blushing), fear (still need a night-light?), 
immaturity, shyness. anger. frustration, sadness, feeling "lost", 
hate.guilt.rnood swings. depression.etc. 
q & A online; sharing experiences; humor and tolerance!! 
.games: self-control games. animations and insight games (why 
does Anhur do this?). "My Most Embarrassing Momentt' 

(2) "Imagining" 
A. Cartoon and Comics 

*Sample stories, animations. cartoons, comics, etc. 
*character development games 
.coloring, designing with patterns, textures, etc. 
draw and assemble your own 

B. Magazines 
asample magazines 
.be a writer/rcporter 
.fill in the blank (to make a funny story) 
*be the layout artist 
.be the advertising artist/ designerllogo designerljingle creator 

C. Acting 
*sample scripts 1 acting 
*write scripts I act them out 
.costume design / make-up / stage design 
alighting, music, directing, cinematography 
.love scenes with famous actors 
*write poetry and songs and music - hear them performed! 

D. Stories 
different fanatasies as examples (adventure, romance, royalty, 
fairies, realism and fantasitical settings) 
*create a character - be whomever you want to be! 
.create a setting, story. music, costume for your character 
.different outcomes for different choices 

(3) "Wondering" 
A. Concerts 

einformation on upcoming - search by city, group or date 
eon-line updating and internet links on bands, singers, dancers, 
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plays, performing artists 
@exploration of concert: how it works. bands, lighting, special 
effects, etc. 
@games: role-play the artist. lighting, sound, musician, etc. 
*Audience games: lighten, "mosh pit", do's and don'ts, 

B. CddMusic 
einformation on lastest : sample music, sample video 
@on-line links to popular bands 
*information on artists - fan pages. Submit fan letter on-line 
*games: role-play, create story with, write and record song, 
play instrument 

C. Clothes and Jewellery 
einformation on fashion design, designers, new styles, 
ejewellery design 
*games: design your own, game with dressing and 
accessorizing. shopping fantasy game 
.be a model game: realistic information about modelling 
careers 
*societal explanations for objectifying behavior (non- 
judgemental. humor) 

D. Tatoos 
@information: why do people do it? how it worb,  if it hurts, 
design popularity, cost. etc. 
*games: design your own, place on person game, match the 
tam to the personality game 

E Body Piercing 
.information: why do people do it?, traditions in culture. 
why? where? how? 
.games: role-play doer and reaiver, piercing game, matching 
game. "Pass the Metal Detector Test" game. etc. 

F. Jokes 
*sample joke encyclopedia, famous jokers, accessibility to 
internet joke sites, links to comedians, careers in comedy 
@games: create own joke. visual joke games, weird 
combinations for joke animations (submit to internet site for 
feedback) sample humorous animations (dancing baby, 
gopher jokes), Funniest Bumper Stickers contest 

G. Animals 
*information: jobs with animals, gallery of photos, history 
and information about specific animals 
@games: be the vet, ride hone games. parrot games. ride the 
elephant on safari storylgame 

H. An 
@information: creative techniques. artists, history. careers 
with art 
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.games: make own art - sub-program type of activity needed, 
be the curator of an art museum. matching game (art and 
artist), commercial art (create an advertisement or 
poster),airbrush an advertisement model (humor). "Decode 
Your Doodles" 

I. Dance 
*information: technique, artists, history, careers with dance, 
different types of dance (ballet, jazz. tap, etc.) 
.games: dancer creation - look, technique, be the 
chonographer,matching game, create a dance to accompany 
a piece of music 

I. Celebrities 
@information: on famous people (like a fan magazine), on- 
tine Links to stars' web sites, etc. T.V./Movie Reviews, On 
line updateabi l i  ty for cunen t stars, etc. 
.games: fantasy stories starring yourself and a star of your 
choice. Create your own star. Be the star in your own video, 
record music, video dance or comedy, matching game with 
stars and others. Con tests that can be submitted on-line, 
Match Eyes with Famous Faces, Match Names with Scenerio 

K. The Occult 
information: palm reading, tea-leaves nading , tarot cards, 
runes, astrology, psychic phenomena, etc. Historical context, 
mysticism information. 
@games: how to palm read, be the psychic, read own tamt 
cards, runes, etc. Create your own astrological chart, 
telepathic animation 

L. My own Collection 
@a file which the user may download and save into 
the accompaning website will have a multitude of current 
information, letters, stories, graphics, etc. The user may 
choose and save any item they want 
.this option emphasizes the user's "personal voicew once 
again 
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How the Game Concept Agrees With Thesis 
Documentation 

The electronic game described has been developed to the point 
where it could be considered a concept only. It has not been 
developed or designed any further than that which illustrates 
seperate ideas in the holistic concept of the game. 

I. The general principle of a user-c-ed d w r o c w  has 
been implemented in the sense that an ethnographic approach 
has been utilized. The cultural knowledge of girls' desires. 
needs and abilities and the tacit knowledge of the cultural norms 
has been acknowledged as part of the knowledge base of the 
designer. Casual discussions with 11 and 12-year-old girls have 
aided in this approach.. which also necessitated the utlization of 
a participatory design process, a practise advocated in this 
document. This has lent itself to the development of the game 
concept. 
2. I(llow -The population of users is 
diverse, as the intended usen may be of a varying age from 8 
years old to 20, different races, different socio-economic status, 
differing education and both genders. However, the design 
concept has been developed in accordance to different user 
needs, by remembering the need for differing levels of expertise 
and ability in the game, the need for allowing the usen to 
perform tasks or achieve goals in more than one way, and the 
need for promoting the 'personal worth' of the individual using 
the game . . 3. -ve =The game concept has been 
acknowledged in a way so that users do not have to remember 
large amounts of detail. For example, the game may read like a 
magazine which offers different levels of interest. Memory load 
is reduced to "chunking" as different "chunks" of information 
are offered at different times. Interaction would be such that 
navigability and organization should be easily understood. so 
that the user will feel comfortable and "in control" at all times. 
Playing the game should be pleasurable . even though the player 
will learn a lot about these things, including computer 
interaction while doing it 
4. L C e c l a r i t v : a i n  operations and 
representations will be standardized in the game in order to 
main consistency throughout the game. Appropriate metaphon 
will be utilized in  the user interface in order to maintain a user's 
mental model or system. 
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5. Does the w ' s  eapertatipnr of the computer affect her 
interpretation of the dialog associated with it? Dialog will be 
designed to minimize confusion arising from prior expectations. 
The instructions for loading. intefiace and expanding 
accessibility to the internet should be clear and easily 
understood so that the user will experience no surprises or 
confusion during its use. 
6. are one and the same for computer 
users. Even though the game will utilize a reality-based "You 
are the lead character" concept. the interface itself is a kind of 
metaphor (simulation). Because of the reality-base, this 
metaphor is reduced to a minimum. The game will also have a 
fantastical environmental option which will be designed so that 
the worlds simulated are simple for the user to understand and 
natural to the task of accomplishing feats within the 
environments. 
7. u - s y m  
(pl6 Cooleyl ".,.fhe values of rlu White Ma& Warrior. admired for his 

strength and speed in eliminaring the we& conqutring competitors wtd 
d i n g  over VQPI m e s  of mn who obey his every inrnuction 
... Technological change is starved ol rhe so-called female values such us 
intuition, subjectivity, tenacity curd compassion." 
The "so-called female values" such as these have been 
embodied in the game concept, using such notions as personal 
voice and experience to appeal to the more "feminine" value- 
system. 
8. Access (interest in computers) The entire idea 
for this game is to encourage computer, software and internet 
use for those not as likely to engage in computer use. By 
appealing to the 50% of the market that has largely k e n  
overlooked (girls), this game will encourage acass to computer 
technology. It will dso be easily comected to the internet (by a 
click of a button) so that internet accessibility is also 
encouraged. 
9. Diftennn (women - orderly routine in which 
they understand the mason for each step taken. men - 
experimentation and trial and error) The layout of this game 
will be such that it presents very clear options and interaction 
devices. The organization will be such that it presents an 
orderly list of choices, but also gives the option of a fantastical 
environment so that those who learn by experimentation and 
exploration may have this choice. 
10. -kindoff a a 

exDrtsJed This game will express an underlying 
theme of valuing individuality by presenting tolerance and 
humor of all situations at all times. It will encourage room to 
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experiment about identity choices. which also underscores the 
concept of investigation of societal expectations. "Personal 
Voice" is also a notion which will be emphasized in this game. 
which expresses value in individual and experiential knowledge 
and learning. 
11. W h a t d o ~ i n ~  
0 _ender This game will encourage the participation of 
girls, and therefore women, in the area of computer technology. 
This is important in the future of women as a group, as they tend 
to be absent in  computer technological fields, which affects their 
ability to compete in today's market place for employment and 
education. The concept of this game will also affect the current 
differing experiences with men's and women's definition of 
leisure and relaxation. as i t  may be possible for women to 
engage in computer play as an activity of leisure time. 
12. W 1 1 1 w o n  0 a a a . . communlcatloa It is evident that on-line 
communication (e-mail. chat rooms. ICQ) has offered a new 
communication environment for computer usen. It has been 
argued that this kind of communication is more democratic. 
because of the obvious absence of key elements of prejudicial 
information. such as race, gender, class, etc. However, there 
also exists a counterargument which refutes this declaration. 
stating that even the words and grammar chosen will lend itself 
to a communication of aggression or passivity, dominance or 
submission. As it has been previously discussed, women's and 
men's communicative patterns are different, so it is likely that 
information technology will not change these patterns 
completely. It is possible, however, that it may remove some of 
the elements which help to sustain the difference. 
13. . . - computer games act as education 
and training for computer use - one of the five key areas 
identified by the US National Research Council's Board on 
Science and Technology on International Development. As a 
leisure time activity, this game will encourage girts (and boys) 
to become comfortable with the use of the machine, software 
and internet which, in itself, is training for further computer use. 
14. This game will act as a way to break the bamer between 
social and community concerns relating to k m b f  

dev-t and on the usefulness and 
relevance of science and technology in everyday life. Girls are 
disadvantaged in a technological society in the search for jobs 
and also as citizens who need to understand and control their 
environment. 
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15. This game will help to break into the adult world of 
computing which is heavily dominated by & and transmitted 
to children by males. It needs to be women as well as men who 
design the video games. write the software, sell the machines and 
teach the courses. The concept for this game is an example of 
this. . . 16. for ctuldren. u 1s s e u  3 s o d  

One Study showed 
that 67% of the time, home computers were used as vehicles of 
entertainment for children. Even when not used as games. 
computers still were often pan of a larger social game - leading 
to socialization practises with their friends, clubs and networks 
for playing together, sharing of software and advancing 
proficiency. Typically, these social 'games' have been male. The 
idea behind this game is that it will lend itself to this kind of use 
by females, so that they may join in this type of socialization and 
computer proficiency. 
17. The children with the most to c- will reap 
the most benefit; they will sharpen their procedural thinking and 
programming skills, gain confidence with electronic devices, and 
have the opportunity to explore the many ways computers can be 
used. These advantages, in turn, will increase the likelihood of 
these children developing an interest in and succeeding in fields 
that involve computers. 
18. l e u s e w n s u r i n g  user control, maintaining 
consistency, minimizing processing time, keeping the user 
informed improving user accuracy, optimizing training; all of 
these concepts are embodied in the design concept and need only 
to be implemented into the design prototype. 
19. Assuming that at least some of the users will be 
inexperienced, there are principles for designing for 
-ome of these include such principles as: 
(a)the initiative should come from the program, (b)entries should 
be brief, (c)eatry procedures should be consistent with user 
expectations, (d)no special training should be required. (e)the 
system should only act on certain commands after confirmation 
by the user (e.g. when deleting a file), (Othe program's messages 
should be clear and unequivocal, (&the computer's messages 
should be composed of a simple, generally comprehensible 
vocabulary, (h)user decision-making should be facilitated by a 
decision request from the program, (i)the user should be able to 
comfortably control the pace of the interaction, and (j)the user 
should have the option to easily request both computer and 
human assistance. T h i s  game will be designed in such a way to 
attempt to communicate this kind of comfort to the user. 
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Evaluation 
In order to evaluate the effectiveness of such an approach. of 
such a game concept. one need look no further than watching 
the trends. For example: 

is the game selling? Are consumers enjoying the 
alternative concept? 

are there "copycat" games emerging'? Has this game 
begun a new trend? 

is there any other marketing tangents developing (i.e. T- 
shirts, magazines. posters) 

is there beginning to be an equal number of pirls and 
boys in computer camps? Video gamestores? Arcades? 

are the enrollments for computer counes/sciencel 
engineering changing at all to signify a more equal 
balance of men and women? 

are we beginning to see girls and women becoming 
more comfortable with computers, more passionate about 
their use, design. programming. etc.? 

My perrow1 hope is thut the inclusion of an alternarive game. 
such as this. would encourage a change toward more computer 
use for girli, and women. I do not expect a revolutionnry 
diffkrence to occur in a short period of rime. I do not expect t h a  
there will suddenly be equal gender representmanon in computer 
&sign, development and use. All I would hope is thrcl a game 
conceptldesign such as this would instigute a smnll a m ~ u ~  of 
dflwence so thot there may be a ship towards changing towardr 
more equitable computer use for women and men. 

Observing the change of girls' and women's perspective on and 
place within the computer culture would be a slow, evolutionary 
process. It would likely take a number of years before any 
distinct change would be visible. Measuring this change would 
probably entail a study on the situation and the gathering of 
statistics. Ethnographically speaking, of course, girls' and 
women's perspectives and opinions on the situation should 
suffice. 

Summary 
What follows from the theoretical standpoint of gender 
sensitivity concerning human-computer interaction may be the 
design of a gender-sensitive game. somewhat geared towards 
pirls as a target audience. The previous game concept outline 
will attempt to satisfy all of the necessary criteria in order for 
pirls to be interested in, feel comfortable with and learn From the 
use of this software. 

174 R. Reury - January ZOO0 
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The opening sequence ro rhe game could be 
something like this: 

ma photo of space which fndes into, and zoom 
out to become recognizable us a human eye. 

The title page. "The Eye Zone', would appeat next - 
&wing the wo notions together. 

The idea is that this will reinforce the idea of the 
"eye" or the "I" in the game. The importance of 
the hendividuol is a pervasive theme throughout the 
game concept. 
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TIrc "Eye" Zone will k the title of the mulrimcdicl soIhyare game. It is imnded ro 
be a play on wordr, whrtc "eye" is not only fk "window to the soul", but &o 
has rutotkr meaning - t h a ~  of "I". lk gmnc is inkned to emphasize rhe 
individual using it - and encourage her (his) voice in i& me. 
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Tiu opening pogc presents this menu, where three main options are ofired. 
At arry rime, the rrrn can choose options, & m e  or quir. 
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~ l e s  of each catzgory follow, where a tit& page precedes pages of oprionr, Only 
a few ~ l e s  Awe been shown k r e .  

Fwtkr discussion on each example may & seen in the section which includks the 
discuswn of the game, preceding these examples. 
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77u ca.sncilly(fratmlnt ~ ~ Y J I I S  are r~wctwc lo cut~t~utrciccr /c n wrrsr ol 
wl~itnsv nrrtl Itrrmtrr. 
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Pact 3: Cornouter Intewon h s i ~ n  AdnOw1-r 

Euch uctivitv offered is rnem to prmnt  in/)rmtim d 
in vire explorution. while rmphrrvizing per.sonul " voice " 
und indivicluul ch0ice.s cuul feedbuck. 
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One of the interactive 
activities offered in the game 
might be that of an 
interactive on-line magcine. 

The concept here involves 
underscoring the theme of the 
individual, along with 
sending a message about 
valuing g iris for reasu~s 
other than appearance. 

Here. the user may choose 
personar, including rhar of a 
dancer, an artist, or a soccer 
player. The directions for 
becoming the lead story in 
her personal magcine ate 
m e m  to be clear and simple. 
The urer simply chooses each 
step by clicking on it. Eoch 
subsequent step is outlined in 
the same simple fahion. 

lk Jnal "Online Magazine " 
developed by the user might 
look something like thir. As 
can be seen. this girl has 
chosen a variety of subjects 
to include in her magazine 
and has chosen the role of 
"Oceurwgrapher" for 
herseg 
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Part 4: Recommendations 
and Guidelines 

I. Introduction 
The sociology of computer technology can only be 
strengthened by a feminist critique; this means an 
examination of how the production and use of technology are 
shaped by a patriarchal society. It also means broadening the 
definition of technology beyond one that suffers from a male 
bias that is largely interested in manufacturing and military 
technology. 

There is a need to analyze the specific social interests that 
structure the knowledge and practice of particular kinds of 
technology, specifically to this document. computer 
technology. This type of analysis seems to be in its infancy 
and its growth needs to be encouraged. 

Identifying the engendered character of technology need not 
lead to a rejection of existing 'patriarchal' technology. 
Neither does it require us to abstain from working 'in' 
technology. There is room for paining access to 
technological work and institutions. The involvement of 
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more women in scientific and technological work, in 
technology policy. education and so on. may bring significant 
advances in redesigning technology and constitute a 
challenge to the male culture of technology. 

Breaking the division between experts and technology is one 
of the strategies that may enable design to become more 
sensitive towards women as users. Attempts to design 
' socially useful products' have opened up technology to 
wider public participation. The aim of this movement is to 
put social use and need before profit and involve working 
people in the processes of technological planning. design and 
production. Women's interests and participation in this 
process must not be marginalized; a more democratic and 
egalitarian society would be reflected in their increased 
involvement in decision-making about technology at the 
workplace, at home and in the community. 

Designing alternative human-computer interactions is, 
however, far from straightforward. Just as the campaign for 
socially useful products in a capitalist context can only begin 
to specify the criteria by which to judge social use and need. 
so too our conceptions of a technology based on women's 
interests in a patriarchal society are necessarily embryonic. It 
may be. therefore, most useful to propose a list of 
recommendations and guidelines that is sensitive to women's 
interests and perceptions, but also one that acknowledges its 
limitations as an instructional tool. There are many levels at 
which change may be addressed by the designer directly or at 
other levels in a more indirect fashion. These would include 
personal and social levels. 

II. Personal 

Technology in Advertising 
Most people's relationship to computer technology is 
barraged with advertising. These ads do not explain about 
the mually-biased culture of computing, they don't say who 
will benefit from the purchase of this technology or by whose 
authority the technology "leaden" are developing o u r  future. 
These ads present one decision to the consumer and one 
decision only: buy these products and let technological 
progress take its course. Consumers do have the power to 
resist inequitable change by refusing to buy its material form. 

188 R Reuq - January 2000 
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However, most people must use computers and software for 
their jobs. People often must take courses to update 
computer skills or acquire computer training. it seems 
impossible to participate in society at all without the use of 
computers. Most advertisements championing the new 
techno1 ogies suggest that they are powerful tools of 
communication with important political consequences - 
"power" seems to be an inherent theme. Then is a question 
as to whether gender sensitive advertisements would 
continue to use "power" in this way. Some groups argue that 
it is more dangerous for women to risk complete exclusion 
from the wodd of digital technology than to work within a 
world that is often hostile towards women. Women are told 
that they can make contact with people and advance their 
careen by using online communication. Although it is true 
that these technologies an powerful tools that may be used in 
effective ways to change the course of engendered 
communication technology, many magazines. websites and 
advertisements aimed towards women as consumers of this 
technology do a disservice as well. Just as the marketing 
campaigns of domestic technology such as washing 
machines. dishwashers and blenders have reinforced the 
sexual division of labour. the marketing campaigns of digital 
technologies tend to reinforce constmctions of masculinity. 
It is important to realize this and resist the sexist 
implications. By assuming the end-user as female as well as 
male. women may begin to degender the technology of 
computing. In doing so, women may alter the way in which 
new technology is used and invent new ways to allow it to 
evolve. Education. too, plays a key role in this process, as 
people must subvert messages of inequality in the use of the 
technology as well as encourage girls to experiment with and 
invent new ways to use it. 

People do. however, have the power to demystify the digital 
technology, and become aware of the gender inequities 
inherent it its design. People can become active consumers 
by demanding explanations for unclear function design and 
make their concerns known to development officials on a 
corporate level. People can become more aware about how 
and under what conditions computer equipment is produced. 
In these ways. people can instigate change towards a more 
equitable computer interaction design. 
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Melanie Stewart Millar furthers this discussion in the 
following excerpt from Cracking the Gender Code: Who 
Rules the Wired World?: 

I/ we are really serious about engaging politically with digital discourse 
and ideology. we n u t  make a determined effort to resirt its ussunptionr. 
Ottt of thc ways char we can do that ir by esrablbhing a urilitarian 
rehiomhip lo rechnologies. That ir, through our language and the way 
in which we w new technologies and think about them, we can put 
luMn priorities at the forr/rnt. Computers are machines - macres of 
plastic, wire and silicon. TRey cue our tools; we are nor theirs. J u t  as 
there is more ro the rhetoric of digitd culture than jlur selling digital 
technology, there ir more to k i n g  a citizen than just conrumitig .... Our 
jirst step to doing more is k v i n g  the courage to name what is going on 
and validating ortr own feelings and experierices. (Millar, p158) 

I t  is important that people become aware of the inequities 
involved in computing and pay attention to their options. 
Similarly, there an ways to evaluate the role of the new 
technologies in education settings. Standards and strategies 
for computer use in the classroom must be determined by the 
public and professional educators, not by the computer 
industry. Also, the gmdered nature of technology and the 
exclusion of female and minority children from science and 
technology fields must be recognized in any curricula 
changes that are made. Creative computer games for boys 
and girls need to be developed that encourage children to 
explore technology without perpetuating gender stereotypes 
or violence. Compulsory courses in science studies and 
ethics for young engineers and computer scientists should 
help to create a sense of human responsibility in a world 
characterized by an unquestioned faith in science and 
technology. 
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I I I. Social Recommendations 

A. Education and Training 
In addition to policy recommendations, there an also a 
number of very important recommendations to improve the 
long-term plight of women in technology. These are some 
general social changes or sensitivities that q u i r e  addressing: 
( f m  mvidsm, p8) 

(1) It is important to educate and socialize young girls to the 
full range of potential work rola and activities (e.g. science 
and technology subjects). This must start in primary school 
and work h way up the educational ladder. 

(2) Training women teachers in computing or at least in 
relevant computer applications is import an^ 

(3) An equal opportunities frameworL must be created and 
accepted to enable womm to take up the information 
technology jobs of the future. Although women may have 
the sLills. they need the opportunities to exploit them. This 
~ y m e s n ~ m c n w i l l b . v e t o b ~ c d r ~ ~ c a p c w o m e n  
in f d y  mrlc-dominucd work mvimnments. 

(4) W e  muat be v i m  to v e n t  the downgdng of 
positions most commonly held by women (ng. clerical). 
Ipfhmfion tachnology an mean f d e r  d o n  of 
women's work role into less career-ocjentad and 'dead-end' 
jobs. The trend in this direction has led women to begin to 
set up their own businesses, to create their own 
entrepreneurial mvin,nment or drop out of the workplace 
entirely (either physically or psychologicaily). Women must 
be provided with the kind of autonomy in a job that makes 
work meaningful and fulf~lling. 

(3 We must provide working women with the facilities to 
both pursue a career and rPir a family. Many women want 
to achieve their potentid in both these regards, and indusq 
generally must begin to consider job sharing, part-time work 
and career break schemes for women. 

(6) It is impoctant to ensure tbot the work environment is not 
only tfftcent and fulfilling. but d e .  Computer technology 
must not develop at such a pace that the h d t h  and well- 
king of people working within it am put 'at risk'. 

R W - q m  19 1 
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In addition, Davidson (etal) cites several initiatives which 
can succeed in recruiting, educating and training women and 
girls in computer technology. Such strategies might include: 
(1) Publicity aimed specifically at women; 
(2) A woman as the named contact; 
(3)hgoing advice and counselling which recognizes that 
women have different needs and career patterns; 
(4)Either women-only introductory courses or group-entry 
for women in mixed courses; 
(5) Women tutors to access for further training; 
(6) In-service awareness-raising for men tutors; 
(7) Small group teaching in a supportive environment; 
(8) flexible hours; 
(9) Childminding facilities: 
(10) After-school and holiday supervision for children; 
(1  1) Recognition by employers that provision for employee's 
other responsibilities could result in a more committed 
workforce. 

6. Working With Women Clients 
Additionally, psychotherapists have suggested general 
guidelines for dealing with women clients. Socially speaking 
these guidelines suggest a sensitivity for women users of any 
kind: , 

an awartnem that culturally defined gender roles 
affect We options. In the context of computer work 
sterwtypial work or ~ e u t  act as W e r s  to 
opportunities for women; 
a woman often feels a w a s i b i l i t y  for rhe succe~ 
of her marriage and childrearing. Thercforc, sensitiv- 
ity to outside family rtsporuibilitia is vital to success 
of a woman's work environment; 
there is an existence of social biaj against women. 
Again. it is important to realize that women in general 
feel a certain barrier against them. In the masculin- 
ized computer cultwe, for instance, women may be 
reluctant to participate; 
the use of language sometimes implies a sex bias 
against women (sexist jokes and derogatory labels). 
It is important that trainers. managen and designes 
be aware and professional in this regard. Similarly, 
under no circumstances should women be treated as 
sex objects.(Burt, erd. pp28@7%2) 
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Additionally, a designer may want to reduce the hierarchy 
between henelf and the women she's working with, focus on 
women's strengths, avoid jargon, teach skill building, stress 
management and assertiveness training, work with women's 
groups for support, break down isolation, and increase 
awareness of commonality of women's problems. Also. the 
designer should be careful about not stripping the context of 
the women she is working with out of the methodology she 
applies to the design problem. 

C. Research 
Concerning research. there are a variety of considerations 
that inform feminist research into the psychology of women: 

the acceptance that all research is value-laden and 
influenced by the beliefs and experiences of the 
researcher; 
an attempt to be non-sexist at each stage of the research 
process, from the asking of questions through to the 
generalization of results; 
a respc~t for the subjects of the research, who may be 
treated more as collabof~tors in the research than as 
objects to be studied; 
the recognition that the understanding and 
interpretation of pychological phenomena require an 
i n ~ p ~  approach with attention to the social, 
biological. and pditical coo- md 
the mahation of the poceatirl social and political 
misues of the mearch. @I) 

IV. Design Recommendations and 
Guidelines 

A. Geneml Principles 
The design approach advocated lhmughout this document 
has been that of a user-centered design process. This would 
necessarily mean that an ethnographic process is necessary as 
well -- ethnography in this case nfemng to a culture and 
understanding another way of life from women's perspective. 
Cultural knowledge includes explicit knowledge, what we 
know and talk about. and tacit knowledge, what we rarely 
acknowledge. Tacit know ledge includes the cultural norm 
which is largely unspoken. It is this type of knowledge that 
is important to acknowledge as part of the knowledge base of 
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the designer. Additionally, the knowledge base of the 
designer should include more traditional information. such as 
conventional ergonomics and information design. 

Participatory design is recommended as part of the design 
process as well, for reasons already outlined in this 
document However. it should be noted that participatory 
design may not be appropriate or efficient in all cases. For 
example. since motivation may be a factor for women users. 
participatory design would not work well under these 
circumstances. If a designer was attempting to change a 
working atmosphere for existing female workers, however, 
participatory design may prove to be an eficient 
methodology. 

Good design results partly from the knowledge and 
experience of the designers and partly from the way in which 
they actually apply this knowledge. Design guidelines can 
help to provide a framework that can guide designers towards 
making sound decisions. It is important to remember that 
guidelines need careful thought when applying; they provide 
guidance - no 'handbook' of human-computer interaction 
design exists, nor is likely to. 

8. Computrr Soltv#n Systems :. , -. 

The best urn interadon guidelines are guidelina in the 
sense that they are widely applicable directing principles. 
Some of these guidelines are as follows: 

(1) Kww the user population. This can be difficult to 
achieve, especially when a diverse population of users has to 
be accommodated or when the user population can only k 
anticipated in the most general terms. Knowing the user 
includes k ing  sympathetic to different user needs by, for 
example, providing program shortcuts for knowledgeable 
users, promoting the 'personal worth' of the individual user 
and allowing users to perform tasks in more than one way. 
This is a daager when designing for women usen, as one 
must be careful not to assume women belong in one "group", 
but that each will have differing education, socio-economic 
status,etc. 

(2) Reduce cognitive load. This concerns designing so that 
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users do not have to remember large amounts of detail. 
Engineer for errors. A common excuse is that a problem 
occurred because of 'human error'. But people will always 
rnake errors and indeed have to make them in order to learn. 
Engineering for emrs includes taking forcing actions that 
prevent the user from making an error, providing good error 
messages, using reversible actions that allow users to comct 
their own errors and providing a large number of explicit 
diagnostics. 

(3) Maintain consistency and clarity. Consistency emerges 
from standard operations and representations and from using 
appropriate metaphors that help to build and maintain a 
user's mental model of a system. A designer can only have 
ideas about what is clear based on initial information about 
users. 

(4) Take into account the possibility that the user's 
expectations of the computer will affect her interpretation of 
any dialog with i t  The dialog should be designed to 
minimize confusion arising from these prior expectations. 

(3 Rem~~llbtt  thnt the computer is a tool for simulation and 
that what is sim- bccows d t y  for the USCI. The 
power of the computer should be used to creak worlds that 
arc simple for the user and MtUrpl to the task.- ppW- 

493 

(6) In order to use these principles in practice. they need to 
k interpreted in relation to the cuntext of use. Simply 
applying guidelines will not lead to good design. For human- 
computer interaction regarding women, the designer must 
constantly consider the female perspective on each issue 
addressed. 

(7) Mon specifically rpcalring, there an guidelines that 
suggest me thodology regarding direct interaction with 
computer mftw are systems. The Quality Improvement 
Paradigm (QIP) proposes six steps for each software project 
(Basili 1994, as in Rccce, p490): 

I .  Characterize: understand the environment based upon 
the available models, L t a  intuition. etc. Establish base- 
lines with the existing business processes in the organiza- 
tion and characterize their criticality. Begin other research 
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gram in relation to its users, in this case, women. 

2. Set goah: on the basis of the intitial characterization 
and of the capabilities that have a strategic relevance to the 
organization, set quantifiable gods for successful project 
and organization performance and improvement. The 
baselines provided by the "characterization step", de- 
scribed above are used to define reasonable expectations. 

3. Choose process: on the basis of the characterization of 
the environment and of the goals that have been set, 
choose the appropriate process for improvement and 
supporting methods and tools, making sure that they are 
consistent with the goals that have been ser 

4. Execute: perform the processes, constructing the prod- 
ucts and providing project feedback based upon the data 
on goal achievement that are being collected. 

5. Andyse: at the end of each specific project, analyse the 
data and the information gathered to evaluate the current 
practices, determine problems, record fmdings and make 
recommendations for future project improvements. 

6. Pocbge: consolidate the experience gained in the form 
of new or upQtsd and. d m d  models and other forms of 
structured knowledge gained from this and prior projects 
and store it in an experience bese so it is available for 
future projects. 

This list indicates that QIP has two important gds: One is to 
provide pmject control and fadback for the pmject being 
studied. The second is to improve long-term understanding 
of software development, and particularly measurement 
practices, so that knowledge is accumulated from project to 
project in a way that enables future projects to benefit from 
the experience and findings of previous projects. 

C. Production of Signs 
More specifically still, the production of signs is central to 
the design of computer systems. Can we identify semiotic 
principles that will make possible better design? Four 
guidelines emerge from parameters for modes of sign 
production. (from Sicckcnius. pp764-766) They all converge to 
the goal of getting the message across at the interface level. 
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and apply both to textual and non-textual interaction: 

Guideline I: User interface language designem should pro- 
duce signs they recognize as existing codified expressions 
of the intended contents. (Existing recognizable signs 
make better expressions than invented ones.) 

Guideline 2: User interface language designers should try to 
select expressions that are recognized as a token of an 
established type of expression system which accounts for 
the intended contents. (words. road signs and conventional 
symbols) 

Guideline 3: User interface signs referring to domain objeccs 
and to computer-modeled solutions for problems should be 
heteromaterial, whereas the representation of UO elements 
should be homomaterial and subject to direct manipula- 
tion. 

Guideline 4: User interface language designers should always 
resort to expressions derived from a reco@urbly codified 
(rule-based) system. 

The above guidelines have two major underiying principles: 
signs should be coded and deeply emkdded in the user's 
culture. If not, the interpretability of the sigm is severely 
chsengai. If the computing culture is exJusivciy mPle, 
then this culture nee& to be addmsd in tams of the f d e  
user. Consequen~y, the sign design d d  dam slightly than 
what d3C 'co~lventicmal' user would m a d -  

V. Conclusions 
In this document, I have argued that technologid change 
and especially computer techno1ogy has affectai change on 
women in several areas including personal change. p t e r  
societal change and lifatyle changes. This change has taken 
form in such ways as diftt:rent job nquiremtnts, an exclusion 
from certain career and educational options and a growing 
sense of discomfort when interacting directly with computer 
technology. These changes signify a general fceling of 
marginalization in the field of computer technology so 
prevalent in society at large. It is important, in terms of 
equity, for these changes to be addressed. 

The human-computer interaction desiper is in a position to 
address this issue at several levels. At the most basic level, 
the designer should take women's perspective into account as 
a point from which to begin any intervention. k it a re- 
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design of the computer environment, or the interface design 
of a new personal organizer. It is necessary for the designer, 
as a potential effector of development or corporate policy, to 
advocate awareness of the issues in order to adjust the ways 
information technologies might reflect the inherent 
inequities. It is important that designers act as effectors to 
policymakers that can inform those who may have a lack of 
respect or knowledge of women's values. concerns, skills, 
perspectives and experiences. In this way, designers can aid 
the larger changes that are required in order to affect 
women's marginalization in the computer technology. 

Socially, designers should affect the methods and approaches 
to education and training for g d s  in women in the field of 
computer technology. Know ledge about the entire work 
process and knowledge about the functioning of the 
equipment can be related by the designer who is aware about 
the differing expectations and d e s k  of male or female 
usen. This existing expertise in these arras must be used to 
suppoa learning about the new tachnologics and designs that 
evolve rapidly. Designers may also k able to affect training 
methods and approaches in work or educational 
environments, if designem arc involved in the design of 
workspace or work process methods. 

And, more obviously, the &signer who is given the 
)mowledp base to do so. is able to implement design 
strategies thnt will k helpfbl and sensitive to women as end- 
users. There am principles of research. process and design 
guidelines that will enable the designer to complete the task 
in. such a way as to be sensitive to women end-usen. 

Lessons Learned 
As a &signet cuui a woman, I have letmted much from the 
undertaking of this subject matter in my Marter 'E Degree 
Project: 

1 )  M y  resemcNinvcstigation into the subject matter 
has conjhwd my initial "hunch" thar there are 
problems concerning computer technology and 
&sign, and women. l have learned, without o doubt. 
that this is nlarrd to the bigger gender issues within 
science and technology. 
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2) I found it personally interesting to note certain 
psychological elements concerning these issues. For 
example. the psychology of adolescents/teens 
regcuding their idenriry us girls or boys requires a 
certain "trying on" of feminine or masculine 
identities ar defined by greater society. 

3) I found tha, theoren'cdly, the definitions of 
masculini~ and femininity are inconclusive. and to 
base any theory on an ideology that reinforces 
stereotypes results in a paradox of sorts. Even though 
I don k feel that I based my theory on these 
&Jnitions, they were still o patt of that theory and 
resulted in a co~adicrion between my &wuncing of 
essentialistic ideals and my imlusion of the pobized 
stereotypes of marulini@ and femininity. 

4)  Following the completion of my resemcN 
investigatwn, I have come to the conclusion that: 

(a) there arc red issues concerning girW 
women atad computer rechnology; 

(b) the awareness of, and the d e s s i n g  of 
thuc issues in t m  of &sign are v & d  
ne&; 

(c) however, nry opinion is that tolerance d 
acceptance, to be adwcatcd regarding wornen 
rmd technological issues, mvrr ako be felt Md 
mghr. This ir not to say that women Md 
designers need be passive; only that they be 
fcu'r-minded and of good will. 

Afer a& "dewloprnent for equity" (Speth, as in Gendcr 
Working Group, p3) implies thot those involved d l  s h e  a 
cettain w e  of mind - that of tolerance* justice Ond equality. 
Awareness and advocating !or c h g e  is important, d 
requires that those who engage in this a c t i v i ~  be fair-minded 
and be of good will. A positive attitude is essential. Change 
may be incremental, but a positive approach should prove to 
achieve our ultimate g w l  of developmcnr for equiq. 
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Part 5: Conclusions and 
Recommendations for Further 

Research 

This document is intended to act in two ways: (1) as a 
contribution to both academic and politid debaka about the 
connection between gender. technology and human- 
computer interaction; aud (2) as a guide for designen who 
want to embrace the opportunity to change their design 
approach and methodology so that it is gender sensitive. 

Drawing on perspectives from feminism. ergonomics. and 
design. I have argued that the conventional approach to 
human-computer interaction design is not gender neutral 
and, therefore. that there is a need to approach it in a mom 
gender-sensitive manner. This can be achieved through (1) 
awareness. (2) an information base and (3) by addressing 
many of the recommendations presented in this document 

d- F l w  - Jwlurry 2000 7,00 
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Unfortunately, the search for a general feminist theory of 
gender-sensitive human-computer interaction is somewhat 
misguided, because of factors outlined in  the document (e.g. 
danger in viewing women as a homeogenous group). In 
addition, there i s  a fundamental problem in a generalized 
feminist approach in that it would certainly recommend a 
deconstruction of the patriarchal, institutionalized view of 
science and technology. This is probably not realistic. 
Instead, I have suggested that we need to analyse the 
specific social interests that structure the knowledge and 
practice of computer technology and consider these, and the 
female user, when approaching design within this area. This  
approach may enable the conscientious designer a real 
attempt at addressing the issues at several levels during the 
design process. Subsequently, this appmach may encourage 
ao eventual change in th. sociology of computing - one that 
is more accepting of women, and one that will undoubtedly 
benefit us all. 

A new sociology that looks at profcssionalisrn cn tically may 
suggest that a break of the M e t  between experts and 
technology will enable designers to design 'socially useful 
products' by opening up technology to wider public 
participation. In doing so. desiguem wi l l  encourage &bate 
d a n u m b  of impahat q~~ of the natm of 
tcchn01ogy itself. the design methods used and the way work 
is organized. In this way, working people will be involved 
in the pmcwa of tec&oIogid plpaning, design and 
producfion. Since women's interests and participation have . . previously been r m q m a h d  in this area, a more democRtic 
and egalitarian society would be reflected in their increased 
involvement in decision-maling about technology. 

Having said that, the direction for the future is somewhat 
'fuzzy'. It is certainly clear that ackaowledgement of the 
problem will enable designers to approach the design of 
computer technology more seluitively. It is clear that the 
time is ripe for human-computer interaction to be considered 
in terms of gender. It is also clear that there are several 
levels from which the designer may approach the problem. 
It is not. however, perfectly clear how this approach is to 
materialize. Given that this document begins an exploration 
into the subject matter of gender and human-computer 
interaction. I would suggest that it is each particulu designer 
in each particular circumstance with each particular user 
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group that must make further decisioas as to where this 
information takes her or him. 

For example, if a designer was required to redesign an 
existing workspace and environment for 36 clerical workers 
in a large oil company, the designer may well enlist 
principles of participatory design with the workers, probably 
mostly female. With the use of this document, the designer 
could conduct ethnographic and feminist research as a matter 
of course and implement a process of redesign which 
embraces recommendations for employment policy,rraining 
and education and good user-centered design strategies, with 
an emphasis on women as end-users. 

Designen who feel passionate about the problem could aim 
to lobby for change in governmental policy concerning 
women as users of computer technology. Designers who 
work for computer software companies may desire to attempt 
a more friendly interface for female users. Designers who 
arc educators may want to address the educational disparaties 
between girts and boys or women and men concerning 
computer usage. Since designen operakc at distinctly 
diarcmt levels, further research in the area of interest will 
coincide with each individual situation that the designer is 
faced with. Hopefully. this document will k useful in any of 
these situatio~~~. 

 he rime is h e n  for m o r b g  the relationship k t w k  
gender and human-computer intexadion. Wajcman states that 
technologies n v d  the societies that invent and use them. 
their notions of social status and distributive justice. it is 
clear that computer technology cmmtly reflects a masculine 
worid - it is now time to W o r m  it into one which reflects 
an equality between women and men. 
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Appendix 1 : Social Structures 
and Feminism 

1. Biological Determinism 

Biology, as a science. has been used to make a powerful case for biologically determined sex 
roles. Biology has been central to the promotion of a view of women's nature as different and 
inferior. making her naturally incapable of carrying out scientific work. For example. sex 
differences in visual-spatial skills are said to explain why there are so many more male 
scientists. Feminism seeks to demonstrate that biological inquiry, and indeed Western science 
as a whole. were consistently shaped by masculine biases, evident in the definition of what 
counts as a scientific problem, but also in the interpretations of research.(@. Wajcman) 

The belief that a woman's nature and all of her possibilities an determined by her biology - 
specifically her reproductive biology - is one of the most ancient and most persistent of ideas 
that work to maintain women's disadvantaged social positioa It has long been used to justify 
an entire range of social practices &siwed to keep woman 'in her place.' Assumptions about 
'womnn's niatw' have not only described what that lrPhue allegedly is, but have also 
prescribed what a woman should be. 

Biological d#erminism baa its best know ancient formulation in the philosophy d Aristode 
(384322 B.C.). D q i t e  vast increases in the saphistiation of biological knowledge, vicvs 
n-bly similar to his still @st. Mstotle believed that women are not capable 
(physically or intellccluplly) of filling certain kinds of jobs, or that placing children in day 
ciare is a violation of a mothcr's vwzwal mle. (p2l Burt et.d) Women's place is M d  p m l y  
by her essential function, that of a biological, reproductive nature. Her rational cawtics arc 
declared to be underdeveloped and inf&rior in comparison to men's. Hence. men arc to rule 
over women. Aristotle writes: (p22 Burt et.al) 

f h c d ~ @ ~ n v c s y r t ~ t .  andfhCJkmOlcin/ctior;andtheone ~ & ~ , M d l k ~ l h t ?  
is r&d; this mi*, of necessifSIfy, crtrndr to all mankid. W r e  then i s  s ~ h  a 
diflenncc as that bctwen soul and bdy, o r  b t w e n  men and rmimalr;;;. the lower sort me 
by MNlC s h e s .  and it is kmr fw them as for all infiriors that they s h l d  b un&r the 
rulc of a master. 

Aristole's philosophy underpins most western theory about the nature of human beings from 
classical times up to the eighteenth century. Beverly Baines describes how Aristotelian 
notions of the biologically determined inequality of women and men can be discerned in the 
assumptions underlying much of nineteenth and twentieth century legal practices. (p22 Burt 
et.al) 
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Lt was by no means inevitable that Aristotle should devdop the functionalist. biological 
determinist view that he did. Rato, his own teacher* had quite a different view about the social 
relations between the sexes. Ptato's teacher. Socrates, describes an ideal society which is 
composed of both women and men who will receive exactly the same education. He 
maintains that then is nothing in the female nature to prevent this, claiming that "there is no 
pursuit of the administrators of a state that belongs to a woman because she is a woman or to a 
man because he is a man. But the natural capacities are distributed alike among both creatures 
and women naturally share in all pursuits and men in all - yet for all the woman is weaker than 
the man." (p23 Butt et.al) Hence, "[w ]omen of this kind ... must be selected to cohabit with 
men of this kind and to serve with them as guardims since they are capable of it a akin by 
nature." Socrates explicitly states that there are no specifically female traits. either biological 
or psychological. that would naturally exclude women from these pursuits. So that chiid- 
rearing will not interfere with the education and other activities of women of the guardian 
class. Socrates describes a set of social arrangements in which there will be no conventional 
family structures. Children "will be taken over by the officials appointed for this, men or 
women or both. and raised communally." 

Plato puts forward quite a different view from Aristotle of how women might live in "man's 
worldw, but then is little doubt that it is man's world, and it is unlikely that twentieth century 
feminists would find his kind of equality acceptable. He proposes that women participate 
equally in men's activities and punuits, devised and elaborated so as to bring out the best in 
masculine nature. Women might become guardians, but ody by becoming honorary men: by 
having men m a k ~  room for them within d e - d e f d  stmcttms. Resent-day variations on thir 
theme prevail in business and other high-status occupations, when women arc admitted on the 
condition that their 'femininity' is not permitted to count. (pp23-24 Brut ad) 

In any w, it is Aristocle's views about women's nature that provide the basis for visually all 
of western theory up to the 18th century and otrer thc rationale for patriarchal social 
arrangements. 

Liberal pditid theory in 18th and L9th c e ~ t w y  prepared the way for a fundamental challenge 
to biological determinism. M y  liberal feminists contended that women's inferior social 
status was to be explained by their lack of education and opportunity, and not by their nature, 
opened the way for a reexamination of traditional assumptions about 'woman's nature.' As 
well, the social and economic upheavals that accompanied the Industrial Revolution 
undefmined the idea that women's biologically determined place is in the home. The 
decentralization of work and home elicited a growing separation between the sphems. As 
women went to factories to work. it became more difficult to maintain that women were fitted 
only to perform a biologically determined role. 

In addition, egalitarian political ideals challenged the view that political authority was based 
on inherited title. The argument that all memkn of society are free and equally participating 
individuals led feminists to argue that equality should be enjoyed by women. too. (pp24.25 
Burt et.al) 
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2. Marxism 

The development of Marxist thought in the 19th century affects feminist theory also. Early 
Marxism was primarily an analysis of the modes of production and the social relations that 
accompanied the Industrial Revoiution and the rise of capitalism. Marxist and socialist 
thinken' work shows that biology cannot provide the only explanation for social inequality 
and the oppression of one social group by another. Marxism is deeply class conscious, 
opening possibilities for analyzing the relationship of women's oppression to class oppression. 
(pZ8 Bun et.at) 

In the view of Karl Marx (1818-1883), culture and society are rooted in material, economic 
conditions and human beings are essentially social beings. shaped by material and social 
circumstances. Liberal idea of the self-realizing individual. freely opting into society: one 
must understand the individual to understand society. Marxist: understand society to 
understand individual. Marxist: classist- ruling class generates perceptions of human Pame 
and social reality that are distorted by its own perspective so as to make the status quo seem 
the 'natural' way for things to be. Capitalistic social structures are designed to serve the 
interests of the d i n g  class, however. 

Marx theory of alienated labor. The root cause of alienation is to be found in the stnrture of 
industrial production, where workers have w say in the conditions of their work, or in the 
design of its products, and arc a t  off from its fd use. The alienation of the worker in his 
product muar not only that his labor becomes an objectivity, assumes an extemal existma. 
but that it exists indqdmtly, ouui& himself and alien to him.(Manr) In consequena . 
memkn of the working c b  are deprived of any uw of participation , they experience their 
work as merningless and unfullfiling a d  their place in the Social order as i n s i ~ c p ~ ~ t .  

 mar^ believed that the division of labor in capit.list society i s  rooted in the division oC labor 
and of power within the family - divisions based purely on dBercnces of sex and age. view 
that the enslavement of wife ami children within the f d y  is the first form of private 
pt~perty* He regards private property as one of the fundamend social evils. 

 mar^ associate Frederick Engels (1820- 1895) wrote the Origin of the Family. Rivatc Roperty 
and the State ( 1884). Nuclear family m i m  the larger macrocosmic social struchue. Engels: 
the wife becomes the head sewant, excluded from all participation in social production. 
Solution to end their confinement to the sphere of private domestic labor to enter the public 
wodd of productive work. To make this possible, domestic labor and child care would have to 
become public, collective responsibilities. 1n short. women are oppressed under capitalism 
through a sexual division of labor that serves the interests of men directly. (also serves the 
interests of capitalism indirectly through serving the interests of men) (pp29-30 Burt et-al) 
Women rrsponsible w Lhout pay for child-raising, cooking. attending to the en tire ranp of 
family needs, and looking after the sick and aged. leaving men free to devote themselves fully 
to productivity in the public sphere. Capitalist society need not pay for the reproduction of the 
labor power upon which it depends. 
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It is clear that no explanation in bidogical terms alone can account for women's 
disadvantaged social position. Material and economic facton are instrumental in perpetuating 
patriarchal oppression of women. There is a need affirmative action, equal pay for equal work 
and effsctive day care. (p3 l$urt etal) 

L Havelock Wis (1 859 - 1939) and Sigmund Freud 

Ellis and Freud's analyses of sexuality and psychosexual development is well documented.. 
M y  Freudism: "anatomy is destiny", meaning that pyschosexual development was 
biologically determined. The well adjusted woman. in Freudian terms. was one who learned 
to accept her patriarchally defined role of passive dependency in heterosexual marriage, 
schooling herself to please her husband.( p3 1 ,Burt etal) 

How ever, psychoanalytic theory emphasis upon sexuality, primary process, desire and 
creativity, psychoanalytic theory addresses private, disorderly and noa-rational aspects of 
persod experience. Acknowledges centrality of sexuality in human lives and creates space 
for an affirmation of female examination of the place of sexuality in society, the relation of 
repression to civilization and the significance of individual psychic formation in the creation 
and maintenance of thc social order.(p32, Burt, eLd) 

T h g h  analyses of parenting and socialization in the shaping of sexual identity* feminists are 
exploring the impLicatiom of the important distinction between sex and gender. Sex: 
biological Maen= in genitalia and rcpductive fuction bctwecn male and female human 
king. Gender' social and psychological creation of masculine and f e  beings, who are 
drlizcd to fnlf'i a complex set of requirements and expectations about what it is to be a 
woman or a man. Opprdve gender struchues contribute centrally to women's inferior status 
in socicty.(p32, Burt etal) 

Simoae de Beauvoir (19081986) "the Second Sex" wrote: 
"...just os@r the ancirnls there was an absolute wrticol with n&rencd tu 

w h i c h t h o b ~ ~ d w a r & ~ h + s o r h m i r m ~ l u r c h v l n r r n r y p , ~  
m~fctJi~tc,..m humanity L mu& adman &@a m r m ~  not in herse~but as 
~ h n ' v e  ta him; rk is not mgotdrd ar M O Y I O ~ W  k i n g  ... She is dcmd and 
diferen&a&d with nfi~ltncc to man a d  not he with ~ykmnce to her; she ir rAr 
hciibntal, the ineascnriol as opposed to the essential. He i s  the Sub/cct, he is the 
Absoln& - she is fhe 0 t h  " 

Many of the best-known present-day feminist writings amount, in effect to a set of variations 
on this theme, 

Feminists are attempting to transform a set of social structures where it has long been &en for 
granted that what men do is the normal human thing to do, as Simone de Beauvoir's 
characterization of female Otherness makes clear, "humanness* has ken defined by what men 
do. When women think, speak or act differently, their behavior is judged deviant because it 
differs from that male norm. Yet it is worth noting that difference is a symmetrical relation. If 
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women are different from men, then men. by the same token are different from women; if 
women speak in a different voice, then men do, too. The different voice in which masculine 
morality (and rationality) has long been speaking - and drowning out all other voices by 
calling them 'different' - is itself but one voice among many. Once one hears other voices, one 
realizes that to speak in that masculine moral voice is to speak in only one of many possible 
ways. (p48, Burt et.al) 

4, The Psychology of Women 
(pp264 -29 1 Burt, eLal) 

Freudian theory provided and explanation (in terms of anatomy) for the fact that the majority 
of women w e n  wives and mothen with a clearly inferior societal status to men. This theory 
not only supported the societal norms for female behavior, but also clearly grounded this 
behavior in nature rather than in culture. (19609) 

The psychology of women today is an active, evolving area of scholarship, teaching and 
practice.. Now psychologists study varying aspects of events that occur exclusively in the 
lives of women. such as menstruation. pregnancy, childbirth, and menopause. Also study in 
areas traditionally assigned to women. such as caring for others or maintaining relationships.. 
Also seeking to understand the psycholo$ical implications of events that almost exclusively 
victimize girls and women in our society, such as sexual abuse of children, rape, sexual 
hmsmcnt, of battery. Also provide a new perspective by focusing upon women's 
experiences in areas that an usually approached from a male point of view, such as 
achievement, work, leadefthip, powa and sexuality. Otkn hy to expose the myths and 
biases that permeate so much of psychology's knowledge of women. 

Women &arc the experience of king female on male-dominated saicties, but their 
experiences arr a h  determined by the hep lex  enviro~ments within which thy live ss 
women. 

At the center of the feminist critique is the realization that psychology is an mdmcentric 
(mde-centered) discipline. Androceniaa is reflected throughout the discipline from its 
research topics. through its language and methods, to its implementation of knowledge in 
practice. Although the male focus in the psychology of women had been identified as a 
problem. it was not until the early 1970s that this bias began to be systematically investigated 
and exposed. 

One of the far-reaching effects of the androcentric bias of psychology is the assumption that 
the model for human khavior is the male human being. Theories of human behavior tend to 
be more descriptive of the lives of men than of women. The valuing of characteristics that an 
traditionally attributed to men and the devaluing of those attributed to women. The use of a 
double standards in evaluating behavior based on the gender of the individual. Geneml 
theories of life-span or adult development are based on men. Developmental paths differ 
primarily because of women's family responsibilities. They are more apt to compromise their 
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own career opportunities for their husband's career and their children's needs than are men. 
Similarly, there are social-psychological theories of social interaction that are based on an 
image of the rugged individualist striving towards his pals  and fulfilling h i s  own needs that 
obviously don't relate to women's experience at all. 

When measured against this male standard, women are sometimes found to be deviant or 
aberrant. less worthy or valuable than those that meet the standard. The characteristics of the 
deviant group are devalued, common in society today. 

Theory of achievemenr motivation (p275 Burt, et.al). Very often women who achieved in the 
traditional sense of the term were considered failures as women if they were not also wives 
and mothers. Women were absent from the considerable literature on achievement motivation 
(late 60s. early 709). Matina Homer called this the "fear of success", a relatively stable 
personality characteristic, most apt to be shown by intellectually competent women, reflected 
in the expectation of some negative consequences. such as rejection or the threat to one's 
femininity as a result of being successful. 

Androcentrism also permeates the language of sexaifference research and is reflected by the 
differing attributions made for the same behavior shown by men and by women. Oa average, 
gids show higher scores on verbal tasks than boys, boys higher on mathematical. Some 
psychologists have minimized verbal abilities. 

In d y  70s. Eleanor Maccoby and Cvol J a c b  studies sex diffcrenccs in motivation, social 
behavior and intcIlcctual ability. Only four area3 w b  there w m  average diffcrcnces 
betwan d m  and females: aggression, verbal, mathematical and visual-spatial abilities, the 
same values sssoCiPtcd with masculinity that are highly valued in society. 

The importance of mntea for understanding and predicting human behavior bas been well 
documented in psychology. Women as wives and mothers was translated into their having full 
rqmnsibility for the success of their marriages and of their children's developamt When 
things went wrong in these areas, it was the woman's fault. The expressions ' m a t e d  
deprivation' and 'schizogeaic mother' w e n  integrated into psychological literature. Then ue 
no parallel terms for fathers. Mother-blaming is a common phenomenon, blamed for a wide 
variety of their children's problems and forms of psychopathology by both female and male 
clinicians, while fathers' activity was cited much less often as a causative factor. Mothers 
have also been blamed for condoning or driving their husbands to incest. Wives who stay with 
battering husbands arc still believed by some to be showing their masochistic tendencies and 
be partly responsibly for the beatings they receive. Too often wives and mothen have been 
assumed to be responsible for actions of husbands and problems of children because they are 
women. These assumptions have influenced the kind of treatment women receive from 
psychotherapists. Women's problems have often been compounded and aggravated by their 
therapists' failure to recognize that social expectations. institutions and interactions, rather 
than individual personality dynamics, are at the base of their complaints (~278-279 Burt etal) 
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Strategies used by woman therapists: (p280, Burt etal) 
-reduce hierarchy between patient and therapist. focus on client's strength. avoid 

diagnostic tests and labels, use of contracts to give women more control. use of social and sex- 
role analyses to understand social, cultural. etc.. teach of skill building, stress management and 
assertiveness. work with women's groups for support, break down isolation. increase 
awareness of commonality of women's problems. 

Another feminist contribution to psychology: the critique of the experimental method - the 
method by which scientific psychology defines itself. Questioners. interview, case studies, 
surveys and naturalistic observations to gather dab: the controlled experiment has been the 
method most valued by academic psychology. It is believed to be the oaly truly scientific 
means by which the cause of a particular behavior can be established. Feminists (and ochers) 
have pointed out that the isolation of the individual in the controlled laboratory, stripped of 
his/her context, greatly limib the usefulness of what is learned. 
This context-stripping methodology represents the view that the individual must and can be 
understood out of context 

There are a variety of considerations that inform feminist research into the psychology of 
women: 

-the acceptance that all nsearch is value-laden and influenced by the beliefs and ex@- 
ences of the researcher 
-an attempt to k mu-sexist at each stage of the research process, fmm the asking of 

q~estion~ through to the generabtion of mdts 
-a respect for ths subjects of the research, who may be treated more as cdlabomtm in 

the research than as objects to be rtudicd 
-the rr~ognitioa that the mckmtdhg  a d  Intqmtation of psycholo~d phe~,mem 

m interdisciplinary approach with attation to the 9oCial. biological, and politid 
context 

-the realization of the potential social and @tical miswe~ of the mearch ( p a l ,  B m  
e ~ a l )  

Roblems with a 'psychology of women' - directed toward heterosexual attraction, d a g e  
and motherhood (as was Freudian psychology). Lesbianism is seen as pathological and those 
who embraced it were seen as sick. 

There are still those who argue against feminism. Michael Levin, author of Feminism and 
Freedon ( 1 s) characterizes feminism as antidemocratic, if not totalitarian, ideology. He 
makes the following key assertions: (1) Women with successful camn sacrifice marriage and 
motherhood. (2) Sex mles are innate: women naturally prefer to cook and keep house, and 
men naturally don't. (3) Men an better at math. (Faludi. ~2%) (Levia's partner, Margarita 
Levin. is a professor at Yeshiva University, teaching the philosophy of mathematics.dhe is 
both a scholar and a mathematician) 
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Specific Issues Relevant to this Project 

The women's movement has touched the lives of most Canadian women and has transformed 
the structure of their daily existence. Feminist scholars have integrated these transformations 
into their work. developing critiques of old perspectives and challenging long-standing 
assumptions about how the world is. and how it ought to be. Women's Studies bring many of 
these scholars together, reinforcing their sense of common interest in overthrowing the system 
of power that has determined women's place in society. That system is controlled by men, and 
is dominated by the values that men have developed. It is reinforced by the nature of 
production in iadustrialized societies. (intro, Burt, etal) 

Private I Public Sphereslpgg-12 Burt- etA) 
One of the most important assumptions challenged by feminists is the belief that women and 
men should live in separate spheres. No contemporary f e d s t  would support the claim that 
women should be coofiined to the private sphen of the home, away from the public world of 
politics and work. Feminists argue that the publidprivate dichotomy is contrived, unnecessary 
and harmful. Indeed, many feminists maintain that the division of human social life into 
public and private realms and the relegation of women to the latter is a primary source of 
women's disadvantaged social position. In contrast, advocates of the doctrine of separate 
spheres believe that the important business of aay society is conducted in the public dormin 
where men, and reason. rule and that society's frivolous d insignificant P~CPSM are 
enjoyed in the private sphen where women dwdl. In patriarchal society, the home has 
provided men with physical and emotional comfoh Yet f d t s  have &own t&at the 
ideology of sanctity and domestic bliss that sutrounds the realm assigned to women works to ' 
cooed and condone male dqmtism in the home. That same ideology disadvantages women 
who need or want to enter the work force to become productive, competitive participants in 
the l a b  d c t .  It thwarts their efforts to obtain good child care, restricts their employment 
opportunities d c~odemas them to unequal pay for wofk of equal value. 

Yet, the boundaries between public and private domains, activities and expectations are not 
n e d y  so rigid as allusions to 'the public and private dichotomy' seem to imply. They vary 
historically, culturally, racially and along class lines, according to a number of factors. Even 
in societies where quite rigid divisions pertain at any given time. there m y  k local variations 
in the extent to which public iastitutions intervene in matters one might be inclined to consider 
private. In preindustrial societies, for example, the division between public and private labour 
was not so rigid as it is in present day industrialized societies. But women wen, nonetheless. 
primarily mponsible for domestic duties and child rearing. By contrast, in societies when 
boundaries between public and private may seem to be becoming less distinct, this blurring of 
boundaries often manifests itself in increased public intervention in matters of personal health 
and sexual behaviour. These are areas that traditionally have been considered to be of private 
concern. 

In pre-confederation New France, for instance, home and workplace w e n  most often the 
same. Yet by the time of Confederation. women in British North America were expected to 
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confine their activities to the private sphere of the home, and to be the guardians of an 
entrenched ideology of domestic family virtues. As industrialization came to Eastern Canada, 
this ideology was reinforced. But at the same time. settlers began moving into Western 
Canada, and they found the patterns of their lives more closely resembled preConfedention 
New France. where home and workplace was the same. Industrialized Western Canadian 
cities. however, were to repeat the pattern of separate spheres manifested in capitalist 
industrial society elsewhere. And feminists have been and still are working to challenge and 
shift those boundaries. 

However, shifts in the boundaries between public and private are not uniformly evident 
throughout Canadian society. Immigrant women in Canada, for instance. so far have not 
begun to benefit from these shifts in the same way or to the same extent that white 
francophone and anglophone Canadian women have benefited. Immigrant women, for 
example. are ~ o ~ n e d  to a doubly private world of home and/or ethnic community, partially in 
consequence of their limited access to instruction in the language of their new community. 
(p 11, Burt etal) 

Shifts in these boundaries are evident in women's changing . .  . In 
1901, ody 16% of Canadian women w e n  working for wages. (either domestic or factory 
work) Between 1907 and 1951, there was only a gradual increase in the percentage of women 
in the labour force, actively broken at times: In W I ,  for example, women were actively 
recruited to w o k  By the 1960s. women's labour-force participation s t a ~ ~ A  to increase. At 
ow Level, this inaesse signals a continued blurring of the distinction h e e n  the public and 
the private- k y  women heve moved into the public sphm through their w o k  But, in spite 
of this apparent breakdown of traditional Mm, some aspecb of a publidprivate dichotomy 
have d c d  in place. The l a b  fora hy been and continues to be highly sep*  by 
gender. Women and men usually work in different kinds of jobs with different f!nancial 
rewards and promotion opportunities. In this segregated labour force, womcn have b&n and 
continue to be the disadvantaged gmup.Women generally have held the less prestigious jobs 
with fewer dociJion-maling opportunities, lower pay and limited job advancement 
possibilities. Even today, women still, on average, earn only about 604b of what men eitfn. 
(p14, Burt etal) 

Women's second-class status in the labour force is displayed by the following issues: 
employer discrimination: preferential hiring of men rather than women 
-discriminatory job descriptions: women often are rquired to do menial work for 
less pay 

-a lower incidence of unionization among female workers 
-voluntary choices by women to limit their job commitments in order to facilitate 

c hild-raising 
One explanation: women are potentid workers who normal1 y stay at home, but may be called 
into the labour force in times of need. Socialization patterns in North American society 
reinforces this belief. "Women's place in is the home." (p 15 Bun, et.al) In present-day 
society, the ideology of the sanctity of the private domain is constantly reinvoked to thwart 
women's efforts and restrict their freedom. 
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The ideology of separate public and private spheres works to constrain women's possibilities. 
This is why feminist activity is directed toward denying the validity of the boundary that is 

. saidtoseparatethespheres.andrevealingtheauthoritarianpowetstruc~resitpurpotuto 
legitimate. The doctrine of separate public and private spheres has been used and continues to 
be used as in instrument of masculine control over women's lives and intcrests.(p 16- 17. Bun 
et-al) 

. . 
q q w ~ m e n  11ve 

Patriarchal societies are those in which men 
have more power than women, readier access than women to what is valued in the society and, 
in consequence, are in control over may,  if not most aspects of women's lives. Feminist 
theorists want to understand this power and privilege differential between men and women. 
They want to know how the differential came into being, how the oppression of women by 
men is related to other forms of social oppression such as race and class. and how women's 
oppression can be overcome. The point of studying the situation of women is the work toward 
changing it. (pp18- 19, Burt et-al) 

Common feminist themes: 
Feminists endeavour to understand how the social s t r u c ~ g  of production, 

reproduction, sexuality and oociaiization, in thcu shifting manifestations, have determined 
women's condition throughout history and across cultural, class, and racial barriers. 

Rmhfh,  in this context, includes all the pnxrsses that go into producing and distributing 
food. clothing, shelter and the other material n d t i e s  of human Me. This is primariiy, but 
not solely, an economic category, for it also includes political and cultural activity. (p19, Burt 
eLal) 

One needs to stand back from particular oppressive social practices to see their mutually 
niaforcing structums; to see. in the case of feminism, how patriarchy is constructed out of a 
number of practices which, considered singly, may not seem particularly significant or 
oppressive. Yet together these practices form an inbractable structure. 
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Appendix 2: Research 
Methodology 

Feminist Research Methodology 
"Hbnwn have o@n bit imam when cleaving the m l h  of our eqtrience. Our 

j h r e  depends on tk sandy of each of us, at~d we have a profound stake, beyond 
[he pcrsonai, in the projecr of drscribiag our realily as candidly and fully as we 
can 10 each other," 

(Rick W n n e .  1979 On Lies, Secrers and 
Sikrscc. NY: WW Nortan, as in Kirby p I S )  

Wormation is interpreted and organized in a way that the views of a small group of people are 
presented as objective latow ledge, as "the truth". People have begun to challenge this notion. 
thinking that language, research and knowledge may be viewed as instruments of power that 
can impose form and order for the purpose of contrd. Examples: governments of third world 
countries demanding what thay have called a New World Information Order. (p15 Kirby) 

Wbat aiternative f o m  of research cao do: 
it can be collaborative and creative 
it can cPny an Pltanotive viewpoint 
it am highlight the way in which i9fomatioa is controlled 
it can turn the language of the status guo back on itself 
it oftea uscs rage and humour to d q u e  the status quo 
it most often is not institutionalized. 

(p18 Kirby) 

"Tk right tam c x p r ~ n  of &as and@ Q C C ~  informtion i s  a batic 
h u m n  right* and in prirrip* it LC tavaibbCc to dl, though in p w k e  ody & the 
txtent thar one has the sptcitalpjyilege, ~ W C I ,  trdning tandjbcilities to ekcrciK 
these rights in a mcmnglw way." 
(Chumsky, Noam. 1981, Rodicd Priorifies. Montreal: Block Rost Books) as in 
Kirby p26. 

Often people on the margins often know something is wrong, but their concerns are interpreted 
as a personal problem or failing rather than as a public issue. The method of researching from 
the margins involves two intemlated processes which connect the personal aud political. 
first, research from the margins requiks intersubjectivity : an authentic dialogue between all 
participants in the research proceu in which all are respected as equally knowing subjects. 
And second. it requires critical reflection, which involves an examination of people's social 
reality, for as ~reik has pointed out, this is 'the real, concrete context of facts" ( 1985:s 1). 
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Research from the margins is not research ON people from the margins, but research BY, FOR 
and WITH them. 

Methods from the margins are grounded in the following assumptions: 
Knowledgeissociallyconstructed. 
Social interactions form the basis of social knowledge. 
Different people experience the world differently. 
Because they have different experience. people have different know ledge. 
Knowledge changes over time. 
Differences in power have resulted in the commodification of knowledge and a 
monopoly on knowledge production. 
(p65 firby) 

Analvsrs 
Research from the margins requires intersubjectivi ty : an authentic dialogue between all 
participants in the research process in which all are respected as equally knowing subjects. 
Subject howledge is given priority when analysiag the data 

Research from the margins requires critical reflection on the social context, which involves an 
examination of the social d t y  "within which people exist and out of which they arc 
functioning." (Finson 1985: 117) If we are to fully understand the &ta and effect change. we 
must try to underatand contextual pattern and how chey are sustained and coatroUed.(pp. 129- 
131. Kirby) 

Res88rrch Report 
1. Describing the pnxress 
(a) Inception of the study 
- Where did the research idea come from? 
- How do I describe what my rueerch is? 
- Why and how did this research begin? 
- What is my research focus? 
- What decisions have I made about the posible directions of U s  research during 
the initial planning? 

(b) Conceptual baggage 
- What do I think I already know about the march focus? 
- In what ways is the research important to me and why? 
- What do I hope to accomplish with this research? 
- What expectations or fern do I have about doing this research? 
- Can I identify any external frameworks or responsibilities that may influence or 
shape this research? 

(c) Basic research plan 
- What method did 1 choose to use for gathering data? 
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- How can I best describe this method? 
- How have I organized the data gathering (who, where. when)? 
- What has been my specific data gathering plan, the step-by-step plan from initial 
to final contact with participants? 

(d) Conducting the data gathering 
- Was the data gathering plan appropriate? Did it work? 
- How has the data been managed (transcriptions, recordings. files)? 
- What reflections are recorded about the data gathering process? 

(e)  Preparing for and doing analysis 
- What was the plan for data analysis? 
- How was the data analyzed? 
- Had the hurricane thinking patterns reached stability? 
- Is there any left over data? If so, how can I account for it? 
- How have various people participated in the analysis? 

II. Presentation of the data and analysis 
(a) Resenting the data and analysis 
- Is the analytical outline grounded in the data? 
- An the properties of each category adequately described? 
- Have I fully accounted for myself in the process? 
-Arc all the steps dcscxibed; could someone else undertake similar nsearch with this 

information? 
- Is the data presented compnhcnsively and sensitively? 
- Is the data presented so that participants can see themselves reflected in it? 
- Is the reporting accurste, rdiaMe, valid? 
-Arc the puticipants sotisfed with the report? 
-Am I satisfled with the =port? 
- Do I know what to do next? 

(b) Overview of the research (initial intentions, content, process) and implicatiom 
for action 
- What have the participants indicated about ways to bring about social change? 
- What have other interested parties indicated about action? 
- Have I described, as honourably as possible, what actions are likely to bring 

about positive social change? 
- Have I indicated what my investment in any action that comes out of the research 

will be? 

I I I .  Appendix 
(a) List of files 
(b) Hurricane thinking (i.e. analytical patterns) 
(c) Reflections on doing research 
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Gilligan's research method provides a model of a feminist research methodology. 
-using intensive interviews 
-asking people how they defined moral problems 
-what experiences they construed as moral conflicts 
-asking them to resolve moral dilemmas 

Participants' experiences and perceptions inform. direct and provide the context and data for 
understanding the process of making moral decisions. This is a qualitative approach. (p363 
Faludi) 

Women's experience and problems as learners and knowers, concepts of self and relationships 
with others: (study) 

-women's assumptions about the nature of truth, knowledge and authority 
Women's perspectives on knowing may be grouped into 5 categories: 

1. Silence, a state in which the woman experiences herself as mindless and voiceless 
aad at the mercy of external authority. 

2. received knowledge, a position in which the woman cannot create knowledge on 
her own but can receive and reproduce knowledge from external authorities. 

3. subjective knowledge, a state from which truth and knowledge are conceived of 
as personal, private and subjectively known; 

4. procedural howledge, a position in which women are invested in learning and apply- 
ing objective procedures for obtaining and communicating knowledge; 

5. constructed knowledge, a position from which all knowledge is viewed as contextual, 
with women experiencing themselves u creators of knowledge and valuing both subjec- 
tive and objective stratcgios for knowing. 

Educators could lcam to be more sensitive to women's experience as well, in order to 
encourage growth. in essence, women's authentic voices wil l  develop: 
"if t k y  [educatan] emphasize com~~tion over sepantion, understanding and scceptance over 
assmmcnt, and daboration over debate; if they accord respect to and allow time for the 
knowledge that merges from first hand experience: if instead of imposing their own 
expectations and arbitrary requirements, they encourage students to evolve their own patterns 
of work based on the problems they arc pursuing." (as in p-) 

According to the Unittd Nations Gender Working Group, a new research agenda is supporred.: 
(~284  ML) 

-collaborative approach the scope of the research agenda is vast and potentially over- 
whelming. Ensure rapid progress in key areas is to encourage coordination of effort 
through national and international research networks 

-practical focus: research programs must be linked to policy change and develop- 
ment action. 

-capacity building: the research ageada structured to ensure that it strengthens the local 
research capacity and accounts for existing local knowledge and expertise 

-sharing knowledge: research findings shared within the concerned community and 
converted into action (p284 Gender Working Group) 
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lo ~II attempt to study the area of computer technology in the process of design, a feminist 
research agenda may be employed which may include the following characteristics: 

advocacy of a feminist value position and perspective 
rejection of sexism in assumptions, concepts, and research questions 
creation of empathic connections between the researcher and those she studies 
sensitivity to how relations of gender and power permeate all spheres of social life 
incorporation of the researcher's personal feelings and experiences into the research 
process 
flexibility in choosing nsearch techniques and crossing boundaries between academic 
fields 
recognition of the emotional and mutual-dependence dimensions in human experience 
action-oriented research that seek to facilitate personal and societal change 

(fmm Abcicrl Resewch Metlrods: QWtative and 
Quantit4n've Apprmaeks, by W L  Neman, p73) 

Two common goals to feminist research are to give greater visibility to the subjective 
experience of women and to increase the involvement of the respondent in the research 
process. (Neuman.p252) One way to employ a feminist technique in research is to use 
discussion with potential users as an information base. The information from user's 
perceptions and experiences with computer technology, for instance, may influence the way I 
will design the product for my project. Features of feminist interviewing include the 
foU0wing: 

a prefmnc+ for an u~structurcd and open-ended format 
a prefmnce for int t~ewing a perroo more than once 
d o n  of social ~ ~ ~ ~ t ~ t i o o s  pod building a trusting social rdationship 
disclosun of p c m d  experieuces by the inte~ewer 
drawing on female skills of king open, receptive and understanding 
avoiding control and fosttring equality by downplaying professional status 
careful listening; interviewers m y  h m e  exnotidy engaged with respondents 
respondent-oriented direction, not researcher-oriented or q u e s t i o ~ - o r i ~ ~ t c d  
encouragement of respondents to express themselves in ways they an most comfortable 
- for exampk, by telling stories or following digmasions 
creation of a sense of empowerment among women 

( N e ~ p 2 5 2 )  
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Quintamensional plan of questioning 
The "Quintamensional plan of questioningw probes the knowledge and intensity of 

attitudes of people. There are 5 types of questions to ask in sequence: 
( 1) awareness: "Tell me what you know about cornputen." 
(2) uninfluenced attitudes: "What, if any, programs have you used?" 
(3) specific attitude: "Do you approve or disapprove of...?" 
(4) reason why: "Why do you approve or disapprove?" 
(5) intensity of attitude: "How strongly do you feel about improving physical 

and social conditions of computing?" (p242, Book) 

Ethnographic Research 

Ethography is the study of culture. The goal of ethnography, as Malinowski put it, is to "grasp 
the native's point of view, his relation to life, to realize his vision of his world." (p3,Spradley) 

Culture: the acquired knowledge that people use to interpret experience and generate social 
behavior. (p5, Spradley) 

-concept of culture as a system of meaningful symbols: 3 premises (pp6,7 
Spradley 
-In doing field work, ethnographers make cultural inferences from 3 sources: 
from what people say, from the way people act and from the artif'acts people 
Use. 

-The ethnographer respects aad uses a culture's tacit bowfdge. to draw 
generali~ations for himself, formulating abstract stakmcnts without the dim& 
help of a native informant. (P9, Spradiey.) 

An ethnographic intmiew is a particular kind of speech event. It sham many fa- with 
friendly convcdon. The 3 most important ethnographic elements arc its explicit purpose, 
ethnographic explanations and ethnographic questions. 
(1) Explicit purpose. Understanding that the talking is supposed to go somewhere. inter- 

viewer gradually directs the talking to those channels that l d  to discovering the cultural 
knowledge of the informant. 

(2) Ethnographic explanations. Ethnographer repeatedly offers explanations to informant, 
which help informaat become a teacher. 5 types explanations: 

a. Roject explanations. general statement of what project is all about 
b.Recording explanations. statements about writing notes, etc. 
c. Native language explanations. both speak in same way they would in their cultural 

scene. 
d. Interview explanations. explain type of interview (especially. if changes over time) 
e. Question explanations. warn if using a different type of question. 

(3) Ethnographic questions. more than 30 kinds. 3 main types: 
a. Descriptive questions. 
b. Structural questions. discover information about domains. find out how idomants 

225 R. Flaury 
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organize their knowledge. "What are all the stages in getting transferred in your com- 
pany?" 

c.Contmt questions discover dimensions of meaning to distinguish objects and events 
in their world. "What's the difference between a bass and a northern pike?" 

( p p S 6 0 .  S p d e y )  

The Informant's Report of Evaluative Data 
We must recognize there are different kinds of evaluative data: ( I )  the informant's cumot 
emotional state, such as anger. fear, anxiety, or depression; (2) the values of the informant, that 
is, the feelings that may be presumed to underlie opinions, attitudes and behaviour; (3) the 
informant's attitudes or sentiments, her emotional reactions to the subjects under discussion; 
and (4) the informant's opinions or cognitive forrnuiations of ideas on a subject (p l l4* 
William Foote Whyte (pl  L 1-122) as in Burgess) 

What factors may influence an informant's report? 
( 1) Uterior motives 
(2) Desire to please 
(3) Idiosyncratic factors ( p 1 15, Burgess) 

The laboratory of the qualitative researcher is everyday life and cannot be contained in a test 
tube, otarred. stopped, manipulated or wasbed down the sink. Theory development, 
description. and operationalization arc often the outcomes - products of the research process, 
rather than the means, and the tools used w hilt conducting nsuuch. (p 1, Morse) 
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Appendix 3: Ergonomic 
Definitions for Human-computer 

Interaction 
Vision 
1. Visibility 1 Detectability 
At the lowest level of visual performance, this visual component determines the visibility of a 
stimulus: how large it is, how bright it is, what color it is. Basic design for visibility in inter- 
face is obvious and importanr 

2. Conspicuity 
Another aspect of visibility is if a stimulus is conspicuous against the background it is pre- 
sented against. This is a more difficult visual task, especially if the background is dynamic. 
such as the conspicuity of outdoor signage. 

3. Acuity 
Acuity refers to the smailest visible detail of a stimulus, such as the features of letters of 
diminishing sizes on an eye charr Acuity comes in d i f h m t  f o m ,  such as dynamic acuity, 
detail acuity and acuity relevant to a high contrast situation. Minimum seppnbie acuity in- 
chdcs the m u m  visible acuity (detecting a single line or dot), recognition (naming object), 
vernier tlcuity (detecting discontinuity), s t e m p i c  acuity (detecting depth displacmrwt) aud 
dynamic acuity (detecting moving wee) - several of which the viewer must have the ability 
to d e w  intmtptcc~ and be able to localize them. 

Computer screens' high luminance md contrast can improve the visibility of pattern. How- 
ever, these VDT scram also produce irradiation or direct glare at high luminance levels which 
will ruiuce acuity. 

4. Contrast Sensitivity 
Contrast sensitivity refers to the detection of patterns at low contrast. 

The Modulation Transfer Function for the human visual system measures contrast detection 
thresholds. This function is called the spatial contrast sensitivity function and can k regarded 
as the spatial equivalent of the flicker sensitivity function (which will be discussed later). In 
the design of human-computer interface, it is  impomt to consider contrast sensitivity, espe- 
cially when dealing with screen design.(Mo&, p 17) 

5. Legibility 
Legibility refers to the ability to recognize an isolated stimulus, regardless of its environment- 
In human-computer interface design, some fonts an more legible than others. in general a 
sentence using a serifed font is easier to read than that of a non-serifed font 
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6. Readability 
A person's ability to recognize something in context is referred to as readability. Text is re- 
lated to other letters, and therefore has a certain readability level. A serif font. when in a large 
M y  of text will generally be read faster and easier than a non-serif foot Size, spacing, 
stroke-width, character and alignment will all effect the readability of text. This is as true on 
the computer screen as it is on the printed page. 

7. Color 
The portion of the electremagnetic spectrum that is visible to humans is between 400-700 
nanometers. the short-wavelength king blue light, and the long-wavelength being red light. 
Much of what people see, however, is actually reflected light, as dark surfaces absorb most 
light and light surfaces absorb little light. This may have a direct effect upon the choice of 
color and saturation of components of a conscientious designer. 

Color sensitivity is also important to consider, as then an three types of cone in the human 
retina, sensitive to blue, green and red; the distribution of which affect the efficiency of color 
vision. which is best in the fovea and not as good in the periphery. Human discrimination of 
the differences in wavelength dictate that we are most sensitive in the yellow and bludgnen 
part of the spectrum. Human discrimination of color and position of image may help deter- 
mine the designer's approach to screen design in human-computer interfaces. For enample, 
human vision is trichromatic ( 3 cone mechanisms), which means that we can see color differ- 
ences well. The designer may want to utilize this fact and use color differentiations to convey 
information. The disadvantage is that 8 % of the male population has a color deficiency, the 
most common one b a deficiency of the d and green receptors. Also, diarercnt colors will 
only be faused upon a different distances, so the usc of dispamte colon in close proximity, 
such as on a computer monitor, will cause eyestrain. 

The intcrf'ace designer must be aware of color in design, as well as the various cultural asso- 
ciations color m y  have. For example, in Canadian society, nd means "stop" or "emergency", 
whereas gnen means "gow or "evexytbing's 0.K" There an also aflckctive associations with 
color rhnt may k examined fwther. For example, pink may be a d m i n g  color and may 
be a clinical color. 

Flicker Sendivity 
The human eye is sensitive also to temporal change often measured by its Critical Flicker 
Frequency (CFF). (MoaL. plS) People can only perceive flicker if the flicker-rate drops 
below the which is around 80 cycles per second. Flicker sensitivity incre~ses with the 
increase of luminance. It is clear that flicker-rate and luminance art both concerns of the 
interface designer. Another concern is that sensitivity to flicker is not uniform across the 
human retina; the periphery is more sensitive than the fovea This is important to interface 
designers, as it implies that the larger the display area, the further into the peripheral vision it 
encroaches. and therefore, the more likely the display will appear to flicker at the edges. 

Retinal lnhomogeneity and Codhi Magnification Facfor 
This phenomenon refers to the fact that human central vision will detect the recognition of 
smaller objects, and peripheral vision will detect larger objects. However. at night or in 
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limited lighting situations, central vision is more insensitive and perceptual processes seem to 
compensate. Again this human visual fact will dictate a certain approach to the design of VDT 
screens. (Monk. p23) 

Object Constancy 
Object constancy refers to the ability to perceive the conect size and shape of objects in three 
dimensional space. despite distortion. Human perception becomes an active interpreter of the 
visual world.(Monk, p26) 

Frequency and intensdy 
Sound is measured in terms of frequency and intensity. Frequency is the number of cycles per 
second in a periodic vibration. The auditory sensation we experience is called 'pitch.' The 
human ear responds to frequencies from about 20 to 20,000 Hz., with ' n o d  ' sensitivity 
occurring mainly in the 1.000 to 4,000 H z  range. Age will af'fect hearing and tone 
diffmntiatim, as will the physical health of hearing mechanisms. 

The intensity of the sound depends on the pressure of the sound wave that strikes the eardrum. 
The auditory sensation we experience is called 'loudness.' The human ear will w a d  to a 
very large range of sound intensities. The decibel (dB) is the unit used to measure the 
intensity of sound. Extended exposure to high sound (over 100dB) may result in p e m ~ ~ n t  
damage to the human ear. Below the level of 20 dB, the ear begins to lose its ability to detect 
frequency changes. The interface designer must k aware of these issues in order to design 
sensitively for the usm' hearing.(Bailey. ~063-65) 

Heating Speech 
h e  a~pect of sound that dates to human-computer interactioo has to do with speech 
perception. Communication by speech is fiqueot among people. Computer-human 
interaction is concerned with speech, as a method of communicating to the user by means of a 
'voiceover', or by means of spoken instructions on w. Speech communicatioa is also a 
concern of the computer environment, as noise from hardware, external drives and printen 
could act as interfering agents of communication between people in that cnvitonmenL 

Average speech at a distance of one meter roughly falls into a range of 60 to 75 dB. The 
nonnal speech spectrum lies within the frequency range of 100 to 8,000Ht When noise is 
present, speech is frequently masked w as to make interpretation by the listener diacult or 
impossible. For satisfactory communication of most voice messages in noise, the speech level 
should exceed the noise level by at least 6 dB. 

Auditory Defects 
Designers may mistakenly assume that all people operating a new system will have adequate 
hearing, and therefore place a good deal of emphasis on auditory messages. However, hearing 
impairments are relatively common. Therefore, the designer consider the auditory abilities of 
all potential users.(Bailey. p68) 

R- Ftsoy - .  
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The designer can accommodate a hearing impaired user by making use of their other senses. 
Sound as warning, for example, can also be emphasized visually. 

The Kinesthetic Sense 
The kinesthetic sense is used when people are positioning, making movements, controlling 
forces, judging weight, etc. To control their own actions, people need to know the position of 
their body parts before and after a movement. The primary source of this information is the 
kinesthetic sense. A unique feature of the kinesthetic sense is that the stimulation comes from 
within people themselves, rather than from outside the body. Kinesthetic stimuli are always 
present, even though we are not usually consciously aware of them(Bailey, p73) 

An important function of the kinesthetic sense is that it enables people to control their 
voluntary muscular activity without the aid of vision. In human-computer interaction, the user 
will undoubtedly use this sense, as 'feeling' where the keys on the keyboard are is much faster 
than seeing where they are. 

In human perfommnce, there are two interesting cognitive processing limits: response time 
and accuracy. Response time refers to the time taken to recognize that a signal for a certain 
action hOS O C C ~  and then respond accordingly (reaction time), and the time it takes to 
move (movement time). This is important to consi&r in the design of interactive computer 
systems. as to expect people to ~b in a shorter time than they an capable of, will result in a 
less effective system. 

Reaction time varies with the sense that is used For instance, a person cau hear a signal and 
react (on avemgc) in 150 milliseconds. A penon can see a signal and respond in 200 
milliseconds. A person will smell a stimulus and mpond in 300 milliseconds. However, 
people react faster if they see, hear and touch the stimulus dl at the same time-l 

If a computer interface rquires that the reaction time exceeds what is the user is humanly 
capable of, the efficiency of the system will k degraded. 

Accuracy is a cognitive limit more under the person's control than response time. Certain 
activities, once leamed, can be performed with near-perfect accuracy. Accuracy is activity- 
related as the emr rate for certain activities changes in relation to the method of performing 
the activity. For example, dial telephones have a 97 to % percent accuracy rate, while touch- 
tone phones has a 95 percent accuracy rate.(Bailey. p45) Wtth most activities, however, a 
person's experience with that activity directly affects the rate of accuracy. 

Then also seems to be a relationship between speed and accuracy. Frequently, the faster an 
activity, the potential for more emors. Klemmer and Lackhead (1%2) reported a difference 
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among experienced key operators in both speed and accuracy. The fastest key operators were 
about twice as fast as the slower operators, who tended to make ten times more errors than the 
fastest operators.(Bailey, pp46.47) 

(=aanitran 
The Cognitive Psychology of Reeding 
Reading is the act of extracting infonation from text; the process by which a person gets 
meaning from a printed message. Reading consists of several sub-processes: 

People perceive visual patterns of words on a page. People are actually decoding 
meanings of words: this is a process of going from the visual representation of a 
word to a stored representation of word meaning. 
Syntactic Analysis: This is when a penon must relate the meanings of individual 
words in a sentence according to the rules of the grammar of his or her language. 

The meanings of individual sentences must relate to each other to reach an understanding of 
the passage of a whole. This process is a c W y  a kind of problem-solving that the reader must 
do in order to understand what he or she is reading.(Monk, ~3%) 

Perceptual Span in Reading 
rtds component of d i n g  occurs when the information about the m d n g  of a word is 
extracted from a narrow window of text, but gmss clues such as overall word shape may be 
picked up from much further into peripheral vision. In other words, different types of 
information are being extracted simuitaneously as the reader reads a passage. The reader will 
scan a word, identify d l  the letters of the word at once, and extract information from the 
overall shape of' the word. 

Type size, typ style, the spacing between the Lines, the use of capital and iowercase lettm all 
affect the ease and speed of reading (average rstt: 250.300wp). Genedy,  lowercase letters 
are more legible than all capitals. Not only are capital letters 14% to 2046 slower to read, but 
the nadcr also sden from loss of word-shape information. from the loss of greater 
familiarity of lower case letters and the loss of greater discrimination of lower case compared 
to upper case letters. Size of type in points (point = 1/72 inch vertically) should be from 9 to 
12 point, which are equally legible when set with an appropriate line width and inter-line 
spacing (leading). However, this rule will vary according to the viewing distance. 

Line length in picas (pica = 1 1 6 inch; a 30 pica line = 5 inches) and the leading (the space 
between lines) will both affect legibility. The optimal leading is 2 points, with which lines 
from 14 to 3 1 picas are equally legible. In addition, Tinker (1965) developed a cbart of 
"Mety zones" of line length and leading that may guide an information designec2 

Human memory is a collection of stores with different characteristics which provide major 
limitations on human performance. 
1. Semory Memory refers to the persistence of a stimulus that seems to occur in the 

itself. Sensory memories arc known to exist for vision, audition and + ble touch. for 
example, a person 'sees" the trail of a lighted cigarette waving in the daric, when the 
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stimulus is no longer present at that location. Sensory memories are characterized by 
being very brief, and quickly "fade" or are "erased" by new inputs. This means that cer- 
tain stimuli are available for cognitive processing for a short time after the stimulus is 
removed. Designers should note that the duration of sensory memory can be lengthened 
by optimizing the stimulus-background contrast. Difficulties with visual sensory memory 
would likely show up as an increase in errors, characterized by a lack of pattern or an 
excess of visual confusion.(Bailey. pp 1489) 

2. Short-Tern Memory is a memory store where people hold information temporarily. usually 
for a few seconds. Many tasks performed each day q u i r e  this type of remembering. 
Information stored in short-term memory appears to come from both external and internal 
sources. External information comes into the short-term memory through the senses and 
the perceptual process. Internal sources include the resuits of reasoning or the outcome of 
a problem-solving task. 

The exact visual, auditory or kinesthetic message ia aot directly stored in short-term memory. 
Rather, the information stored must first be encoded: information is converted into a form that 
supports human understanding and aids in information processing. Possibly the best known 
characteristics of short-term memory are capacity and duration. The short-term memory can 
hold about six or seven units of information. The number of items to be remembered and the 
length of time they will remain in short-term memory has a distinct relationship. If the 
designer needs to have information remembered, he or she should probably keep the messages 
as brief as possible and ensure little interference. People forget longer messages sooner. In 
short-term memory, the shorter the code the better. 

Rehearsal helps to retain information in short-term memory. When a designer must build 
longer codes, he or she should divide them into groups of three or four to help rehearsal. 
During rehearsal, however, other intellectual activities cannot occur. 

Designers can also help the user remember information by building patterns into codes and 
then teaching the user how to work with the patterns. "NTH EDO GSA WTH ECATRU" can 
be remembered easier by placing the first letter at the end of the sequence. It now reads 'THE 
DOG SAW THE CAT RUN''--a code that requires only 6 units of memory, drastically 
reducing the load on the short-term memory. 

Another condition related to short-term memory has to do with serial position errors. Ermn 
tend to occur in certain chmter  positions more frequently than others. For, example, in a 
sevencharacter code. most errors will occur in the fifth position and the fewest will occur in 
the fmt position. Designers should consider this phenomenon, if it is necessary to place a load 
on the short-term memory. 

Lung-Term Memory is considered more or less a permanent memory store. Long-term 
memory is essentially unlimited, as items stored in long-term memory appear to last forever. 
Designers should be interested in knowing what already exists in the loag-tern memory of 
potential usen. and what types of information should k added to memory for users to perform 
adequately. 
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In human memory, the process of deciding how to classify information is called "encoding". 
An individual must perceive the information and determine the essential characteristics of the 
infonnation. and then encode it according to its storage address. Next, the information is 
stored. To retrieve the information, people actually search in different storage locations to try 
to locate the infonnation. In some cases, people try to remember the location by recalling how 
the information was originally filed. 

Forgetting may be due to a failure of any of the thm preceding operations. Original coding 
may be incorrect. information may be in some way degraded during storage, or infonnation 
may be difficult to retrieve because the search occun in the wrong file. Forgetting may be 
sometimes linked to disuse of the new idonnation. and the lack of coasolidatioa with past 
learning. But perhaps, for designers, the most important concept pertaining to forgetting 
would be that of interference. Material learned before the learning of new material may 
interfere with the use of' the new material in a performance situation. Especially in times of 
stress or boredom, this type of interference will facilitate forgetting. Another type of 
interference may occur when a person leams to perform a task, then another task* and then 
forgets how to perform the first task. The interference from learning the second task may 
affect the long-term memory of a person, and possibly increase errors. 

Memory SkiN refers to the training and practice a person may engage in to help nmember 
names, dates, events, formulas or other things. Mntmooics are cognitive performance aids 
that require a person to reduce or elaborate on information king received. Acronyms reduce 
the infonnation to an amount that is easily handled. For instance "ROYGBIV" may help a 
person to remember the order of the colors of the spectrum (Rcd. Change. Yellow, Greea, Blue, 
Indigo and Violet). Rhymes. such as "I before E except after C help people to remember how 
to spell comctly. Abbreviations may help also, unless the information is reduced so much that 
it is difficult to reconstruct the ori@. Elaboration, on the other hand. involves adding 
i n f o d o n  to aid memory. An example of elaboration would be the use of the sentence 
"Every Good Boy Deserves Fudgew as a way for a child to remember the line notes of the 
treble clef in music class. This would be a verbal cue to remembering infonnation. Another 
method of elaboration might involve imagery cucs. A person might imagine a favorite room 
and place numkn or lettcn on the objects in the room. To remember, the person would 
simply visualize the room, the objects and the letten or numbers assigned to them. 

Designers can help improve the memory of the user by ensuring that people arc not expected 
to perform tasks that place unreasonable demands upon human memory. Designers can also 
help, by developing interfaces that support and encourage an acceptable level of remembering. 
Cues to assist memory can be built into the displays, controls, workplaces, buman / computer 
dialogues, codes. computer command languages, etc. The memory of users can dso be 
improved through the design of good facilitators; the training, instructions aad perfonniillm 
aids that use mnemonics, organization and basic memory training aids.(Bailey. ppL47- 172) 
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Reasoning 
There seems to be different methods of reasoning people utilize. The most commonly 
discussed are deductive and inductive. However, a more cyclical or creative thinking process 
also occurs, yet is more difficult to define. 

I. De&ctive Reasoning is a process of arriving at a logically necessary conclusion from 
initial premises: 

Example: A. EJepbnnts ~ I C  bigger than Qp. B. Oogs arc bigger than mice. 

Therefore, C. Elepbt s  an bigger than mice 

This type of reasoning resembles mathematics rather than the natural sciences (truth). 
Deductive reasoning is more concerned with validity than truth. However, people have an 
inab i l i~  of dealing with validity independent of truth, as the truth is more important for most 
people. Designers need to know that people tend to import existing knowledge into any 
sihmtion. 
2. Alternatively, I . c t i v e  Reusoning is a generalization. Inductive reasoning is the produc- 

tion of a general statement from specific instances: 

Exunplc: " AU crows are blackw is a statement in fed  from the obarvation of I .  or 10.000 black 
CIOIVS. 

Science uses inductive reasoning to develop a theory, then try to disprove it. Designers need 
to know that people need theories to interpret the worid and will not. as reason demands, 
abandon a theory because of negative evidence; they need an alternative. 

3. A third type of reasoning is less linear that either of the preceding two: it touches on the 
reaim of Cnafive Thought. Creative thought tends to be hhlitive, sensory, dream-like, 
cyclical, emotional and illogical. Creative thought occurs in the right hemisphere of the 
human brain, while logical thought occurs in the left hemisphere. Visualization, imagina- 
tion and dreams are central to creative thought, and these phenomena contain their own 
"reasoning" qualities. Designers need to d i z e  that not all people think alike; that poten- 
tial users will be doing both calculus oa a computer and creating a multi-faceted drawing. 
The computer interface of creative programs on the computer seem to be lacking in this 
area, as the interface is usually handled in a linear, logical manner. Tbis is at least some- 
what opposed to the human creative process. 
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Human instincts. drives and needs may influence motivation. Psychologist Abraham Maslow 
developed a Hierarchy of Motivational Needs in varying degrees and intensities: 

- 

Maslow's Hierarchy of Motivationd Needs ( Wardetl, 1992) 

Maslow argued that when the lower order needs are satism, they lose their potency as 
motivators and new, higher order needs emerge. Designen can use this information, and can 
attempt to create a climate in which users can develop their potential. Designen can offer the 
user a certain amount of responsibility, autonomy and variety in the work they do. 

& 
User interfaces consist of the graphical design, the commands, the prompts and other devices 
that enable a user to interact with a program. Resentiy, thne basic types of user interfaces 
exist (which are not mutually exclusive): 

1. The Command-Line Interface 
The Command-Line Interface typified by the MS-DOS A> or G prompt, responds to 
commands typed by the user. 

Systems using command-line interfaces are usually considered more difficult to luun and use 
than those with graphical interfaces. However, command-based systems are usually 
programmable; this gives them flexibility unavailable in graphics-based systems that do not 
have a programming interface. 

2. The Menu-Based Interface 
The Menu-Based Interface (also called Menu-Driven Interface) used by many application 
programs such as Lotus 1-2-3 or Adok  Photoshop. offer the user a choice of command words 
that can be activated by typing a letter. pressing a direction key, or pointing with a mouse. 
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Menu-driven interface describes programs that use menus to present choices of commands and 
available options. Menu-driven programs arc usually considered "friendlier" and easier to 
learn than p g r a m s  with a command-line interface. 

3. The Graphical interface 
The Graphical Interface (GUI), characteristic ofApp1e Macintosh and of windowing 
programs. presents the user with a visual nprrsentatioa of some metaphor such as a desktop 
and other pictorial npresentations (icons) and allows the user to control aot only menu 
choices. but also the size, layout, and cootents of one or more on-screen "windowsn or 
working pnu. 

An advantage of GUIs for application dcvclopers, include the fact that Guts offer an 
eovirwmeat that takes care of the direct interaction between user and computer. This frees the 
developer to concentrate on the application without getting bogged down in the details of 
screen display or mouse and keyboard input. GUIs also allow progxamxncfs to create 
programs that always handle frequently performed tasks, such as saving a data file, in the 
rame way. Consistency in method also benefits the user. Another advantage is that tbe 
applications written for a GUI iue device-indcpdenc as the interface changes to support 
new input and output devices. such as a large-scmn monitor or an external storage device. the 
applications can, without modifcation, use those devices. 

Barfleld (1993) believes hat d i m  manipulation with feedback (such as a GUI) is kner than 
dialogue interaction with not much intdligtnce (such as command-line interfaces). Text-based 
systems, he argues, cannot fulfill their side of the dialogue, whereas direct manipulation 
systems have richer fedback and, therefore. a smoother intcraction.(Barfieldi p211) 

4. Other Considerations 
The computer also has less visible software levels, which have other r y p s  of interfaces. such 
as those that enable an application to work with the system softwan and those that enable an 
system software to work with the computer's hardware. 

In hardware, interfaces are cards. plugs, md other devices that connect  piece^ of hardware 
with the computer so that information an be moved ftom plaa to place. There am. for 
example. sroldadizcd data-trader intetfaces, such as RS-232-C and SCSI. that enable 
connections behueen computers a d  printers, hard disks and other devices 

On the conceptual level, networking and communications standads such as the IS0 Open 
Systems Intercomection (OSI) model wm bine hardware and software guidelines to enable 
entire systems and their associated devices to connect with one another. Although the IS01 
OSI model and other guidelina are not literal physical interfaces, hey define ways for 
different systems to connect and communicate.("InterfaceV', Microsoft En- % 
Encyclopedia) 




